


Ji XXOXI.T XSr Ji^'' OMERVATORT.

At this serene season, wliein the nights are

generally clour, and the air is beautifully trans-

pareut. there is no more floliKhtful recreation '

than tc^spond a uight in an astronomical ob-

servatory. The cool breeze that springs nn
after sundown ; the free, open expanse of the

fathomiaas hoavons. with their oountlosa glit-

tering points, which Hre as familiar to the a.s-

tronomcr, who (iiUls thetn all by ttioir names,
as the coast lights to a sailor; the auiotthat

roigus around enhanced by the mild gleam of

Btarlisht replacing the dazzling, flaring, fussy,

spluttering illuminations in which the noisy

world plies its tasks; the unfamiliar andwon-
doi'l'ul side of nature that is unfolded to the

view; the expansion of which the miud is con-

scious in dealing with spheres and distances

that make the huge earth we tread appear like

a mere crumb—all these things giA'e a refresh-

ing sense of freedom from ordinary cares, and
an inspiriting'desire to knoAV more of this vast

universe of suns and worlds in which we dwell.

The discoveries of astronomy have abolished

the old distinction between the heavens and
the earthi We kaow that the earth flies in the

heavens, and is as much a member of the

heavenly host as any star. So far as our knowl-

edge goes. all the worlds and suns that surround
us are composed of materials similar to those

which make up this globe, and even the ether

filling space is probably no more than a very

rare atmosphere which, condensed about tho

earth, furnishes us with the breath of life.

If we suppose that our night in an observa-

tory begins with the earliest shades of evening,

the first foreign world that our eyes light upon
Will be Venus. Before the sunset spectacle is

ended Venus begins to peep tlirough the col-

ored curtains of the west. This is the best

time to view her with a teleseone. both because

she soon sinks so low that the mists of the

horizon interfere with clear vision, and because

the twilight robs her of some of the glare which

always surrounds this brilliant planet, making
it perhaps the most diffleultof all telescopic

objects. Still, Venus is exceedingly beautiful

in the telescope, especially during the crescent

phase upon which she will soon enter. During
tho autumn the smallest telescope will show
Venus as a crescent. In telescopes of consid-

erable pow^r she looks in certain parts of her

orbit so much like the new moon that persons

nnaeoustomed to such observations have ac-

tually been deceived and supposed they were

looking at the moon when they were really

looking- at Venus. At present Venus resembles

the moon near the flr.st quarter.

Mars is not far from Venus now, but is not

well situated for telescopic observation.

We turn, therefore, to the stars, and the first

that catches our eve is the splendid Arcturus.

eoletai-ated in all ages as the chief twinkler of

the north, and singled out by name from all

the starry host in the Book of Job. when the

Almighty speaks out ot the whirlwind. Arctu-

rus is a coppei'-colored star, and is seen sink-

ing in the northwest early in the evening. In
the telescope it glows with extraordinary

beauty, and its peculiar color shows to advau-
tago. It is, beyond duubt. many times larger

than our nnn. and it possesses great heating
power, which can be detected with proper in-

struments. The telescope shows a multitude
of small stars forming a cluster around it.

Above Arcturus we see the pretty half-circle of

stars called the Northern Crown, and a little to

the right o£ a iine joining Arcturus, aud the

brightost star in the oroAvn, is the celebrated

Epsilon Bodtos. Nobody ever looked at this

etar through a powerful telescope without a
CT-y of admiration. It is composed of two stars

,30 close together that it is a severe test for a
small telescope to separate them. But when
sufficient power is employed to throw them
apart, there they shine bright as diamonds, one
rich orange in color, the other pure sea-green,

almost touching one another, and seeming to

vie in beauty. It has been shown that these

Stars are really connected, that they revolve

around a common centre, and so the worlds

'upon which they shine have two suns, one of

the Ime of a blood orange, and the other as

green as an emerald.

Our astronomei next calls our attention to a

very beautiful star which is gliining almos-t di-

iectly overhead between 8 and 9 o'clock. It ia

white, with a trace of blue in its scintillations.

This is Vega in the Harp, a star that almost
etiuals Arcturus in si^o and exceeds iit

beauty when s6eii
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great deal brighter than the single one was to

the itaked eye, while a third faint star appears
a little to one side.

"Now I will put on a higher power," he says.

We look again, and behold, each of the two,

twinkling diamonds we saw before is com-
posed of two stars clinging close together, like

cherries on a stem. Between the two pairs two
other iaint stars seem to have sprung into

being. The wonder of it is that these stars

belong together, revolving around one another
at a distance, probably, of many million miles,

and yet they are so far away from us that the

whole system of revolving suns is blended, to

the naked eye. into a dimly shining point of

light.

Now for a change we will look at a nebula."
says the astronomer. He points the telescope,

by means of its right ascension and declina-

tion circles, upon a spot in the heavens south
of Vega, which appears to be utterly black and
empty. But the powerful instrument reveals a
strange thing in tho.s6 black depths. It is an
oval ring of nebulous light hanging there in

empty space like a wreath of smoke. It looks

as though a breath would blow it into nothing-
ness, but ovir whole solar system, placed within
that Tins, Avould appear as a mere spook. It

used to be thought that the ring was composed
of stars until Mz". Huygens tried his .spectro-

scope upon it and found that it is gas—not gas
in tho sense in which wo ordinarily understand
the word, but tho chaotic material out of which
suns and worlds iivo made.
East of Voga is the beautiful constellation of

the Northern Cross, and the astronomer pauses
to shovr us the star Albireo in the foot of the
Cross, which is really^ composed of two stars,

one yellow, the other deep blue. The Milky
Way. streaming southward from tho Gross, be-

comes very brilliant in the eon^tolhuion Sagit-

tarius, near the southern horizon; and. as the

telescope is slowly swept along its course, the
Sight is wonderful beyond expression. Every-

1

where the milky light is resolved into a bod of \

stars strewn as thick as silver dust, here con-
gregating in globular and irregular masses,
there spread out into a fretwork of sparlding

points. Suns and suns, everywhere a couiit-

less multitude of thorn, yet this is only the

threshold of tho universe.. In the southwest
wc see the losig, crooked constellation of the

Scorpion, whose chief twinlcler is Antaros, a

!

sun in who.'se fiery rays is hidden a little green
star only visible with a good telescope.

As the night wears on and Arcturus sinks

below tho horizon, the Ploiade.'s and Aldebai-an !

are seen rising in the east, and with them
rises Satxirn. It takes a sharp eye to see dis-

tinctly seven stars in the Pleiades, but the tele-

Bcope shows a swarm of stars of all .sizes, frocj
,

tho beautiful Alcyone down to mere dust.

A-ldebaraii, which marks the eye of the Bull,

is a celebrated star, of great use to navigators.

Its color, which can be readily distinguished

by the unassisted eye, ia peculiar—a pale rose,

unlike the hue of any other star. The astron-

omer, putting a high power on the telescope,

calls our atteiition to a taint speck of light

Wbich seems to be following in its wake.
We pass over Saturn, and Jupiter. Avh ioh rises
an hour or two later, loeoumiuo oui eipiom,-

tion of the stellar heavens.

At midnight we see rising slowly in the

northeast one of the most magnificent stars in

all the heavens—Oapella. Hero we have a aun

whicli. according to the spectroscope, closely

roseniblos our own in composition. But Ifc

is very much larger than our sun, which re-

moved to the distanoo of that splendid star

would appear faint indeed. Capella shines with

A soft creamy tight, very different from the

ig wbito rays ol V'sga. Ab,/V-j Ci. .'* ik

3, With its celebrated chister. looking like

white cloud to the naked eye. but re-

by the telescope into a swarm of stars,

1 south of Perseus the astronomer shows
ol, or the Winking Demon, a star that,

ae mysterious reason, suddenly becomes
int. and then, in a tew hours, flashes out
splendor again. This is repeated fifteen

n every forty-three days,

o'clock Orion is rising. This constella-

as no rival in splendor. Its two chief

)etween which it is diEflLcult to award pre-

e. are Betolgouse, a topaz-colored gem,
on's shoulder, and Eigel, as white as tho
diamond, on his foot. Betelgeuse is ex-

gly beautiful in the telescope, but Eigel

;3 more attention because it has a small
lompanion star. The amateur astrono-

mer feels well satisfied with his telescope if it

^.ble to reveal this little star amid the flash-

ing raya of Rigel, and ho searches for it, taking

advantage of every favorable moment whf .n the

air is steady, and turning the focussing "^prow

with the most delicate touch, as eagerly and
skilfully as the sportsman, armed with rod and
flies, tempts a sly trout from his hiding place

in some shady pool. There are a great many
fine double stars in Orion, and in his sword is

tho famous nebula. It is worth sitting up a

iintriiHi jjufrii « .••i i:« ''
-

i-i-l.ti.

into coniniuniii'ation \vi \. ;

hoavtviib. !i8 rifr'p.am ei^iiiit'!: ti'

biive linked rogi'thi^r ',1)0 fuUr ijuj;

globe. l'?>ot>,le iiMifrally has>^ .1"

what modern astronomers
'

Take, for Instance, tluAi" .stijdif^-. > =

MarH. If it wori! told of youic ('..i ivoji i^,.;

it would be ser, down as an idUt fiink'. vet i l

fact that OU)' a.'^tronoini'rs to-dj'.y hru-e r: i.
:

comiu'clicnsive knowiodgoof the goofsr ;;

Jlar.H than anybody in tiio tiuii* of Cnl'

h.-id (jf tli(j geography of tho earth. Thi-
made careful maps of ilic whole
fillijd with astoniabiuf detail.'?, and ii ;i

astrononi«M' were saddejniv tran.'^povtiMl t"
Mar.s and set d<nvn at sorao }i;ivcn p'oii'"

upon it's .sujfaf-G,. ho would not. by wiiv
moans, feel that he wa.'-. lost. G-ivon W^.- If. k
tudo ii,nd U:>neitudL>., hw would know tli-.

certain diri'Ciion and at a di.'^tanee of a
number of miles lay tho btxly of Avater MaatcVj
ni his maps the Lake of the Snn, or Lociryfii

Ben, and that in anothtir direction wa.«v tli

oantincnt ' of Copernicus. Ho would kUO
wlKithcr 1)0 Was standing upon an island ,(ir 1

m.UnlHud. what tho general .shape of .tlin ia, .

was. and which \17u6 the shortest rout>» to tl

son const. If tho inhiibttants of .Mars V,"-'

inclined to mt rLtimo eatcrpri.^e .-md go.

.

cai oxiilauation, he would bo able to te.i ci'

more thaxi thoy had ever known o£ !

form and pofiitlon of the lancb Oiiid ew-.

of their giobe, and might, perhaps, t'.-u .

a ootvifortablw living in a .=t)-iins;(i wol-ld 1

opening a school lor in.itnuiiion in noiirlii

geographv. Thase same astrouomcrs have r ,:

only wiyhc^d the .sun and di.scovorod of wli n

materials it is composed, but they have iil^i

...^ . ,, ranalyzcil the stars and shown that iniUiinycf
whole night to get a look at that nebula, j them th« same oliiments n.-cist with which
wherein, unless astronomers are mistaken, we are familior on oarth. They have pros-Hd th

see suns and worlds in process ol formation.

Under Orion's feet is tho little constellation

of the Hare, which our astronomer tolls us con-

tains one of the most singulpr objects in all the

sky. He turns the teleacof.e upon it, and wfi

behold what seems to be a drop of blood sus-

pended in raid space. It i? is, Uttle star as red

as red can be made. No artist, however skil-

ful, could imitate the purity of its hue. Yet wo
are assured that that blood-red star Is a sun as

large, perhaps, as our »un. and that inhabited

worlds may be revolving in its orimsoij blaze.

What a marvellous universe is this of which we
are all citizens 1

At last, as the clocks are striking 4. and the

rattle of the milkmen's carts begins to awaken
the homeless sleepers in street corners. Sirius.

the king of stars, appears blazing on the hori-

zon, One look at him through the teleBcope,

which blinds the eye for five minutes after-

ward, an.d a glimpse of hi» strange companion,
which seems to be the gigantic ember of an

almost burned-out sun. and we bid the astron-

omer good morning.

.so far from ohr fiiin being the only one, th
anivorsa Is sprinkled with many millibni^ \

."luns. Th(*y hav(? found ilirtt worlds iind S'.i.i,

go through a procoKS of developinont .;iid l'

looking at the sjtectrum of a star they ''an f( il

whotinu' it is probsibly oklfr or yonngiu- th!i.3

the li'un. They have discovered K.unis. fstn.,!.

larger than ours, which, grnnpod tnttftthcr

in pair.s and by thrp.DS wiirl Itmrs,
swinging around a. oomumu ccMr.s: Thoy liriv

found spots in the hoiivi**).' 'lt:it :iv r
i

1

bedded and abUiKl^ with feufi". Wi'.h ilv >

one may look upr", ,
; :

-
. r jv.irtini' -i

thai the so-cailf ' .tnUfid an' 1.'

portions of tho um , i ..i'jh h-ivo \'«\

bptm orgijriized into soliii' m.vKieins.

SIGHTH WIXU A I'ELKHCOi'Jb:.

In vicW of fht"io ffict*. an act*-n»iii.

AVffadnrtii
'

-
'

'

,

oo.*i»'i,ial '

'

S(!0[)C, aiiul wiuoLi iii-ii .'^yMiiiU i ;,ju;,'M-i

body ()XcCi)t an asii-onoinor, jnust po.^ ^

terest for .all readers, The Princeton i

is iiarticuliU'ly iniorosting, boaause i:

chars':*) of one of tlip* foremost ot Hvin,'.' :

'

omi^rs. Prof. C. A, Young, who lias niad^i.i^,
of the tflo.st important H.ddll;ion.t to aeri^^Of

~
oal Science which it has rucfti^ed in laoi'

:tim,ps. An aniatcur astronomer, who 1

,

isp(mt an evening Ui tnt; l.'rinci'ton obewr- :
t

tods this story of what hrf saw: >
" We Imgan with Saturn. I havooKen 1

1

Satnni with a, sniaK lele^cope. and jiu,-, :. , -

known a pLTbon to look «t Ibat pUin-if

jiv-t tiinio, even witl» ancVi an in.^trumf ,1 v> i ,

i.it a dry Of suriirise and admiravloii. 13n>

;',iLnrn, fifl shown bv tho Prirn'.ol;oji teloSO'JP'

was a revolatdon to mc Think ut a gl"' '

almost 700 timss as hwwie as the oArth H't

pend(.;d in sjiace in the Tuiddlo of lhri.'(' 01' lY.u.i

concentric rings, which arc nearlv iO.OOO m.iU'-^

broad iind more thuji iOO.UOU miieJ' iU' U-' i.i

V/ut les.s than 100 milos IhlCK. and tutvu'

wise toward the plaiiet'.'s equator I
'.l >

mendous ringed Avorld. together with tn- e,,:;

mooivs that revolve art.mad it, inipwrnito u..,

inaked eve only as a dull-looking star; h-w
'imagine it brought so near that its gi^ir

alone appeai-.'S many times larger tliin,

tho full moon, while all its surrou'i

'

ings jire enualiv magnified, and ymi •. 1'

h.-ive some notion o£ the power of the gre.'tt •>
'

-

ftscopfi. The question naturally arist>iiD ,11;

mind of the otwerver. "'Is it jiosfiiblo tAnil rh*
'

marvollons planet can be inhabited?' It _v

easy for the imagina.tion to picture thii app'^ai'-

anco of those rings as seen from tlilfuren'

poinhs on Saturn, horn shining as onnra.o

ari'f -of light. ;vnd thure hiding tho sua ht

bui-yingaliirgo portion of tha planet ia the',-

.
shadow. There is somts curious evidence ten

ins to show that the rings are failing, or mh,

.

being drawn down toward the plnn«t, and_ tl\N

in throe oi- four centuries they will touch itnr '

eventually fail to pieces,, as it were, thus
bing tho hfiavons of one of tho strangest ,plie

nomena that man h;iH over looked lipiJqj }i'

Saturn wore inhabited, what a trunionilo><B

cvmt the destruction of the rin.','S Avould tef^'i'

the inhibitants to look forward to! But
it scorns to me that the niyplationti k

this monster telescope show plainly cijmistii
, - that Saturn is not yet inhabited, livury-

ThenCAV telescope which has recently been body knoAVK thatroodRrnasti-ononieiftgoncrally;

.•nnmil-ed in tho observatory at Princeton is, regard Saturn together AVith Jttpjt-as fuvi t.,v

Snl:^ ^^o^^fthe o)L mWushington, other ^^\ '

the largest in this country. Its ob.ieet glass Q^rth. Geologically theyaro nianyagesyoun,-;!

lackF, but one inch of being two leet indnime- the earth. They are yiu, in a «,5n: .if

, ter and theeigar-Hhapod tul)e of steel IS iibout perhaps partly vfipornuf; condition. But u.

' 'Hirty loot long. It i-finks Avith the half dozen
t^^ftect of the mera rending of .such statesionxs,

I lolRKCopic giants AvhichAvithm a few years jj^ars no sort of proportion to thai; nrpilnccc'

I boon placed in the hainlsof tho astrotiomeib actually looking upoii a Avorld whic.l!, 1,-
-

of tho world. butofwlKJBO astonishing uchievG- .^t cooled down. As I gfized .at mlu u
.

-
• monl,s the publio Ims hoard but littic. bir V\ il- the oni-th la-obably lookcd ages bel m;. 11

,

i liam Horsohel Avonld have thrown away ui,s
.^^.j^^ (ireated, Avhcn it Avas Avithout Pani ntidj

bif rfflwtorfe in disgust if he could uavc y^ifi-- and Avhun 'darkness waa unoii t' - 1..

1 ciuight 'A glimpse of the Iroavens through - -
-

i one of tht^.Ho telescopes. P.'.nplo who are

u„t familiar Avith the progress ft
tronomv hJiA'e no notion of work that ib

being done in the great observatory over-

looking the battle-ground l^fi":^'; pi^f-}^?

J:hjitjs .changing the AVhote QU.UpoJ,ijor^ tliw

Sntorn » Batoy WorUl, thongh WO TJumes sis

Xini-KC H« the Ej»iclh-<Tru!i>lt-'?v ,«:iKnlfieU

Tw<» Million Times—Th<i Mj-stfrioMf* Coni-

l>antou of the flog St«t—The Grc'iet 2\,el»il«.

Tho great blue dome of the Halstead Ob-

serA-atory rising boldly above the lofty walls of

gray stone, AA'hich lift it out of the dust and

smoke of tho little toAvn, is tho most striking

odiflce in Princeton. It gives an air of erudi-

tion to the place. The traveller seeing it con-

fronting him as ho ahghts at the railroad sta-

tion feels at once that ho is in a univer.sity

town. Avhore the gravity of learning lends un-

wonted weight and dignity to all tilings, even

to the olianticleer Avho, somcAvhat haughtily,

though gravely and decorously, eyes him from

a neighboring fence without indulging in any

unscholarly and unmannerly croAviug. One

can imagine tho Spaniards looking with some-

thing like aAV(? upon the retumed ships of

Columbus. A great observatory soenis to pro-

due a sirailiir effect. The magical chrfrm of

discovery hovers aroufM it-discovery not

among continents and*" islands on the other

side of the earth, but an pug suns and Avorlds

.soaring in the heavens, .nany of Avhich are far

grander and more gloiious than our own

It was?- a 'ila.rtling as aviof the C!
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ii ITS •\ifiao!Ji^|i<sr(}, toK!?rnff Ati'i iii^avinff A-itira
iiirUof .thai; is all hul iwi^jei^l-ibl**' in tife A<^\-

• ->p{. ,t was not forliuiate t'liougli to wii.n-.'Sft

{ i. tifias; or tho kind, l)i'it iit times grpiat tel-
) '',:•_']:):;? iiave shown tho distortions in tho
) '.ii/l.iiiet's oiatlini> produced hy tho hoaviiifi; nf tho
^ <'-.st- «?oa of vapor Hiirruuiiding it. It« fntiuv.
t • jntinfinti?, yet bnrniny liot. of pm-haiis mi'vo
' p'Attsof) liquid tiro, ore iuddtui hi>iioatlii ft

; ,. 'H of ptoam and stnrdio. l\nt -vvIumi it is rwidy
i'

• voccive HiHl nourish livins: beinsfv. what a
!jj;ninc''Ut world it will boi All tiip eartli's

t ;\(tr;i hundred inillioas of iuhabitants would
ird'j- inorM than suWw to piiOph? oiu' of its

^^''•hvada. •' How iiiiiny millions of yea rs.' I asked
rsi-> .- -..'f. will pass before a race resernblinj,' man
twiKi'if to exiilore Batnrn. to settle it and eulti-
T?ite it. to build citiep and fleets there ? It

I ffotdd hi> n fliylit worthy of a new DiBdaUis to:

I

reat?h the riiigrs,'
'"

' Itoolt at Ene*1fi.dns,' said Prof. Young.
"Tim re/nark was so put with tho Jiim of

thnught I had lioHn foUowinjj tliat for a .second
I half oxpocitdd to see the old Titan of that
niuro, who made war on tho gods wh(>h the
earth Was young, preparing to ronoAV theHglit
in thiR new AYorld of Satnrn. But tho astiono-
iJterwaH not talking of d6ini-}jod.s, but of tha
Jiltle moon natned EnceJadus, which hovers
clORe under the wing of lire rinsed planet, and
j»only visible with «uc!i. siant telescopes as
rl\i«. It one of the eigiit luoons that will

j
adorn the Rky for future lovers in Satiu'Hto
B-wenv by.

,

^ " Wo next tui'nod tho great tube on Jupiter, a
Rti]l more f^ifjantie planet than Saturn. thouKli
h'ifi!? wonderful, because it has no rings. Hero
I s?a.w another world in its iire a,«;o. Tiut there
are indications that Jupiter, (4:eolosica!iy con-
sidered, is older than Baturii; that is to say,
further advaneed toward the condition in
wliich the earth now is. This conclusion. I
think, is warranied by the np)H'arance of Jupi-
ter's svirFaee. wJiich oonta.ins many more ci.in-

ppicuous markings and .spots than are seen on
t Saturn, and some of these spots remain almost
nnehanged for years. An ordiniiry teie-
scopo ereneratly shows only two daik tjelts run-
ning alongr on each Bide, of the planet's
eouator, « ''einr spots, and thts bluish tingre of
Ifie surface around the poles. The Princeton
telescope showis that the. whole huge ball is
coveted, and, in tho neighborhood of tVie eaua-
tor, crowded With, belts, spot.s, ami slrciks. Jn-
piter'fi atmosphere, like i^titurn's, is lilled with
clouds whielx preaent a most picturefioue ap-
pearance. I regretted A-ery much that the
famous red spot which appeared dfa Jupiter in
tile summer of 1878 has faded almost to iiiyisi>.

bility within a few months. This giant tele-
Scope would, perhaps, have thrown some lieht
upou the nature of tlie suot. But I saw enough
to convince mo that Jupiter has not yet devoir
oped linto a luabiiabie glv-jbe. ^Vith baturn,
Lranus, and Neptune, il;fdnns a family of Kiant

' worlds which wiil i.p time bloom with life. That
will (jo the age of groat worlds, as thi.s is the
ase of little worlds.' Life will there, perhaps,
ass,ume forms of which wo have never dreamed,

" Whi-Ti the old Inilk we trisad slialt lie a wreoli.
A fil.ix'. n, ciiuttit;iiriflini; tlirough tlie sky,

, Witfioul its crew of fools. V
'

"Irrespective of the sugijestions which it
emives'ed. Jupiter waft SI superb object, worth a
[opii journey and tlio loss of a whole night's
sleep to see. It huns before tho eye, an
enormous ijlobe—not a flat disk, but round and
full, and perceptibly bulged in the eauatoriftl
region through the effect of its rapid rotation.
Itwa« like taking a station off in space and
watehiug the earth rotate, only Jupiter rotates
much faster than tlie earth. In an hourvou
could plainly perceive how tJie gieat planet
had rolled on its a.xis, sj)0t3 that bad been near
the edge being- advanced toward the centre,
•while new spots had come into siyht alonj;
ihe edfje of the ball, Tae shades, tints, and
m,i,rkinecs on the huge (ilobewcro iudoscrib-
able. Oji each side of the eijuator was a
,H;reat belt,the northernmost one being a pinkish

I I'ed. while the soutliera bolt was gi-ayish. A
I
delicate shade of pink was the prevailing color
oil both sides of the eriuator. and this beautiful

i
background was di\*ersiiied with light and dark

.SDQtB.and streaks. I-low-s of spots re.semblintf
' thesijow'y white " thunderheads " that are of-
ten seen poking above the horizon as the ad-
finee guard of asumnier storm flecked tho sur-

ia,ce in some pla-ces. A man must be destitute
^

of all power of imagination not to see in ijome
01 Miesu spots unmistakable oiouds, and in tho

I diiirlcer si)Ots adjoiniutr them the shadows
which they cast. Beyond the irregular main

I pelts winch seemed to border the oauatorial re-
gioUB were other bolts and spots without num-

' I'or ru n n i n far u p toward ea.cli pole, bu t arou nd
I he poles the surface was shadowed with a tint
ceailing the ligliuu" shadepof a. lino steel eta-

i f.:ravins. At times, when the air was j>articu-
larly .Steady, all the delicate details of the
TtiEinet's surface Game out exquisitely dedned,
v'u'e Frof. Young put on a. raaf.rnifyinK powef
of 1,440 duvmeters which nutans that the sur-
faea of the ]i!;inet was nut>,'ut/ied more than
two inllljon times! Tho atmosphere was not
steady enouiill to uLxo good deliniticm with
euoh a power, but tlie ;;ig!i,ntic and startlins
npe.'i ranee of the planet, (iistorte<l and blurred
V site titimenuous umsnifyinjf. hs It seemed [/,
'ic observer (by the unstoiidiBcfiS of tlio air in
'let), and the ill icicorinK forms of the I'eltstind

-.[.iiii shuwlng dimly iikts hu{?o shadows, made
H ,>j^iit that I shall never forget.

Bplow the well-knov,-n Beit of Orion evRry-
bod" who watches the brilliant skies of our
v. -;<t.er nigbts must have noticed abaKy-iouk-
- iJi.; .-rar. ft, is the fa.m.)us Oreat N^ibuhi. V .. v

i L as

fr'nceioTi. Tlio whole h'eld of view, with tlio

hi'.:her' powers, hi filled with a shininy {4;reen

bane broken up into flocculent masses, delicate
clouds of lifiht, .sprays and wisps. It is

sprinkled with stains which glitter like din-
numd'* in a bride's veil, it, looks as
though you could scatter it with a breath,
but it fills a space, in ooniparisOH, with which
the solar system is a. nujre point. Hanyastrc -

1 imers believe ii cotisists of the stuff ot wh' '

,

suns and worlds are n;ade, anrl some tliin,k afi-

pearancesean be detected in it which indicate,
that it is at this moment bemg moulded in to
suns. One of the triui.iphs achieved by tire

late Monrv Dra,per was tho photographing of
1:liis nebula., and his photogi^iplss nuty enable
future astronomers to determine nist wha.f
chfingeB are t.a.king place, and whether in this
strange ob,iact we, really do behold the slow de-
velcipmoni of iT, new domain of -soUir system?.
There is a black gup at one point In The nebula,
and ill this gap siiine the four st-jtrs constitut-
ing the well-known trapezium. There are two
other stars near t'aese wliich small telescopes
do not show. This is the central poinl of in-
terest fn the nebula. It seems clea.r that those
stars are not there by accident, but that there
is a real connection betw-een them and the
nebula. They appear, as l^rof. Young remarked,
to he feeding upon the nebula.
"From the Great Nehnta we turned to Sirins,

or the Dog Star, ttie briglitest of all the stars.
It is easy to believe thiit the stars are siuig
wlten one looks at Sirius through a two-foot
object glass. It danziijs the eye like ten thou-
sand stars eomldned into one. Yet a man must
have faith in matliematicsto believe that Birius
is a sun at le;ist a thousand times as great as,

our sun. If ciie oartii were as near to Sirius as
it is to the Sun it would be burned to a ciiider
in a moment. Uut, to me, tho most intcn;stfng
thing about this great star Was its mysterious
companion, the discovery of wliose existence Is
one of the triumphs of modern telescopes.
Tliere It shone with a dull, pale, ghostly light,
almost hidden in the overpowering ra.vs of
the star. In bulk it almost eaual-s Sirius
hinu^elf, lind flieS' (t'winif around one anotlier
like two giants vtio nave gnipplad upon '-.n

icy footing. Prof. Young says the comfianion
is rapidly approaching Sirius. But what is it '(

We can hardly ca'd it a sun. for it has not the
light of a sun. It may be thee.mborof a sun
that is living out. It may bo one of those
strange dark 'uodiea with which space, it is be-
lieved, abounds, and which, having fallen with-
in the attraction of Sirius.is dogging it through
the sky. You know tlutt ttie stars are all in
motion—Sirius. as the sooetroscope shows, is
moving awa,y from us (tt the I'ate of t\Yenty
miles aseeoud—80 that it Is easy to conceive
that the star may have came across its
dusky companion in this way. Tlie laws
of gra.vit.atirtn wilt never let them part,,

though tho distance between them ma.vvary;
and so the grea.to3t sun of which we have any
knowledge must go swinging through space
with its sketetofl comrade uuti.l it itself be-
comes cold and dark. Tlie greatest interest for
us lu ail this lies in the po.ssibility that our
own sun may at some time. a.s it jonrue.v.s on,
fall within the attraction of one of these dark,
cosmieal bodies and ,so come to have a com-
panion like Sirius. The disturbing foroe ot a
body, having a mass equal to, or greater than
that of the sun, an. I brought into the ne-igldjor-
hood of the .iolar system, would produce
changes in the motions of the planets which
might render 1 he earth uninhabitable.
" I cannot stop to tell of what else tho great

telescope shows in the star depths ; how it re-
veals shining bods of stars in tho Milky Way;
iiow. when turned upon a nebulouB speck,
it sometime,? shows the aiStonishod observer a
-\'ei-; table ball of stars, ii^n innumerable
mnititude collected into a, globular cluster, and
at other times reveals tlio usands of stars a r-

rangeil in spraying lines, and spirals, and all
odd Bhapos. When I visited tho observatory
the moon was not in a favorable phase for tel-

escopic study, but I know what the big teles-
cope would do vrfth 1;he moon. It would reveal
the rairged mounta-ins and orators, the table-
lands, like those splendid ones surrounding
the Bay of Eainbows. the peaks, and tho old
ocean beds with a distinctness that would make
-the startled observer fancy some supernatural
]:iower had suspended him directly above that
old worn-out world i'repara,tary to letting him
drop down to perish in one of its airless and
"waterless wildernesses, or to be battered, and
crushed in tho rocky bottoni of one of Its ex-
tinct craters. If I had such a telescope, I fear,
though bound to this, terrestrial dust-mote, I
fShould spend my life in other, grander worlds."

Very won. llou win v r 'ispbuc luui, ine eavtn wt
V la \ is, from one (kjuu ..i mjw, ^' a great bury-
i ground, which cuuta-ins the reinauu not only of

cn<ntie,98 generations of men, bi >1 whole races
anu tribes o.r > arious animal." ant. plants. Juetso
in f:ie heaveni about us the ^d are mingletl w'th
thehvb>ia- It is to my mi>'i 't*ie most euggfiiitvpi

discovery of modern astt irj > that th„ univerco is

full of dead suns—eur,., r,i . ,.>,. ^
light has gone out,

,

whose llres have beeu -ji.tuiK-.»shed, and , 'bichno

; rl If telescopic innvor is roaiiired t-o ^diow-
,.nminaus. ishmd Ihcough vrhieli sUit.-i

-lu'Miig, BuL it is dliTicult to convey to
vt\>.i bus not heheid itwith iii.'j own eyes an

I ma-z'Tiinoent appearanco of thism:

a to
"to.
•- a
•a

til s-ueli ft taU}$.efip!?_ iiS; that nt

-^.^Jbl SKT A CEMETJEKT."
*'T HAYE been watching the star called the Wink-

"'g J^euion," said the astronomer, as he extend-
?IL^'^^ ^^^^ P"'! tiie reporter up on the root\

'
These autumn mornings are a little chilly, Uut the

i ^? so dehciously pure and clear that one doesn'tmind if It bites a little. Beside, it is worth the risk
01 oatohmg cold to see the Jjcmon wink. You are
justmtinie to watch him as he gradually reopensms eye. It you had come a rew minutes earlier youmight have seen him shut it."
" Where is this remarkable demon star'"
"Tliere, almost overhead at this hour. If youwant to point him out to your friends you have only

to observe that he is a Uttle south of that bendini
ro\v of stars that marks the constellation Perseus,
and ttiat there is a Uttie group of smaller stars near
him. isow, you see, his Jight is pretty faint, but not
so laint as it was a few minutes ago. In three ortour hours his eye will be wide open again, and he
will shine as a star ot the second magnil'iUe. These
winkings of Algol, or the Demon, ocxjur a Uttle
otcener than once m three days."
" What causes them ?"
" Ah, now you come to the strangest thing of all.

is tliere anythirgm the appearsu of the sky. allgbttermg with stars, that «uggt your mind that
It may 06 a vast cemetery ? js'o, j -b. 'sous 1 you say

longer shed life-giving and life preserving rays upon
the worlds that may be imagined yet circling in cold-
ness and gloom abouo them. What has this to do
with the Winking Demon i* Why, everything. I be-
lieve it is generally conceded, though Prof. New-
comb seems to dissent, that the variations in the
light of Algol are caused by some huge dark body
revolving around it at a frightful rate of speecl.
There are other variable stars whose phenomena
can be accounted for in the same way. In the case of
Algol there is evidence that the dark body is rapidly
approaching the star, drawing nearer with every
circle. When it strikes, if it is to strike, who can
picture the extent of that catastrojihe? Then, in-
deed, that mysterious dark body will become visible,
blazing with the light of a hundred suns, and unable
to escape from the hery destruction that it has
brought upon the star."
" Are there any other dark bodies like this known

to astronomers?"
" Oh, yes; the great star Sirius is accompanied by

a huge body of the kind. It is not altogether dark,
for with large telescopes it can occasionally be seen
glimmering laintly close to the star. Astronomers
know it was there before they got a glimpse of it, for
it caused disturbances in the proper motion ot the
star. Another of these dark bodies which astrono-
mers are sure exists, although no human eye ever
saw it, is dogging the star Procyon, one of the bright-
est in the sky. You may see the st.ir now low down
in the east, north of Sirius and below the Twins.
The invisible body that hovers about it is evidently
of large size, for it causes considerable perturba-
tion in the star's motion. It may once have been a
sun as brilliant as Procyon itself, but now not a ray
comes from it. Still, astronomers can point out the
changes in its position, as its attraction pulls the
star now this way and now that.
"If space is filled with these mysterious dark

bodies, collisions between them and living, or light-
giving, suns are not impossible. You know that our
sun is in rapid motion, carrying his lamily of worlds
along with him in his tlight- So all tho stars are in-
stinot with motion. Our lives are so short and their
distances are so great that we can hardly appreciate
these motions, yet they are swift beyond comprehen-
sion. Some of the stars arc approaching, otuers re-
ceding, all moving in some direction. The constel-
lations whose forma are so familliar to us are falling
to pieces like card houses. In a few thousand years
there will be no Great Dipper, no Orion witu his
club, no Southern Cross. The heavens would look
bke a new universe to one of us who revisited the
earth in the ten-thousandth century. Now, if we
suppose that there arc as many dark or dead suns
as there are living ones, it is not difficult to believe
that occasionally tliere might be collisions botw'een
them. Of course, the chances against any such col-
lision would be very, very great, and yet some of the
cases of stars that have suddenly blazed out with as-
tonishing brilliancy and then distippearcd may be
accounted for in this way. To show you that there
is no exaggeration in what I am saying about the
multitude of dead suns in the universe, see what Sir
John Lubbock said in his inaugural address at tho
meeting of the British Association in August last :—
"'The floor of heaven is not only " tnick inlaid

with patines of bright gold," but studded also widi
extinct stars, once probably a.s brilliant as our own
sun, but now dead and cold as HclrahoUz tells us
that our sun itself will be some seventeen million
years hence.'

" But we need not wander ofif in space in search of
the sky's untombed dead. We have right at hand,
circling about our own earth, not an extinct sun, but
a dead world. The moon is dead, and has been dead
three million years. There the astronomer, if he
fancies himself the world's surgeon, may study tho
efl'ects of a malady that no surgery could cure. Even
worlds and suns, like men and vvomcn, grow old
and die, but unlike men and women, they have no
grave but the open and boundless heavens."

SUBJECTS POR THOU&HT.
Nothing is more reprehensible and thoroughly

wrong than the idea that a woman fultilla her duty
by doing an amount of work far beyond her sttongtu.
She not only does not fulhll her duty, but she most

]

signally fails in it, and the failure is truly dcplora-
' ble. Tnere can be no sadder sight than that of a
broken-down, over-worked wife and mother—a wo-
man who is tired all her life through.

i Pitiful that a man should so care for riches, as if

I
they were his 9vvn; yet so use them, as if they were
another's; that' when he might be happy in spending
them, he will be miserable in keeping tiiem; and had
rather, dying, leave wealth with his enemies, than,
being alive, relieve his friends.

Ten persons will repent for a sin for one who will
contetiB to the person wronged, ^et such confession

[ IB in truth far more needtul to the wronger than to

the wronged. It is a small thing to be wronged, but
a horrible thing to wrong.

He that never changed any of his opinions never
corrected any ol'his mistakes; and he who was never
wise enough tO 'flud out any mistakes in himself, will
not be charitable enough to excuse what he reckons
mistakes in others.

MiSFOKTDNfiS come to a man through excessive
love ot self. He mbsj edges things just, good and
beautiful, through thinking he ought |.lways to

honor what belongs to himself in preference to truth.

A CEHTAIN amount of opposition is a great help to

a man. Kites rise against and not with the wind..'

Even a head wind is better than none. No man ever
worked his passage anywhere in a dead calm.



Coiaet 1, 1881.

Thus far comets have played a small
part among the portents of this moment-
ous year. Pour mouths have passed
without one trailing wanderer in the ce-
lestial depths. That inveterate comet
seeker, Professor Swift, succeeded on
the first day of May in pickiug up an
infinitesimal member of the family, too
small to be seen in anything less than a
powerful telescope. No other observer
has thus far had a peep at the stranger,
and there seems to be little probability
of its growth into one of those mon-
strous prodigies, spanning the heavens,
that a few centuries ago were such
frightful omens of evil to those who wit-
nessed them. The comet that made its
appearance May morning will probably
do little harm to our planet. It seems
to be a bearer of good fortune, instead
of a p'ophet of disaster, for the discov-
erer >vill -win a prize of two hundred
dollars, as well as a gold medal. Comets
must hurry their footsteps to make this
comet year. More than one-third of the
"great year, " 1881, as astrologers call
it, has ah-eady slipped away, with only
one tiny comet rec;A-ded on its annala.
Piizes of two hundred dollars eoch are
in readiness for seven more comets to be
discovered before the year foliills it
course. These astronomical tidbits ars.

therefore more earnestly desired by"
comet seekers than they are dreaded by
those whose superstitious fears regard
them as heralds of destruction. The
nineteenth century chronicles the ad-
vent of two superb comets, that of 1858,
or Donati's comet, and that of 1861. Ac-
cording to the law of averages, we can
hardly expect again visits from such dis-
tinguished members of the family before
the century closes. Bat we shall see as
time passes what the future has in store,
for nothing is more uncertain than the
advent of these mysterious strangers
and one may suddenly beam upon our
vision when we least expect it. There
are but two things to fear, a great comet
I^lunging headlong into the sun, or. one
coming into collision with the earth.
The probabilities that these events may
occur are of the slightest kind, and need
not give the least aiixiety.

...uedtho Harvest Moon; but tlie

only trxio Harvest Moon is tbat of September.

Near the autumnal equinox tbe plauo of the

moon'a orbit makes bo slight an ftngle wltti the

eastern horizon that her daily advance eastward

in her path causes comparatively little differ-

ence in the time of her rising. This occurs on

both sides of the equinox, and 30 there ate

every year two full moons that for several

nights toKether rise at nearly the same time.

The second of these, which comes a month
later than the Harvest Moon, is called the

Huntor'a Moom

THE LARGEST TELESCOPES IN THE WOULD
LoED Rosse's Telescope, at Birr Castle, Ireland, 56 feet in length.

Sm Wm. Herschel's do. at Greenwich, London, 40 do. m length (not muse )

The Dorpat Telescope, at Dorpat (Russia,) Prof. Strtjve, 16 '«

Sir James South's Telescope at London, 19 "

Cincinnati Telescope, (Ohio,) Prof. Mitchel, 17 "

Telescope at Cambridge, Mass.

HINTS TO TEACHERS.
The anthor would recommend that whenever a lesson is given to a class, tbat the

teacher call their particular attention to the illustration, and explain, if necessary, the

diagrams relating to the lesson given, at the same time nuestioniug the whole class

upon the subject ; and inviting any pupil who does not fully understand the subject to

ask any questions relating to it he may think proper. This will prepare the pupil, when
he is studying his lesson, to have a right conception of what he is learning. It is not

expected by the author that the teacher will confine himself solely to the questions
given in the book ; but that he will ask maay which may occur to him at that time, and
which may lead the pupil off from the routine of the book, and induce him to apply the
principles which he is endeavoring to acquire

He would also particularly recommend, that the teacher when hearing a recitation,

change the question or put it in a different form, in all cases where it will admit ot it.

^
What'^fthe attraction, by which all particles of matter tend toward each other,

called 1 The attraction of gravitation, . i • i n _«-^i„„ „f
What is the attraction of gravitation 1 It is that attraction by which all particles ot

matter tend toward each other. j , t^u
What is the pomt in the heavens directly over our heads called 1 Ihe zenitn.

What is the zenith 1 It is that point in the heavens directly over our heads.

»
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PREFACE
It is usual for an author to assign a reason for making a new book. So numerous are the works on Astronomy, that some will think

another not needed. It is true that many learned and able men have presented to the schools, works on Astronomy. Some are written in an
elevated style, presupposing in the reader a good degree of scholarship, and acquaintance with the higher mathematics, not to be found in common
schools. Others have written treatises of merit, but have failed to illustrate them in such a manner as to make them easily understood by common
readers : and others again have extensive illustrations, on so magnificent and costly a plan that they cannot be afforded to each scholar of a class

in a commoi} school.

It has been the object of the author of this little manual of Astronomical science, to present all the distinguishing principles in physical Astro-
nomy with as few words as possible

; but with such occular demonstrations, by way of diagrams and maps, as shall make the subject easily

understood. The letter press descriptions and the diagramatic illustrations will invariably be found at the same opening of the book ; and more
explanatory cuts are given, and at a much less price than have been given in any other elementary Astronomy.

The work is designed for common schools, but may be used with advantage as an introductory work in high-schools and academies. In the

preparation of these pages most of the best works in our language have been consulted, and the best standard authorities, with regard to new dis-

coveries and facts, have governed the writer's decisions.

The Diagrams, which are larger and more full than those of any other work adapted to common schools, are many of them original in their

design, and exhibit the positions and phases of the planets in their orbits. The drawings being upon the principle of perspective, exhibit

the inclinations of their seyeral axes to the planes of their orbits more correctly than has hitherto been done in any other popular work. It

is well to intimate to the young elementary student, who has made himself somewhat acquainted with the sublime mechanism of the solar system,

that there is something more magnificent beyond. Accordingly the author has given a few Sidereal Maps, just to awaken in the young astrono-

mer the amazing conception, that unnumbered suns and revolving worlds occupy the depths of space far beyond the confines of our planetary sys-

tem. By these maps he will be able to learn the relative positions of the principal constellations and stars, which will be found useful and inter-

esting to him in subsequent investigations of the ennobling truths of mathematical Astronomy.

The writer is not so vain as to suppose that he has been able to present to teachers a faultless work ; but in his own practice, finding it tedious

and often difficult to explain all the representable phenomena of the science on the black-hoard, and finding also a general concurrence of opinion

among teachers most interested in the study of Astronomy, that a cheap, compact, and illustrated work is necessary in our common schools, he
has attempted the production of such a work. With what success, and with what favor it will be received by his co-laborers, remains to be seen;
but whether it meet the kind greetings of those whose good opinion is most desired, or not, the author has this to console him, that his long conti-

nued labors in preparing the illustrations of the work, were not only well intended, but have already been productive of useful results to himself
and to the pupils of his own school.

Objections which are sometimes urged against questions and answers, in an elementary work, will not, the Author hopes, be urged in this

case, as the pupil has the subject, fully illustrated, continually before the eye, while he is learning his lesson.

To the Teachers, of our common country, this work is most respectfully dedicated, in the sincere desire that the cause of education may be
benefitted, and the labors of instruction in Astronomy may be i endered more easy and pleasant, from the illustrations it contains. As an apol-

ogy to my fellow Teachers in the city of New-York, for the long delay in the publication of this work, (they being aware that the author had such
a work in progress,) he deems it sufficient to state that it has occupied the whole of his spare time for nearly three years ; the most laborious

part of it being the drawing of the diagrams, &c. on wood, ready for the tool of the engraver, which was done by the Author himself. In putting

the work in type, it was found that there was not sufficient room on the opposite page, in many cases, for all the notes and explanations which the

Author had prepared, and which were more particularly designed for the benefit of Teachers. These notes and explanations will be added to the

next edition in an appendix ; besides some other matter, which, for the want of time, has been left out of this edition. Such additions will be
made to the work in subsequent editions as shall appear desirable.^ The author would take this occasion to acknowledge with gratitude the volun-

tary assistance rendered him by his particular friend James H. Partbidge, Esq., Principal of Ward School No. 18, in revising portions of the

text, correcting proofs, &;c. -

ASA SMITH, Principal of Public School No. 12,

Seventeenth Street, near Eighth Avenue, City of New York.

NAMES AND CHARACTERS OP THE SIGNS, PLANETS, AND ASPECTS.

Aries, - - Sagittarius, - I Earth, - - . ® Hebe,* - - Quartile, -

Taurus, - - - « Capricornus, Mars, - - - <? Trine, . . . . A
Gemini, - - - - n Aquarius, -

AW Vesta, - - - s Jupiter, - - . - n Opposition, - - . c?

Cancer, - - - - 52 Pisces, - - >c Juno, - . . . 0 Saturn, - - - h Ascending Node, -

- - a Sun, - - - © or O Ceres, - - - ? Herschel, . . m Descending Node,

Virgo, - . - . m Moon, - (S 1 o m 9 Pallas, - . . 0 Leverrier, -

Libra, - - Mercury, Astraea,* - Conjunction, - 6

Scorpio, - - . . n Venus, - - ? Flora,* - Sextile, - - •

* Not determined.
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P E E F A C E

It is usual for an author to assign a reason for making a new book. So numerous ai-e the works on Astronomy, that some will think

another not needed. It is true that many learned and able men have presented to the schools, works on Astronomy. Some are written in an

elevated style, presupposing in the reader a good degree of scholarship, and acquaintance with the higher mathematics, not to he found in common
schools. Others have written treatises of merit, but have failed to illustrate them in such a manner as to make them easily understood by common
readers : and others again have extensive illustrations, on so magnificent and costly a plan that they cannot be afforded to each scholar of a class

in a common school.

It has been the object of the author of this little manual of Astronomical science, to present all the distinguishing principles in physical Astro-

nomy with as few words as possible ; but with such occular demonstrations, by way of diagrams and maps, as shall make the subject easily

understood. The letter press descriptions and the diagramatic illustrations will invariably be found at the same opening of the book ; and more
explanatory cuts are given, and at a much less price than have been given in any other elementary Astronomy.

The work is designed ibr common schools, but may be used vsdth advantage as an introductory work in high-schools and academies. In the

preparation of these pages most of the best works in our language have been consulted, and the best standard authorities, with regard to new dis-

coveries and facts, have governed the writer's decisions.

The Diagrams, which are larger and more full than those of any other work adapted to common schools, are many of them original in their

design, and exhibit the positions and phases of the planets in their oi'bits. The drawings being upon the principle of perspective, exhibit

the inclinations of their several axes to the planes of their orbits more correctly than has hitherto been done in any other popular work. It

is well to intimate to the young elementary student, who has made himself somewhat acquainted with the sublime mechanism of the solar system,

that there is something more magnificent beyond. Accordingly the author has given a few Sidereal Maps, just to awaken in the young astrono-

mer the amazing conception, that unnumbered suns and revolving worlds occupy the depths of space far beyond the confines of our planetary sys-

tem. By these maps he will be able to learn the relative positions of the principal constellations and stai's, which will be found useful and inter-

esting to him in subsequent investigations of the ennobling truths of mathematical Astronomy.

The writer is not so vain as to suppose that he has been able to present to teachers a faultless work ; but in his own practice, finding it tedious

and often difficult to explain all the representable phenomena of the science on the hlack-hoard, and finding also a genei-al concurrence of opinion

among teachers most interested in the study of Astronomy, that a cheap, compact, and illustrated work is necessary in our common schools, he

has attempted the production of such a work. With what success, and with what favor it will be received by his co-laborers, remains to be seen

;

but whether it meet the kind greetings of those whose good opinion is most desired, or not, the author has this to console him, that his long conti-

nued labors in preparing the illustrations of the work, were not only well intended, but have already been productive of useful results to himself
and to the pupils of his own school.

Objections which are sometimes urged against questions and answers, in an elementary yvork, will not, the Author hopes, be urged in this

case, as the pupil has the subject, fully illustrated, continually before the eye, while he is learning his lesson.

To the Teachers, of our common country, this work is most respectfully dedicated, in the sincere desire that the cause of education may be
benefitted, and the labors of instruction in Astronomy may be rendered more easy and pleasant, from the illustrations it contains. As an apol-

ogy to my fellow Teachers in the city of New-York, for the long delay in the publication of this work, (they being aware that the author had such
a werk in progress,) he deems it sufficient to state that it has occupied the whole of his spare time for nearly three years ; the most laborious

I

part of it being the drawing of the diagrams, &;c. on wood, ready for the tool of the engraver, which was done by the Author himself. In putting
the work in type, it was found that there was not sufficient room on the opposite page, in many cases, for all the notes and explanations which the
Author had prepared, and which were more particularly designed for the benefit of Teachers. These notes and explanations will be added to the
next edition in an appendix; besides some other matter, which, for the want of time, has been left out of this edition. Such additions will be
made to the work in subsequent editions as shall appear desirable. The author would take this occasion to acknowledge with gratitude the volun-
tary assistance rendered him by his particular friend James H. Partridge, Esq., Principal of Ward School No. 18, in revising portions of the
text, correcting proofs, &c.

ASA SMITH, PRmciPAL op Public School No. 12,

Seventeenth Street, near Eighth Avenue, City of New York.

NAMES AND CHARACTERS OF THE SIGNS, PLANETS, AND ASPECTS.

Aries, - - - - Y Sagittarius, - t Earth, .... © Hebe,* - . Quartile, - - .

Taurus, - - - « Capricornus, vs Mars, .... Iris,* - - . Trine, . . - . A
c?

Gemini, - - - - n Aquarius, - Vesta, . . - , Jupiter, - - Opposition, - - -

Cancer, - - Pisces, - - 0 Saturn, - - - h Ascending Node, -

- - i\ Sun, - - - 0 or 0 Ceres, . - . . ? Herschel, " - IS Descending Node,
Virgo, - . . . 1^ Moon, - 1 O ® # Pallas, - Leverrier, - . -

Libra, - - Mercury, Astrsea,* - - Conjunction, - c5

Scorpio, - - - - m Venus, - - 9 Flora,* - - .

* Not determined.

Sextile, - - . *
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INTRODUCTIOK TO ASTROIOIY.

LES'SON I.h

Question. What is the body called upon which we live ?

^^^zsiiyer. It is called the Earth, or WoiiLt».

Q. What idea had the Ancients respecting the shape of the earth ?

Af. They believed it was an extensive plain, rendered
uneven by hills and mpimtains.

Q. Why did they think it -was an extended plain ?

A. Because they fornted their opinions from appear-

ances only.

Q. Did they believe that the earth had any motion ?

They did not
;
they believed that the earth rested

on a solid, immovable foundation.

[They very naturally caw e to this conelusion, as they were entirely ignorant of4he laws of
attraction or gravitation^ They believed that if the earth were to turn over, that every thing
would-he precipitated frohi its surface.]

Q, IJad they ajiy definite ideg,s respecting what held the earth up ?

J[ Their views were very vague and unsatisfactory.
[There have been many absurd ideas advanced, at different ages of the world, as to what sup-

ported the earth. Some supposed it to be shaped like a CxnOR, and to float upon tlie.waters
;
others,

that it rested upon the back of an Elefh-int, or huge Turtle
;
while, according to mythology,

Atlas supported it upon his shoulders : but, what kept the'waters in their place, or upon what the
Elephant, Turtle, or Atlas. stobd—this was a mystery they could netcb solve.]

Q. Did they believe ^.the ^ea^th- extended same distance in all

directions t

A. They believed it to extend much farther from east

to west than from north io south.
[They observed that in going east or west, on the satne -parallel of latitude, no change took

place in tlie appearance of the heavens ; bilrtin going north, or south, on the same meridian, every
sixty miles, caused a difference of one degree in the elevation of the pole, and in the position of the
cii-cies of daily motion of che sun and other heavenly bodies ^.therefore they concluded that the
earth was very long from e,ast to west, but comparatively narrow from north to. south. From this
originated the uso.of the teums longitude and latitude

;
longitude meaiiing length, and latitude,

breadth.] - - '
. " ~ .". ~ "

-

Q. What, ideas had they^'respecfing th^ motions of the sun, moon,
and Sfars ?•

'

._

'

yl. They supposed that they revolved around the
earth, from east to west, every day.

Q. What was this system called, that supposed the earth to be at

«fest in-the 'centre,- and all the .hearv^enly bodies to- revolve around-it ?

4. The Ptolemaic system. -

[Ptolemy assertedj that tlie s^n^ n:iooh, planets, and stars revolved around the earth, from east to
\y-est, eyery 24 hours ; and to account for their not falling upon the earth, when they passed over
it,- he supposed that they were each fixed, in a separate, hollow. crystalline - globe, one within the
other.. .THUS the moon was in the first

;
Mercury .in the second; Venus in the third; the-sunin

the- fourth ; !VlarS.]n- the fifth. j Jupiter in the. sixth'; Saturn in the seventh ;—(the planet Herschel
was not known at- this; time)—the fixed stars in the eighth. He su])posed the stars to be in one
sphere as they are , keptiri the. same positions with respect to each other; To permit the light of
the:sta;rs to pass down to' the earth,, hei supposod theseispheres or globes wera. perfectly clear or
.transparent like glass, • The power which moved these* -gpheres, he supposed, was communioated
from above the- sphere which contained the stars..] .

•

LES.SON 11.^--;
: ; ,

Question. Eveey one is conscious that the sun, which rises daily in
the east and sets in the west, is the same bodj;.; Avhere does it go
during the night 1

"
'

Answer. It appears to pass round under the earth.

Q. When we look out upon the stars, on successive evenings, they
appear to have a definite position with respect to each other, and a
westward movement like the sun ; what motion do they appear to have
from their setting. to their rising?

A. They appear tO pass under the earth.

Q. From the north to the south point of the heavens, there is a con-
tinuous arc of stars, and.in their passage under the earth they are not
at all disarranged, what can you infer fi'om this fact?

A. That they pass completely around the earth, and
every thing attached to it.

Q. We see no body at rest that does not touch some permanent sup-

port, but we see bodies in motion supported for different lengths of time
"^without resting upoii a,ny other surface ; if the earth is hung upon

nothing, is it probably at rest ?

A. It is more probable that it i» in motion.

Q. If we throw a ball, does the same side always remain forward ?

A. It does not ; it turns over continuously.

Q. What do we call the line round which it turns ?

A. Its axis.

Q. If a fly were on the bally Would distant objects appear to hiiii to

be stationary? •

,^

A. They would appeaf to revolve around the ball, as
often as it turned over.

% if the earth, is moving in space, is it in accordahce with the
Jcnown motion of ordi-ria-ry bodies, to suppose that- the same side

remains forward ? '

" -

A. It is not. It is more reasonable to suppose tliat it

turns on its axis,

Q. If the earth turns, and we are carried round,on its surface, what
appearance must the sun and distant stars necessarily present ?

A. They must appear to move around- the em^th in the.

opposite direction. ,

LESSO:?^ HI." '
.

Question. What other reason can you give for'the eartfe turning ?

Answer. The stars are so distant, that their motion
would be immensely swift, in comparison with the mo-
tion of the earth, to produce the same elFect.

Q. But have we not 'positive proof,, and that.too-of different kinds,
that the earth turns on its axis ? " \ .

'

A. We have.— 1. The shape of the earth, ,elevated at
the equator and depressed at 'the poles,- can be ac-
counted for on no other supposition.

2. A body at the equator, dropped from a great
height, falls eastward of the perpendicular.. •

3. The trade winds and ocean currents in the tropi-
cal regions are clearly traceable tX) the same' cause.

Q. If the earth is inoving in space, does it proceed in a straisrlit

line ? .

"
^ :

^ - b

A.Vi; 'dLXy&^: im\,.] but it\would do so,

attracted by other bodies.

. Q. What is the attraction, by which all pakieles of matter tend
towards each other, called ?

A. The attraction of gravitation.

Q. What large body, by its attraction, causes the earth to revolve
around it in a curve line?

A. The sun.

Q. What other similar bodies revolve around the sun ?

The planets. " ^

,^ Q. What may we call the earth, when considered with regard to its
size, shape, motions, &c. ?

J.. One of the planets.

Q. What science describes these characteristics of-the earth, and
other heavenly bodies ?

A. Astronomy.

were it not

DSI





I L L U S R A T E D ASTRONOMY. 4

L-ES S ON "

ASTRONOMY.

Answer. Astronomy is the science which, treats of the-e.

heavenly bodies.

Q. What arc the heavenly bodies ?

il. The sun, moon, phinets, comets, and stars,

Q. What are some of their characteristics, of which astronomy treats ?

A. Their appearance, size, shape, arrangement, dis-

tance, motions, physical constitution, mutual influence
on each other, &c.

Q. Are they all of the same magnitude, or sfze ?

A. The sun and stars are much larger than the other
bodies.

Q. Are they all at the same distance from the earth ?

. ^. They are not ; the moon is the nearest, and the
stars the most distant.

Q. Do they all emit light of thenisek:es?

^. They do not. .

'

Q. How arc they div'ided in this respect?

J.. They are div^ided into two classes, luminous and
opake.

What is a luminous body ? '

A. It is a body which shines by its oWn^ light.

Q. What is an o[mke body ? - /
It is a body which shines only by reflecting the

light of a luminous body.

Q, Which are the luminous bodies in the heavens ?

A, The sun and fixed stars are luminous bodies.

Q. Which are the opake bodies in the heavens?

t A. The moon, planets, and comets.

Q. Why do the moon, planets, and comets appear luminous ?

A. Because they reflect to us the light of the sun.
' Q. What is the shape of the heavenly bodies ?

.4. They are round like a globe or ball.
*" ' Q. What d() the sun, moon, .planets, and comets constitute ?

They constitute tlie solar system.

^ LES^SON V. '''^ -

THE SOLAS. SITSTEM.
-""'*-

•
- "

*

Question. How are the bodies constituting the solar system arrano-ed ?

Answer. The sun is placed in the centre of the sys-
tem, with the planets and comets revolving around it

at unequal distances.

Q. How many planets arsv there in the solar system ?

'. 4. Thirty-five is the number known at present.
^ Q. How are they divided with respect to their motion

A. They are divided into two classes, primary and
secondary.
- Q. What is a primary planet ?

A. It is a planet wbicli revolves afeund the sun only.
Q. What is a secondary 'planet ?

^. It is a planetwhich revolves around its primary,
and with it around the sun.

Q. What are the secondary planets usually called ?

/ 4. They are called satellites or moons,
Q. How many primary planets are there ?

A. Sixteen
;
eight being asteroids or small planets.

Q. What are their names, beginning at the sun'?

A. Mercury, Vemis, the Earih, Mars, (Vesta, Astra^a.

Juno, Ceres, Pallas, Hebe, Iris, Flora,) .Jupiter, Saturn,

Herschel, or Uranus, and Leverrier, or Neptune.
, f^r"Hi?\V; ftiany secondary planets or moons are there ?

A. Nineteeh.

Q, Which planets have moons'? i

,

A. The Earth has oiif , Jupiter 4, Saturn 7, Herschel
6, and Leverrier 1.

'

LESSON VI.

Question, ffpw many revolutions has a primary planet ?

Answer. Two; one on its axis, and another around
the sun. -

Q. What is the axis of a planet ?

A. It is a straight line, round which it turns.

Q. What is the path called, in which a planet revolves around the sun?

A. It is called its orbit.

Q. What is the earth's orbit cjilled ?

A. It is called the ecliptic.

Q. Why is it so called?

A. Because eclipses take place, only when the moon
is in its plane.

Q. How many revolutions has a secondary planet ?

A. Three. 1st, the revolution upon its axis
j

2d, the

revolution around its primary; 3d, the revolution with
' its primary around the sun.

Q. How are the p'anets divided, with respect to their distance from
the siui ?

A. Into inferior and superior, according as their dis-

tance from the sun is inferior or superior to that of the

earth.

Which a,re the inferior planets?

A. Mercury and Venus.
(5. Whicb are the superior?

A. Mars, the Asteroids, Jupiter, Saturn, Herschel,
and Leverrier. ,

'

LESSON VII.

DIAMETERS. THK K.IBTH
DlSlAXOKS KnoM

THK Sun.

Rkvoll'tion
ov

Eevolution

iiEiNr; 1, THKIR .tXIS. THK

Sun,
Aiilcs. M:les. Davs. Honrs .Years. Days.

888, H.52 1,384,472 25 10
Mercury, 3,200 _i_ 37,000,000 24 88
Venus, 7.700 fi8,000,000 23i 824
Earth,

Mars,
Vesta,

7.912 1 95,000,000

142,000,000
225,000,000

24"

24|
Unknown.

1

1

0.
321
230

!

270 1

• • • -orir^o 3
A s t rcea, unli n 0w n

.

Unknown. 253 000,000 <4 4 105
Juno, 1,400 1

• * • • • xi'S
254,OCO,000 <i 4 131

Cer(is, . 1,600 • • • • • T3--5 ,
263,000,000 11 4 222

Pallas,* 2,100 263,000,000 <t

Hebe, unknown. Unknown. Unknown. ((

Iris, C(

Flora, ft ii (1

Jupiter, 87,000 1,280 485,000,000 .
- 10 11 314

Saturn, 79.06)0 1,000 890.000.000 I0| 29 1G7
Herschel, 35,000 80 l.SOO.OOO.OfiO 84 5
Leveriier, SOi 2,850,0C0,000 106
* Hersohel C'timaieH t!io diameter of encli of the a'^tfroids to tip under 000 milp?. Their sfroat dis-

tance, extreme snialluess, and nebulous ai)i)earani;e. render it extremely difficult to ascertain their
size with accuracy
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ILLUSTRATED ASTRONOMY. 6

LESSON VII I.^,
CENTRIPETAL AND GENTRIPITGAI. FORGE.

I
Question, What is that force called with which all bodies attract

each other in proportion to their mass ?

The attraction of gravitation.

Q. What is centripetal force ?

i A. It is tiie force which draws a hody towards the
centre rouiid which it is revolving.

Q. What; large body by its attraction exerts a centripetal force upon
r all the primary planets and comets ?

A. The sun. .

; ^. What body exerts a centripetal foi'ce upon the moon ?

; A, The earth.
what bodies exeii a centripetal force upon the other moons ?

X The primary planets around which they revolve.
Q. What is the centrifugal force of a heavenly body ?

A. It is that force which moves it forward in its orbit.

Q. How do these two forces cause the planets to move ?

A, They cause them to move in circular or elliptical

Vorhits.

Q. What is a circle ?

A. It is a plane figure bounded by a curve line, all parts
,

; of which are equally distant from the centre.—(Fig. 4); ,

Q. What is an ellipse ?

A. It is an oblique view of a circle. (Fig. 4.)
[fvoTE.—Teachers should be sure that the pupils understand the definition of an ellipse, because'^'

": in viewing some of the diagrams 'they may receive a Wrpng impression. In the diagram repre- v'

;
sentirig Hie seasons, the earth's orbitappears very elliptical : this would be well understood by the -

, -pupil, should the teacher call his particular attention to it. Also, a plane of a circle should be weU--
' "understood.] ,

Q. What are the foci of an ellipse ?

A: They are the two points arouwd which the ellipse

|.
.is drawn. (Fig. 7.)

;_Q. Where are these points: situated ? -

' ' A:, la the greater iaxis, at equal distances from the
centre.

Q, What is the eccentricity of an ellipse ?

4. It is the distance from the centre to either of the
, foci. JFiG. 7.) :} : . / ,

Q. Where is the sun situated within the orbit of each planet?

% A. It is situated in one of the foci. (Fig. 8.)

Q. When ai'e circles in the same plane? (-Fig. 5.)

J^. When their planes lie in the same straight line.

Q:. "^hen are circles not in the same or parallel planes ?

A. Wheii their planes intersect each other. (^Fig: 6;)

LESSON IX.)' V .

Question. How many laws did Kepler discover, which bear his name ?

Answer. Three.
Q. To what do they relate ?

_:A. They relate to the motions of the planets.
Q. What is the first law of Kepler ?

A. That all the planets revolve in elliptical orbits,

having the sun in one of their foci. (Fig. 7.)
What is the second law ?

X. That the radius vector passes over equal spaces in

,< €qual portions of time.
Q, What is the radins vector ?

^A. It is a line drawn from the sun to a planet, in any
Apart of its orbit. (Fig. 7.)

'

Q. What is the third law ? ^ [

^. It is that the squares of the times of the revolu-
tions of the planets around the sun, are proportional tg
the cubes of their mean distances from the sun.

THE MEAN AND TRUE PIiAQE OF A PLANET.

Q, What is the mean place of the earth, or a planet in its orBit ?

A. It is that point in its orbit where it would be if it

moved in a circle, and with the same velocity at all

times. (Fig. S.). . .

Q. What is the true place of the earth or a planet ?

A. It is that point in its orbit where it rea;M|^%*'at laiuy

given time. (Fig. 8.) '
'

' ' -

Q. What is the aphelion ?

A. It is that point in the orbit of the earth or planet
farthest from the sun. (Fig. 8.)

Q. When is the earth in the aphelion, or farthest from the sun ?

A. July 1st. |Fig. 8.)

Q. What is the perihelion ?

A. It is that point in the orbit of the eartb or planet
nearest to the sun. (Fig. 8.)

Q. When is the earth in the perihelion, or nearest'to the sun ?

A. January 1st. (Fig. 8.)

QtiesHon. hi ^vha^ TpC^ai^i^ mean and true
places coincide ? ^ ^

Answer. At the aphelon and ;perih (See Fig. 8.)
What straight lilfe eohn^ettihese points,-aM the

sun ? -

^. The apsis linei.

Q. When is the true place of the earth or planet behind its mean
place ? . ,

'

A. While It is moyiiig fi^Qin tie a|)he!ii0n t© the peri-
helion. (See Fig; 8.)

,

;

Q. When is the true place of th6 earth or planet before its .mean.
place ?

,
'

A. While it i« moving from the pei^helferi tio ^e'
aphelion ? (See Fig. ^8.)

Q. When does it rnove with the least velocity ?

A. When if is at its greatest distance from the sun.
Q. When is the motion of the earth or planet in its orbit increasing ?

A. When it is moving from the aphelion to the peri-
helion.

I

Q. Why does the motion increii.se from the aphelion to the perihelion?
!

A. Because it is approaching nearer to the sun. I

Q. What causes it to approach the sun ?

A. The centrifugal force at the aphelion is not sufii-

cienlly great to prevc falling towards the sun.
Q. W hen does the earth or [siixnet move with the greatest velocity?

^. When it is the nearest to the sun. "
I

Q. When is the motion of the earth or planet decreasing ? I

A. While it is moving from the perihelion to the
j

aphelion.

Q. Why does the motion decrease from the perihelion to the aphelion ?

A. Because the planet is receding from the sun,
Q. What causes it to recede from the sun ?

A. The centrifugal force at the peribelion is so great
a« to- carry it farther from the sun.

CENTRIPETAL AND OENTRIFUGAL rORCES.
A.body.projected by any force would always move forward in a straight line, and-with tbe-same

velocity, unless acted: upo n jiy some other 'force, A ball discharged from a gun or th'rpwn from the
hand soon looses its prbjectile fo'fce by the resistance of the atmosphere, and is brought to the
ground by- the* attraction of the earth, or centripefal force. (Fig. 3) These two , forces can be well
ulustrated,, {See Fro. 1, 2,) by^ tyihg a string to a ball and swinging it round

; the centrifugal force
imparted to the ball by, tUe hand and by means of the string, causes the ball' to move in a circle ; but
if the string should break, the centrifugal fgrce would carry it ofl" in a straight line, if the ball were"
not attracted by the earth. The string corresponds to the attraction of the sun in our solar sys-
tem, which causes the planets to move in regular curves around the sun, instead of straight line.
If the attraction of the sun or centripetal force should cease, the planets would fly off into spacem straight lines

] but if the centrifugal force should cease and the centripetal force coiitiniie, the
planets would immediately fall into the sun.

4
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ILLUSTRATED ASTRONOMY.

LESSON XI.7/,

THE SUM. ;;

%iestion. •'Wpjtr body is in the centre ofthe solar system ?

Answer, ^he. sun.

Q. Describe the s"*'

•

.4. TPhe sun is a large luminous body, which gives

light and heat to the whole solar system.

Q. What is the diameter of the sun ?

4. 886,952 miles.

Q. How much larger is the sun tha.n the earth?

4-, It is 1,384,472 times greater.

. J^i What is the specific gravity of the sun ?

'4. It is H the weight of water. (1.38.)

What is the size of the sun compared with the planets ?

4* It is BOO times as: great- as the bulk of all tlie

planets.

<2. What can you say of its mass or weight ?

4. It is a^out 750 times the mass of all the planets.

What is the distance of the sun fi-om the earth ?

4:. It is about 95,000,000 of miles.

-(^w^. What did the ancient astronomers consider the sun to be ?

4^; A large globe of fire.

Q. What do astronomers at the present day consider it to be ?

4- An opake body like the earth, surrounded by a

luminous atmosphere.

Q. Wh-at motions has the sun?

4, K has three motions—1st, on its axis
;
2d, around

the centre of gravity of the solar system; 3d, around
the centre of the universe.

[TlieAerfruuhiverse is used by astronomers, though pei'liaps improperly, to designate the great
cluster or firmament of stars in whicli our sun is situated.—(Sse paqfs'45 and 46 ) This cluster
iiicLuiies all ihe single stars that can be seen wiih the nalced eye, and all those composing tlie galaxy
Or miiky way. The number of stars or suns in the cluster is estimated at many millions ; all which,
like our sun, are supposed to revolve around the comnion centre of gravity of tlie whole cluster.
Several thousand other distinct clusters, or:nebul®, situated .witliout our flrmament, can be seen by
the best telescopes, nearly all of whic^i'ate invisible to th^ unassisted. eye,] .

. LE.S#©|f
Question. What js. the inclination of the'sun's axis to that of the

ecliptic?
-

Answer. About 7h degrees.

Q. In what time does it revolve on its axis ?

4. In about 25 days and a half.

Q. How is the revolution of the sun on its axis determined ?

4. By spots on its surface, which first appear on the
east side, pass over,, and disappear on the \yest side.

%. What is the nature of these spots ?

4. They are supposed to be openings in the luminous
atmosphere, which enable us to see the dark body of

the sun.

Q. What occasions these openings in the luminous atmosphere?

Ai They have been attributed to storms and' various

other causes.

Q. Do these spots undergo any changes ?

4i They are constantly changing, and sometimes very
rapidly. Some have appeared, others disappeared sud-

On what part of the sun do they appear?

: 4. "Withiiii about thirty degrees of the equator.

Q. Is=^tW gUspfsvcfe^^f st]^^^^ the xegim^p^ the spots, tranquil or
H-^itated,?' ..

' "
•

. -

' '

A. It is in a state of continual and violent agitation.

Q. What reasons have, we to suppose that the luminous part of the
sun is intensely hot ? ,

A. 1st, the heat of its rays, when collected into a
focusj is. vi&ry great. 2d, its rEiys pass through glass

with the greate&t facility, (a property belonging to arti-

ficial heat in direct proportion to its intensity.) 34,, the
brightness of the sun is greater than the most Vivid
flames, or the most intensely ignited solids.

LESSON XIII."'"^'-

TOANSIT OF MERCURY AND VENUS,
Question. What is the transit of a heavenly body?

Answer. It is its .pasj«age across the meridian.
Q. What is generally meant by the transit of Mercury and Venus ?

A. It is their passage across the sun's disc.

Q. What is the disc of the sun or a planet ?

A. It is the circular illuminated surface visible to us.
O. How do Mercury and Venus appear, when passing across iha

sun's disc ?

A. They appear like bkck spots moving across the
sun.

Q. What proof have we that Mercury and Venus are not luminous
bodies ?

A. When viev^'ed with the telescope they appear
horned like the moon.

Q. On which side of the sun does a transit begin?

A. On the east side, and terminates on the w^est side.

THE SPOTS ON THE SUN.
Astronor/icrs do not agree, in all respects, as to the cause of the spots on the sun From the facts

already known, the following appeai-s to be the mostratiohnl view of the subject. ' Tlie body, of the
sun, whiclV is opake. is suirounded by a transparent atmosphere, in which floiit two slrn)a of lumi-
nousclduds ; -the. lower stratum being more dense and opake: and less luminous than the upper;
while the latter, by its brilliancy, furnishes the greater portion of the intense light of ,the; Sun!
Above the upper stratum, the transjiarent atmosphere extends to a groat lieiight. -tllhe'.agency. bv'

,

which the light and lieat of tb.e sun are generated, is not known., 't he onlv agenf'of whirh; wV
know, that presents analogous phenomena, is electricity. The northern lights are snppo.sed to
exhibit, in Effeeble manner, an action similar to the luminous strata of the sun. The polar regions
of the sun are tianquil, and the equatorial comparatively so ; bVit the snihice on each side of .the
equator, from la to 2-i degrees therefrom, 'is in a state of constant and violent agit:'tion It is in this
disturbed region that the spots aie seen ; no spot ever occurring farther than about .SO. degrees fr.pm
the equator. The spots, besides revolving with the sun, are found to have a motion from. tlie equa-
tor towards the^ poles, and when they arrive at the comparati-. ely calm region, they .gradnoU'v dis-
appear. Sometimes they close up w'ith great rapidUy, at others they a]>pear to' be suddenly broken
into fragments and dispersed Bright spots and stre^d^s, called faculie. apparently caused byWaves -

in the luminous portion of the atmosphere, also ajjpear oh various parts of the disc, .l)ut tire-iieen
most distinctly near tlie margin. In the places wherfe spots appear, faculie are usaafiy seen on the
day previous to their breaking but ,

' '

|!..

But what ciruses the.agifation of the sun's atmosphere, which is so great as frequently to burst
open the luminous .strata '! Astronomers, at dift'crent times, have sugg'ested various causes for the
sun's spots, sucii as jets of gas is.suing from the sun and decomposing tiie luminous' clouds

;
high

mountains, extending through the luminous strata; volcanoesf sending forth, ashes, smoke. &o: •

to say nothing of exploded theories of an older dale, such as ashes^ scoria;, &o., oii the snrfa.ce of
the melted, burning mnss

;
or bodies very near the sun, revolving round it. But .if -n-e arepei riiit- •-

tfed to reason from what t'jkes place on the earth, we would 'say, that a close analog):- exi.sts
between the phenomena ohserved in our own atmosphere and in that of tlie sun. On the Varth life
heat of the (orrid zone causes the air to expand and rise, causing currents in the lower part of the
Ejtmosphere lowards thc equ;itor,:and in the upper part of the .atmosphere currents towards tlie

••poles. The turning.df the earth on its axis causes the.undcr currents to take a westerly direction
while the upper currents sweep in:a curve, westerly iirsf, then towards the poles; and finally cast-
ward. The principal, disturbance.of the atmosphere caused by the trade wind is'in the vicinity. of
the tropics. Storms commencing in the torriiLzone, are carried in the direction of the upper cur-
rents of sir. Forinstanee, a st'prin sta. ted in the West Indies, by the heating of the air over one of
its islands, thus causing an upward, arid circular movement of tlie air, usually hveeps to the west :

and north over Florida, or the Gulf of Aiexico, and tlien northeast, over the United States. Similar
causes acting upon the.atmospliere of the sun, would exhibit phenomena similar tonhose which we
see. This e.Njilanation suppose-; the atmosphere .of the sun to he warmer at the equator than at the
poles

;
but as the sun does not, like the eaith, receive its heat from any extraneous body, it-i differ-

ence of temperature mu'.'the sought for in the escape of its heat. It could attain this condition
either l:y a more free rad ation of heat at the poles than at the .equator, owby its absorption as latent
heat.in the evaporation from large- bodies of waler in the polar regions. As tJie sun turns, on its
axis, its equatorial diameter must be -greater than its polar, and the stratum of atmospliere above
the luminous clouds must be thirkt r oyer the equatorial region than over the polar.: This must
render tiie radiation less free at the equator than atthe poles.'and cause that part Of the sun to be .of
a higher temperature An excess of heat at the:sun's:oquator, with its rotation on its-axis, is sufii-'^
cient to cause currents in its atmosphere similar.to our trade winds, and thus di- turh its equatorial
regions

;
and il^-the spot-s are caused by .Storms -iiursting open the luminous strata, their receding-

from the equa:tor tuwards:the poK^ is undoubtedly the cftect of the sarnevphysical causes that •'ive
a similar motion to storms upon the eaitli.

_

'

Some have supposed the body of the sun to he protected by the loyirer opake ))ortioh of the inner
stratum of clouds, from the intense heat of the luminous^strata: and tinis rendereri inhaliitanle

: but
several objections will at once arise to this theory. First, the body of'the i5un being surrounded by
dense and.bpake clouds, could not seiid off its heat into space by radiatioti, and therefore the heat
received from the clouds would accumulate and cause a high- temperature.. Second, the force of
gravity being about thirty times as great as that of the earth, a conundn si'/ed man wonUrweio-h
some two or three tons ; render ng itnecessary to have an entirely ditf'ereni muscular oru'anization.
Third, it is iniptniiable-that living beings would be shut up within an impenetrable veil, "add cut oft'
from a..knowledge of the planets, the stars, and the .countless wonders cxisting in.the boundless -

realms.of space. These. and other considerations i:endcr if probable that the sun is riot inhabited.
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t ZODIAC.

Question. What is the Zodiac ?

Answer, It is a circular belt in the heavens 16 degrees
wide; 8 degrees on eacli side of the ecliptic.

Q. How is the zodiac divided ?

A. It is divided into 12 equal parts, called signs or

constellations of the zodiac.

Q. How is each sign divided ?

A. Each sign is divided into 30 degrees ; .each degree
into 60 minutes ; each minute into 60 seconds, &c.

Q. What great circle is in the middle of the zodiac?

-4. .The ecliptic, or orbit of the earth.

Q. What are the names of the constellations of the zodiac and the

signs of the ecliptic ?

A, Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra,

Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquarius, and Pisces.

Q. Do the constellations of the zodiac and the signs of the ecliptic

occupy the same places in the heavens 1

A. They do not : the signs in the ecliptic have fallen

back of the constellations about 31 degrees.

Q. Did the constellations of the zodiac and signs of the ecliptic ever

correspond 1

' :A. They corresponded to each other about 22 centu-

ries ago.

Q. What is the cause of the falling back of the signs of the ecliptic

among the constellations 1

A, It is caused by the retrograde motion of the equi-

noxes. (Note.)

Q. Upon what do the. seasons depend ?

A. They depend upon ' the revolution of the earth
from one equinox to the same, again.

Q. Does the earth revolve around the sun in exactly the same time

that it moves from one equinox to the same equinox again 1

A. It moves from either equinox to the same again,

seventeen minutes sooner, than around the sun.

LESSON XVM
QueMion. Does the sun appear to move in the heavens among the

stars?

Answer, It has an apparent motion in the ecliptic, east-

ward around the heavens, during the year.

Q. How is this appearance caused, as the sun is in the centre, and
iocs not move ?

A. It is caused by the earth's moving around the sun.

Q. If the earth is in the sign Aries, where does the sun appear to be ?

A. It appears to be in the opposite ^igw,'^Librai

Q. As the earth moves around in ihe ecliptic, where does the sun
/ippear to move ? . .

A. It appears to move tn the opposite part of tlie hea-
vens, and in the opposite direction from the motion of

the earth.

Q. Which sign does the sun enter, when the north pole leans exactly

lowards the sun 1

A. Cancer. (21st June.)

Q. Which sign does the earth enter at this time ?

A. Capricornus.

Q. Which signs does the sun enter, when the north pole leans side-

ways to the sun ?

A. Aries and Libra.

Q. Which sign does the sun enter, when the north pole leans exactly
from the sun ? , -

A. Capricornus. (22d December.)

Q. Which are the equinoctial signs ?

A. Aries, 21st of March—Libra, 23d of September.

Q. Which are the solstitial signs ?
.

J.. Cancer, 21st of June—Capricornus, r22d ' of ^De-
cember.

.LESSON X V'4 .li'v

Question. How are the signs of the ecliptic divided ?

Answer. They are divided into four divisions, corres-
ponding to the seasons.

Q. Which are the spring signs?

J.. Aries, Taurus, Gemini.

Q. Which are the summer signs ?

A. Cancer, Leo, Virgo.

Q. Which are the autumnal signs ?

A. Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius.

Q. Which are the winter signs ?

A. Capricornus, Aquarius, Pisces.

Q. In what time do the equinoxes fall back through the whole circle
of the Zodiac ?

A. 25,800 years.

Q. What is this time called ?

A. The Platonic, or great year.

Q. How is this motion caused ?

Al. It is caused by a slow annual motion of the earth's
axis.

Q. What is longitude in the heavens ?

A. It is the distance from the first degree of the sign
Aries, reckoned eastward on the ecliptic, the whole
circumference of the heavens.

Q. When the sun enters ArieS-j -w^hat is its longitude ?

A. It has no longitude.

Q. What is the longitude of the earth at that time ?

A. 180 degrees.

Q. When the sun enters Chancer, what is its longitude'?

A. 90 degrees—the earth's longitude at t,he same
time 270 degrees.

Q. When the sun enters Libra, what is its longitude ?

A. 180 degrees—the earth's longitude 0 degrees.

Q. When the sun enters Capricornus, what is the longitude ?

A. 270 degrees—the earth's longitude at the same
time 90 degrees.
[KoTE.—This variation is caused by the pole of the earth varying a little every year. This mb-

tionof the pole of"the earth is similar to that sometinies shown \)y a top, as it spips around on the
point —The stem of the top wiU have a circular motion, describing a cone with the apex or top

'

down. This circular motion of the pole of the earth is very slow, varying only 60" every year
and requires 25,868 years to complete a revolution—which is called the Platonic or great year.'
The pole of the earth is increasing its distance from tlie north star and in 12,900 years it will be about
47° from it ; and when the north star is on the meridian, it will be in the zenith of the nortliern
part of the United States : but in 25,800 years the pole will have made a complete revolution—so
that it will point again to the north star.]

t
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I.ESSON' X VH.I?-
MERCURY.

Question. Which planet is the smallest and nearest the sun 1

\ Answer. Mercury.
: ,Q. What is the diameter of Mercury?

\ A, 3,200 miles.

Q. What is its distance from the sun ?

J.. 37 millions of miles.

(g. What is its magnitude, compared with the earth ?

A. It is ^ of the earth's magnitude.
Q. What is the specific gravit_7 of the planet Mercury 1

A. It is about 15 times the weight of water. (15.111.)
Q. In what time does it revolve on its axis, or perform its daily revo-

lution ?

A. In about 24 hours. (24 hours 5 minutes.)
Q. In what time does it revolve around the sun ?

A. In about 88 days. (87d. 23h. 14m. 33s.)

Q. How fast does it move in its orbit around the sun ?

A. It moves 112,000 miles an hour.
Q. What is the light or heat at Mercury, compared with that of the

earth ?

A. It is about seven times as great.
Q, What is elongation ?

A. It is the apparent distance of any planet from the

sun.

Q. What is the greatest elongation of Mercury?
A. 30 degrees ; which may be either east or west of

the sun.

Q. Why is Mercury never seen in superior conjunction ?

A. Because it is so much involved in the light of the
sun.

Q. Does Mercury experience any change of seasons ?

A. It does not, beca,use its axis is perpendicular to its

orbit. This causes the sun to be continually vertical

at the equator.

LESSON XVI II.7^.'

VENUS.
Question. What planet is next to Mercury ?

Answer. Venus.
Q. What is the diameter of Venus ?

^. 7,700 miles. -

Q. What is its distance from the sun ?

A. 68 millions of miles.

Q. What is its magnitude compared with the earth?

A. It is about to of the earth's magnitude.
Q. What is the specific gravity of Venus ?

Jl. It is 5 times the weight of water. (5.058.)
Q. In what time does it revolve on its axis ?

A. In about 23^ hours. (23h. 21m.)
Q. In what time does it revolve around the sun ?

A. In 224 days. (224d. 16h. 41m. 27s.)

Q. How fast does it move in its orbit aromrd the sun ?

A. It moves 75,000 miles an hour.
Q. What is the comparative light or heat at Venus ?

ud. It is about double that of the earth.
Q. What is the greatest elongation of Venus ?~

A. About 47 degrees.
Q. When is Venus a morning star ?

A. When it is west of the sun, and rises before it.

Q. When is it an evening star ?

A. When it is east of the sun, and sets after it.

Q. How long is Venus a morning or an eveiiing star, alternately ?

J.. About 290 days.

Q. Why is Venus a morning or an evening star 6G days longer than
the time of its revolution around the sun ?

A. Because the earth is moving around the sun the
same way.

[See diagram. If we suppose Venus to be in conjunction, or between
the earth and sun, as they iTiove the same way, Venus will move
half around the sun, or 180 degrees, while the earth moves only 110
degrees. Venus will during this time be a morning stai-, and when
Venus has completed its revolution around the sun, the earth will have
passed through 220 degi-ees of its orbit, and Venus will still continue a
morning star, although it has made a complete revolution around the
sun. It will therefore have to make one complete revolution and 103
degrees over, before it can be seen on the other side of the sun ; it will

then be an evening star for the same length of time.]

LESSON XIX.
Question. How much is the axis of Venus inclined to that of its orbit ?

Ansioer. 75 degrees.
Q. When the north pole of Venus inclines directly towards the sun,

how many degrees will the axis point above' the sun "?

A. Only 15 degrees.
Q. How wide a torrid zone does this make ?

^.150 degrees—75 degrees on each side of the
equator.

Q. The tropics are Vithin how many degrees of the poles ?

J^. Within 15 degrees,
Q. The polar circles are within how many degrees of the equator ?

A. 15 degrees.
Q. What is the diameter of the polar circles ?

A. 150 degrees.
Q. Has Venus any variation of seasons ?

A. She has two summers and two winters at the
equator, and a summer and winter at each of the poles,
during the year.

Q. How does Venus appear when viewed with a telescope ?

A. She exhibits phases .similar to those of the moon.
Q. How are conjunctions divided ?

A. Into inferior and superior.

Q. When is a planet in inferior conjunction ?

A. When it is between the earth and sun.
Q. What planets have inferior conjunction ?

J.. Mercury and Venus j also the moon,
Q. When is a planet in superior conjunction ?

A. When it is beyond the sun.
Q. What planets have superior conjunction-?

A. All, except the earth.

Q. When is a planet in opposition to the sun?

A. When it is on the opposite side of the earth.
Q. What planets have opposition ?

A. The superior planets.
Q. What apparent motions have the planets ?

A. Three
;

direct, stationary, and retrograde.
Q. When does a planet's motion appear to be direct ?

A. When it appears to move from west to east among
the stars.

Q. When is a planet's motion said to be stationary ?

A. When it is moving directly towards or from the
earth.

Q. When is a planet's motion said to be retrograde ?

A. When it appears to move backwards, or from east
to west among the stars.
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'lE-SSGN xx^.^'.
EARTH, ©EFINITIOasrS, Slg.

Qtiesfion^ What is the shape of the earth ?

Answer. It is round like a globe or ball, a little flat-

tened at the poles.

Q. How do we know the earth to be round 1

^. 1st. Navigators have sailed round it, by a con-
tinued westerly or easterly course.—2d. The top-mast
of a ship coming in from the sea, alvv^ays appears first.

—

3d. The earth's shadow upon the moon, in a lunar
ee l ipse, is circular.

Q. In what manner do the inhabitants stand upon the earth ?

A, They stand with their feet directed towards the
centre of the earth. (See Diagram.)

Q. What do,you understand by the terms upward and downward ?

A. Upward is from the centre of the earth, downward
is towards the centre of the earth.

Q, What keeps the inhabitants, &c., upon the surface of the earth ?

A. The attraction of the earth.
Q. What is the axis of the earth ?

4- It is the straight line round which it performs its

daily revolution.

Q. What are the poles of the earth ?

A. They are the extremities of its axis.
Q. What is the equator?

A. It is a great circle, whose plane divides the earth
into northern and southern hemispheres.

Q. To what is the plane of the equator perpendicular?

A. It is perpendicular to the earth's axis, and equi-
distant from the poles.

Q. What is the meridian of a place on the earth?

^. It is a great circle passing through the place, and
the poles of the earth.

Into what does the plane of the meridian divide the earth ?

A. Into eastern and western hemispheres.
-Q. What is the latitude of a place on the earth ?

A. It is its distance from the equator, north or south.
Q. On what is it measured ?

A. Oh a meridian ?

Q. How far is latitude reckoned ?

A. Ninety degrees ?

Q. What piaces have 90 degrees of latitude ?

A. The polesv -

Q. Whicfris the first meridian ?

-A. It is the meridian from which longitude is reck-
oned.

Q. Which meridian is generally, used in this country as the fij-st

:

meridian ?

4- The meridian of London.
-• What is the longitude of a place on the eartb? '

• 4. It is its distance east or west of the first meridian.
What angle expresses the longitude of a place ?

v JL. The angle between the meridian of the place, ahd
the first meridian.

Q- ^Vbere is this angle formed ?

4- ^t the poles, where the meridians intersect each'
other.

(§> On what circle is this ,angle measured ?

A. On the equator.

Q. How far is teri-estria;l longitude reckoned ?

A. It is reckoned 1§0 degrees, or half round the earth.
Q. What is the horizon ?

*

J.. It is a great cirGle which separates tfhe visible

heavens from the invisible.

Q. How many horizons are there ?

A. Two ; the visible and the rational.

Q. What is the visible or sensible horizon ? 1

A. It is that circle where the earth and sky appear
to meet. -

Q. What is the rational horizon ? .

A. It is a great circle, parallel to the visible horizon,
whose plane passes through the centre of the earth.

Q. Into what does it divide the earth ?

A. Into upper and low^er hemispheres.
Q, Is the rational horizon above or below the visible horizon ?

A. It is below the visible horizon.

LESSON XXII. ^

Q, Do all places on the earth have the same horizon ?

A. They do not; if we change our place on the earth,
the horizon changes.

Q. What are the poles of the horizon ?

A. The zenith and nadir.
Q. What is the zenith ? . .

A. It is that point in the heav;eiis dk'ei^tly over our
heads.

Q. Do all places have the same zenith ?

A. They do not
;
every place has a different zenith.

Q. What is the nadir ?
; , .

A. It is that point in the heavens whicjh is opposite fb'

the zenith, or directly under our feet.

Q. Are the zenith and nadir fixed points in the heavens ?

^. They are not; they make a complete revolution
:

in the heavens every 24 hours. \

Q. What is the altitude of a heavenly body ?

A. It is its height or distance from the horizon.
Q. What is the altitude of the star at A? (See Diagram.) '

A. It has no altitude, being in the horizon.
Q. What is the altitude of the star at B ? also at G ? (Sese Diagram.)

.,

Q. What is the polar distance ofa heavenly body? ;

^. It is its distance from-the pole.
;

Q. What is the polar distance of the star at D ? also at E. atid F ?

(See Diagram.) ^ \
'

Q. Who are the antipodes ? "
- ;

J[. Those who ]Me^JX sides of tlie ,

earth. ' V
'

y

Q. Who are the antceci ?

A. Those wlio live in equal latitude, on directly oppo-
site sides, of the equator.

Q. - Who are the peri oBci ? -

A. Those who live in equal latitude on opposite sides
'

of the pole.

(§• ^:V hat pecuiiaiity of circumstances have the antipodes ?,

A. They have opposite latitude,, seasons, longitudja,
and day and night.

Q. What have the antoeci ? .

.^4^. They have opposite latitude and seasons, but the
^me longitudei and day and night.

^. What have the >perieeci?

A. They have the same latitude and seasons, bitt

opposite longitude, and day and night.
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EARTH AliaD SEAS0NS.

^ueMon. What is the sliape bf^he eartft"-?

Answer. It is round like a globe or ball, a littie flat-

tened at the poles

Q: What is its position in the solar, system ?

,-4. It is the third planet from the sun.

Q^. What is the mean diameter of the earth ?

7,912 miles. [Equatorial diameter 7,926 miles

;

polar diameter 7,899 miles.)

j^i^Iiaw much greater is the equatorial than the polar diameter?

A. About 27 miles.

Q. What causes the equatorial diameter to be greater than the polar ?

A. It is caused by the revokition of the earth on its

axis.

r [As the greater portion of the surface of the earth is covered with
vwater ; and as the earth revolves on its axis, the water recedes from

I
the poles towards the equator, until its tendency to run back towards

:the poles, just balances the effects of the centrifugal force. This
causes the equatorial diameter to be greater than the polar. If the
'earth should stop revolving on its axis, the water at the equator would
,
settle away towards the poles, until the earth had assumed the form of

; a globe as near as possible. Thus large portions of land in the torrid
zone, which are now covered by the ocean, would be left dry, and new
^continents and islands would be formed.]

• Q. What is the mean distance of the earth from the sun f

] A. About 95,000,000 of miles.

[The mean distance of a planet, is the distance it would always bo
•from the sun, if its orbit should be reduced to a true circle.]

Q. What is the specific gravity of the earth ?

A. It is 55 times the weight of water. (5.48.)

'j Q. In what time does the- earth revolve on its axis, or perform its

Idiurnal revolution ? ;

'

^. In 24 hours. (In 2iB hours 56 minutes; as seen
frotTi the stars.)

Q. Which way does it revolve ?

A. From west to east.

Q. What causes day and night ?

' A. The light of the sun causes day, and the shade
^of the earth causes night.

Q. How great a -portion of the earth is continually in the light of the
; sun ?

I A. One half ; the other half being in the shade of the
earth.

Q. What does the revolution of the earth upon its axis, cause?

I The succession of day and night.

Question. As the eai-th turns upon its axisj wbat effect is produced ?

: Anmer. The sun is continually rising to places in the
west, and con tinuall^^^ to places in the east.

; - Q. In what time does the earth revolve around the sun* or perform
Jits annual revolution ?

i ,,
.J.^Ih 365 days 6;hours,

I / Q. How fast: does it niov^; in its orbit arQun^d the sun ?

I
^^^.4-^WOO iniles an hour.

j

' Q. How are the changes of the seasons caused ?

A. They are caused by the earth's axis being incHned
to that of its orbit, and its revolution around the sun.

Q. How many degrees is the . earth's axis inclined towards its

orbit? -
• •.

A. Twenty-three degrees and a half (23° 28'.)

Q. Is the direction of the earth^s axis changed during the year ? );

A. Its change is so slight that it may be considered ;
i

.

as pointing to the same place in the heavens.

Q. When does the north pole lean directly towards the sun ?

A. On the 21st of June, called the summer solstice.

(See Diagram.)

Q. How many degrees does it lean towards the sun?,

A. 2Sl degrees ; and the sun is vertical 232 degrees
north of the equator. -

Q. What seasons does this produce ?

A. Summer in the northern hemisphere, and winter
in the southern.

Q. When does the north pole lean directly from the sun ?

, A. On the 22d of Becember, called fehe-Winter sol- I

stice. (See Diagram.) !

Q. When the north pole leans from the sun, what ;are. the sea-
I

sons ? . -
'
"

J.. Winter in the northern hemisphere, and summer
in the southern. .

L ESSOIN XXV.-^=''*

Question. At what points of the ecliptic is the earth at the time df '

'

the solstices ?
{

^. At the solstitial points.

Q. Through how much of its orbit does the earth pass, in moving
!

from one solstitial point to the other?

A. One half of its orbit, or from one side of the sun to

the other,

Q. What are those two points called half way between the solstitial

points ?

^. The equinoctial points. (See Diagram.)

Q. Why are. they so called ?

J.. Because, when the earth is in these points, the
sun is vertical at the equator, and the days and nights
are every where equal. .

Q. When is the sun at the vernal. equinox ?

^. On the 21st of March,
Q. When is it at the autumnal equinox ?

4- On the 23d of September.

Q. Which way does the pole: lean. Wihen the earth is at ,the eqinoc-
tial points ? '

, .

4. It leans sideways to the sun, the sun being verti-
^eal at the equator.

Q. When the north pole leans towards the sun, why is supimer pro-
duced in the northern hemisphere ?

A. Because the rays of the sun strike it so (llreG<;ly :as 1

to cause many rays to faU on a given surface.
j

Q. When the north pole leans from the sun, why is winter produced 1

in the northern hemisphere ?'

Because the rays of the sun strike it so obliquely,
that they spread over a greater surface.

'

Q. At what; points do the. ecLiptrc -and equinoctial intersect ewch
other?- . •

-
'

:

iii; .At-t^ie^ equinoctial poii^ (See Diagram.)

Q. How far are the solstitial points from the equinoctial points ?

A. Ninety degrees.
\
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. MARS.
Qwesi'on. What is Mars ?

Ansicer. Mars is the fourth planet from the sbb.

Q. What can you say ot" its size ?

A. It is the smallest except Mercury and the aster.pids.

Q. WJiat is its diameter? • -. -

A. 4,189 miles.

Q. What is its distance from the suti 1

142 millions of miles.

{^., What is its magnitude ?

A. It is about one seventh of the size of the earth.

What is the specific gravity of Mars ?

A. It is about five times trlie weight of water. (€.19.)

Q, Tn what time does it revolve on its axis 1

A In about 24^ hours. (24h. 39m. 22s.)

In \\'hat time does it reyolve around the sun?

^. In one year, 321 days.

Q. How fiist does it move in its orbit 1

A. §5,000 miles an hour.
•

' How many degrees does the axis of Mars lean towards its orbit-''

^. About 30 degrees, (30° 18'.) (See Diagram.)
Q. Does -Mars have any change of seasons ?

^. The seasons are similar to those of the earthy but
nearly twice as long.

Q. Why are they longer ? -
. „

J . Because Mars is nearly two of oui- years in tevolv^^

ing around the sun.

Q. What'is the appearance of Mars when seen w'ith the naked eye ?

J[. It appears of a- red, fiery color.

EESSON XXVLI.^^''
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, Q. How does Mars appear when viewed with a teleSdppe ?

• -:A. Gii-tlines of apparent continents and seas, are dis-

tinctly seen.

Q, What appearance have the continents ?

;
A, They have a ruddy color, arising probably from

the nature of the soil.

Q. Of what color are the'seas ?

I

: A. They appear of a gi'eenish color, caused no doubt
by contrast with the red color of the continents.

Q^. Does Mars present different phases ?

^, It sometimes appears gibbous,

(5, When does. a planet appear gibbous ?

tI Wheu we can see more than half, but not the
wdiole, of the illuiniiiated surface.

\ Does Mars ever appear horned like the moon ?

A. It does not, because it does not pass bet\veen us
and the sun.

Q. Whai othefr appearanees does- MajEs exhibit when ^w^^^^

telescope'-? •

I A. Bright spots are seen alternately at the poles.

Q, Whe;n do these spots appear ?

A. When it is winter, or continual night at the poles,

Q. WhatJs Supposed tb be; the cause of these spota?

A. Snow and iee^ Which has aceumulated at the poles
du1/^ng ^wi^lt e^i . ;

18

;
_ . .

Q. Do these spots con tfti lie llVrough the year ?

A. They entirely disappear as t^he summer advances
upon the poles.

Q. What amount of light and heat has Mars ?

^. It has about half as much as the earth.

LESS0m'XX,VITO,5^''*^'"^
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JUPITER.

Question. What :is Jupiter ? -' ; / _ -. s,

Answer. Jupiter is the largfesl^ pahet iii the solar

system.

(J. HfW nfiahy^lm^^^^^^

^. It is 1,280 times greater.

Q, What is the specific gravity of Jupiter ?

A. It is about H times the weight of water. (1.30.)

Q. How far is Jupiter fi'om the sun ?

J^. 485 nuliions of miles.

Q. What is its diameter ?

A. 87,000 miles.

, Q. Which diameter is the. greater,-the polar or equatorial ?

A, The equatorial diameter is 6»;00Q miles greater
than the polar. S""*

^'
: ,

Q, What causes the equatoiMaT.d'ianieter, so^^

A. The quick rotation of the planet upon its axis.

Q„ Tn what time does it revolve upon its axis ?

^. In about 10 hours. (9h. 55m. 50s.)

(5. In what time does it revolve around the sun ?

A In eleven years,. 314 days. i

- Q. How. fust does it move in its oriait ai'ound the sun ?

J^. 30,000 miles an hour. '

'

Qv How man^
A. Four.

Has Jupiter any change of-^seasons ?

It has no change of seasons.

Q. Why do its seasons not change ?

A Because its ax-is is nearly perpendicular to the
plane of its orbit, which causes the sun to be aivvays
vertical at the equator. (See Diagram.)

' How does Jl^pitei^ appear, AVhen viewed with a telescope ?

A. Light Wd dark belts appear to surround it. (See
Fig. 1 and 2.)

Q: What are the light belts !

A. They are supposed to be clouds, which are throrvTn
into parallel lines by the ^ai&k rotation of the planet
upon its axis,

Q. What are Ihc dork ho]u 1

A. They are probably the body of the planet, seen
betvi'een the clouds.

Q. Do thf'se bi^lls always appoAr the same?

A. They change frequently, and soinr^tina^s.the clouds
break, to

.

pieces. (See Fig. 3.)
'^'-

'^ '

^

Q. What is the velocity nf its equatorial parts, ia turning on its asisl.

A 25,000 miles an hour.

Q. Wbat an'iwint of light- and heat has . Jupiter.?

A. It has 27 times.- less than the eaj-'th,-



t.
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SATURN,
QiKstion. What is Saturn 1

Answer. It is the largest planet except Jupiter;

Q. What is its magnitude compared with the earth 1

J.. It is about 1,000 times larger.

Q. What is its specific gravity ?

^. It is about one half the weight of water. (0.56.)

Q. What is the diameter of Saturn ?

dl. 79,000 miles.

Q, What is its distance from the sua ?

A. 890 millions of miles.

Q. In what time does it revolve on its axis ?

4. in about lOi hours. (lOh. 29m. 16s.)

In what time does it revolve around the sun ?

A. In 29 years and a half (29y. 167d.)

Hpw fast, does it move in its orbit around the sun ?

A. 22,000 miles an hour.

Q. Is there any change of seasons at Saturn ?

A. There is, but it is very slow, as it takes nearly
thirty of our years, to complete a year at Saturn.

Q. How much does the axis of Saturn lean towards its orbit?

A. About 30 degrees. (28° 40'.) (See Diagram.)

<3. How long ig it day and night alternately at the poles ?

A. About 15 of our years. (See Diagram.)

Q. What has Saturn which surrotmds it 1

4. Two large rings of sohd matter like the planet.
(See Diagram.)

Q. What is their piosition around the planet ?

A. They are directly over the equator.

LESSON XXX. '
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Q. T)o these rings revolve with the planet

!

A. They do, and in nearly the same time as the
planet.

Q. Are these rings, connected with the planet or separate ?

- A. They are separate from the planet and from each
other.

Q. What is the distance from the planet to the inner ring ?

4. 19,000 miles.

% How wide is the inner ring'?

: 4. 17,000 miles.

^. Hq^v wide is the space between the rings ?

4. About 1,800 III ties.

(§. What is the width of the outer ring'?

.4. 10,000 miles.

(§. How thick are these rings ?

4. About 100 miles. (Some say 1,000 miles.)

^. Are- these rings uniform ?

A. They; are rough and uneven.

Q. How many satellitesi'or moons has Saturn ?

ii. Seven.

Q. What is the position of their orbits ?

A. Their orbits, excepting one, are directly over the
; rings. (See Diagram.)

Q. Does the sun alwiiys shitie on the same side of the rings ?

A. It shines upon each side alternately for tifteen

years. (See, Diagram.)

Q. What amount of light and heat has Saturn ?

4. It has 90 times less than the earth.

Q. What appearance has the disc of Saturn !

A. It has dark belts similar to those of Jupiter.

Saturn.

According to heathen mythology, Saturn was the deity who pre-
sided over time. He is sometimes represented as an old man, flying
with wings attached to his back

; carrying an hour-giass in one hand,
and a scythe in the other. Tliese are very appropriate emblems of
time

; the old man represents time, his flying admonishes us to improve
every moment as it comes, or it will be lost ; the hour-glass reminds
us that our life, like the sand in the glass, will soon run out ; and the

, scythe, like time,
" Cuts down all,

Both great and small'i"

Saturn is the fourteenth planet from the sun, and the most remarka-
ble ; it is next in order to Jupiter, and the most remote planet from the
earth, of any that are visible to the naked eye. '

It may easily be dis-

tinguished from the fixed stars by its pale, feeble and steady fight. It
'

is 890 millions of miles from the sun, and revolves around it in 29
years 167 days ; so that its apparent motion among the stars is very
slow, being only 12 degrees in a year. Saturn, besides being attended
with seven moons, is surrounded by two large concentric rings, which
are separate from each other, and also from the planet. The matter,
of which these rings are composed, is undoubtedly no less solid than
the planet, and they are observed to cast a strong &h|idow upon the
planet itself. Saturn, in bulk, is about . 1,000 times larger than the
earth, and revolves on its axis in lOh. 29m. 16s. This rapid motion
upon its axis, causes it to be, like Jupiter, very much-flattened at the
poles. So that the equatorial diameter is to the polar, as 12 to 11.
The rings of Saturn present a phenomenon, to which there is nothing
analagous in the rest of the solar system. These rings are very thin,
one within the other, and directly over the- equator. They revolve
rourid in the same time with the planet, although they are' detached
from it.

The axis of Saturn is inclined to that of it's orbit 28° 40^, and as
the rings are in the plane of the equator, the axis of the rings has tjae

same inclination. It will be seen from this, (see Diagram,) that the
sun shines alternately for 15 years on one side of the rings, and then
upon the other ; so that if we lived upon the rings, we should have
continued day for 15 years, and then continual nij?ht for the same lentrth

time.

The rings of Saturn must present to the itihabitants of the planet a
most magnificent spectacle. They appear like vaCSt arches, or semi-
circles of light, extending from the eastern to the western horizon. At
the equator, the outer ring is not visible, being hidden from the view
by the inner ring ; but, in about 45 degrees of latitude, both rings are

'

visible, arid present a magnificent appearance. During the day-time,
'thpy appear dim like a white cloud, but, as the sun goes down their
vbrightness increases; while the shadow of the planet is seen to come
On at the eastern limb of the ring, and gradually rise to the zenith,
(see Diagram,) when it passes down and disappears in the westefh
horizon at the rising of the sun. The rays of the sun always fa:ll upon

|the sides of the rings very obliquely, as the sun is never seen more than I

30 degrees above the horizon of the rings, while at other times the
j

edge of the rings only is presented t^ the sun. (See Diagram.) These i

rings are rough and of unequal width and thickness, a tid it has been ii

demonstrated that these rings could not maintain their stabilitv of rota- i

tion, if they were in. all parts,; of equal thickness and density, as the 1!

smallest disturbance would destrdy their pquili})rium, which would con- ;|

tinue to increase until at last, they would be precipitjiied upon the plnuet. \ \

Saturn has seven moons, or satellites, but they an^ oulv secii with a i

I

good telescopy. Their orbits, vvith the exception of theVseventh, are
nearly in the plane of the rings; the seventh, which is the farthest
from the planet, is the largest, and its orbit is considerably inclined to r'the

j

plane of the rings. (See Diagram. ^
'

j

V
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HERSOHEI,, OR URANUS.
Question. When was Herschel or Uranus discovered ?

Answer. In 1781.

Q, By whom ?

A. By Sir William Herschel, who was a celebrated
English astronomer.

Q. In what part of the solar system is Herschel situated ?

A. It is the fifteenth planet from the sun, and next to

the farthest discovered.

Q. What is its magnitude ?

A^ It is 80 times larger than the earth.

j^,; What is its specific gravity ?

Jt. It is I3 times the weight of water, (1.53.)

Q. What is its distance from the sun 1

^. 1800 miUions of miles.

Q. In what time does it revolve on its axis ?

A. It is not certainly known. [It has been stated at

1 day 18 hours, but there seems to be no proof of it.]

Professor Nichol.

Q. In what time does it revolve around the sun ?

. A, In about 84 years. (84?/. 6d.)

Q. How fast does it move in its orbit around the sun 1

-4. 15,000 miles an hour.

Q. How will the light and heat at Herschel, compare with the same
at the earth ?

J.. They are 368 times less.

Q. How many moons has Herschel ?

; A. Six moons were seen by Sir Wm. Herschel, but
only three have been seen by other astronomers.

Q. What angle do the orbits, of the two which are best known,
make with the ecliptic ?

^. An angle of 78 degrees. (YS"" 58'.)

Q. In what direction do these moons move in their orbits ? <

viji. $hey move from east to- west, contrary to the mo-
tions of all the other planets, both primary and
secondary.

LES^SON X"XXri:.3-^''

, _
, LEITERRIER, OR MEPTUHE.

;
Whkn :was Neptune discovered ?

-in 1846, by Dr. Galle, of Berlin.

. Q. Who published the elements of this planet, and directed astrono-
mers to the point in the heavens where it might be discovered ?

A^ Leverrier, a.oel&brated French mathematician.

Q. How near- th.& point, where he directed astronomers to look, was
it found ? •

'

'

il. Within one degree.

Q. What is the diameter of this planet ?

; J.. It is about 35,000 miles.

Q. What is its, magnitude ?

^ A. Ijt is about 80 times larger than the earth.

. What is its distance from the sun ?

About 2,850 millions of miles.

' Q. In what time does it revolve on its axis ?

^ It- is not know n.^

liEV^RRIER, OR NEPTUNE.—Goutinued.

Q. In what 'tinie does it revolve around'thej^iin ?

^. In about 166 vears.

Q. How niany moons has Leveri'ier ?

A. One ; and another is supposed to.feve bfeen seen.

Q. What amount of light and hea,t has this planet ?

A. About 900 times less than that of the earth.

Q, Does this planet correspond to the calculations of Leverriei',,as to

mass and distance from the sun ?
'

A. Its mass and distance ave considerably less than
his calculations.

Q. What have these circumstances led some astronomers to suppose ?

A. That Leverrier is one of a group of planets similar

to the Asteroids, situated at nearly the same distance
from the sun.

Q. Are the primary planets inhabited ?

A. They appear to be inhabitable.

[Note.—The presence of clouds indicating botij air and water ; the
regular succession of the seasons, as well as day and night ; the suita-

ble amount of light received from the sun; the accompaniment of
moons; the specific gravity of bodies at their surface; all seem to

indicate that the primary planets are suitable residences for living

beings/ The only objection to this view is, the difference in the
amount of heat received from the sun, supposing it to be according to

the inverse ratio of the squares of their distances from the. sun. But
we see from the difference of temperature on the earth, at the base and
summit of high mountains, that the actual heat depends much upon the
modifying circumstances, as well as upon the direct rays of the sun.
And we have reason to suppose that the temperature of the other
planets does not differ much from that of the earth.

For instance, the temperature of Mars, as indicated by the melting
of its snow, and that of Jupiter and Saturn, as indicated by the amount
of vapor in their atmosphere, appear to be similar to that of the earth.
Mercury and Venus are protected frOra f he direct rays of the sun by
dense clouds. Causes unknown to us, may and probably do, modify
the temperature of all the planets in a greater or less degree, suffi-

ciently so, for the purposes of animal life.]

HERBCHEL.
This planet was discovered by Sir William Herschel, March I3i:h,

178L It had been observed by Flamstead, Mayer, Tycho Rrahe,
and other astronomers, and was regarded by them as a fixed star, and
such it was considered by Dr. Herschel, until he discovered it to be a
planet, from its having moved from the place where he had observed
it some time before.

Sir William Herschel gave it the name of Georgium Szdus, or
Georgian Star," in honour of his Royal patron, George; III., but the
Royal Academy of Prussia^ called it- Uranus.

:TBI1 NEW PLANET.
CAUSE WHICH LED TO ITS DISCOVERY.

It hadiWiii.' found by observation, that the attraction of ihe planets
upon each other, accelerate or retard the molion of oacli. Tliose varia-
tions have been well understood by astronomers for many yeai-a : but
it was found by a series of observations made during several yen rs

upon the planet Herschel, that its motion in the heavens was alfocied
by some cause other than that of Saturn or Jupiter. This led nr-lrono-
mers to suspect that tjiere might be another plaiiet, eiihor lioin-.'en (he
orbits of Saturn and Herschel, or beyond that of Herschel. Leverrier^
having collected the- observations of the most'celebrated astronoraeps for

many years, was enabled, by his. profoimd knowledge of the in<d he-
matics, to calcu^xte its elements. ,

*
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MOON,
Question. WnAT is the moon 1

Answer, The moon is a secondary planet, revolving

.
ai^ound tlie earth.

Q. Is the moon larger or smaller than the earth ?

A. It is 49 times less than the earth.

Q. What is the diameter of the moon ?

A 2,180 miles.

Q. What is the specific gravity of the moon?

A. It is 3i times the weight of water, (3.37.)

Q. What is its mean distance from the -earth ?

A. Two hundred and forty thousand miles.

Q. In what time does the moon revolve around the earth ?

A. In ahout 21k days, (27d 7h. 43m. lls.5.)

Q. In what time does the moon revolve upon its axis ?

A. In about 27^ days, or in the same time that it

revolves around the earth.

Q. What is the result of the moon's revolving upon its axis and
' around the earth in the same time?

A. The same side of the moon is always presented
to the earth.

Q, Have we ever seen the opposite side of the moon ?

:4. We have not.

Q. What causes the moon always to present the same side to the
.earth?

It is supposed that one side of the moon is more
dense than the other, consequently the centre of gravity

Is not in the centre of the moon.
Q. What is a lunation, or lunar month ?

A. It is the time from one new moon to another.

Q. What is the length of a lunation ?

.
u4. About 294 days. (29d 12A. 44m.)

:

,

.
.
Q:. Why IS a lunation longer than the time it takes the moon to

-.rgvolve around the earth?

Jf. Because the earth is revolving around the sim at
the same time. (Fig. 3. See Note 1.)

'
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Q. What is the length of the days or nights at the moon 1

' About 15 of our days. (Note 4.)

Q. Which way does the moon revolve around the earth ?

A. From west to east.

Q. If the mlooh revolves froml west to east, what causes it to rise in
. the east ?

..; A. It is caused by the earth's revolving on its axis the
"same way. (Note 2.)

Q. Does the mpon rise the same hour every evening ?

A. It rises about 50 minutes later every day.
Q. What is the cause of its rising 50 minutes later every day ?

^. It is caused by the moon's revolving around the
•earth from west to east.

•,' Q. Wlxat causes the phases of the moon, frdin= new moon to new
! -Bipon again ? _ ,

A. It is caused by the moon's revolving around the
; .earth. (See Diagram. Note 3.)

'

^

r Q. When is it new' moon ?

A. When the mooii^ is between the earth and sun,
and the dark side is presented to us. (Fig. 1.)

MOON.—Continued.
Q. When is it full moon ?

A. When the moon is upon the opposite side of the

earth from the sun, and the illuminated side is pre-

sented to us. (Fig. 1.)

Q. How much greater is the light of the sun than the full moon ?

A. 300,000 times greater.

Q. When are the sun and moon in quadrature ?

A. When they are ninety degrees distant from each
other. (Fig. 1.)

'

Q. How much of the illuminated side of the moon is visible to us-

when it is in quadrature ? * •
' '

X One-half. (Fig. 1.)

Q. How much larger is >,he sun than the moon ?

A 70 milHons of times greater.

Q. Why does the moon appear as large as the sun ?

A. Because it is four hundred times nearer to . us -

;

than the sun. (See Fig. 4.)

Noie 1. Fig. 3.—The moon revolves around the earth in about 27| ,;

days, but from one new moon to another it is about 29J days ; this dif-
, ;

ference is caused by the earth's revolving around the sun at the same '

time that the moon is revohing around the earth. This will appear
'

plain by examining Fig. 3, on the opposite page. If we suppose the
'

moon to be in conjunction or new moon, while the moon is revolving
around the earth, the earth moves through nearly one-twelflh part of its

'

orbit, and when the ..n^oon arrives at A, it will have made a complete
revoliitiori around the earth ; but the mooii vi^iU not be in conjunction, i

or between the earth and sun, until it has moved the distance from
A to B—hence it will be seen that fi-om one new moon to another the
moon has to make more than one comjplete revolution aromid the earth.

Note 2.—That the moon revolves around the earth from west to r

east, fi-om one new moon to another in about 29-|- days, there is
'

'

not the least doubt; and it will appear perfectly plain if we consider
that the earth is revolving on its axis the same way, or from \v(>st to

'

east; the earth revolves on its axis in 24 hours, whereas the moon is

29i days in revolving around the earth
;
consequently the moon only

moves from west to east in 24 hours, as much as the earth turns /
on its axis in 50 minutes, which makes the moon rise as much later

every evening.. If the earth did not revolve upon its axis, then tbe
'

moon would rise in the west, and after being above the horizon for

nearly 15 days, would set in the east, and would be below the horizon
'

for the same length of time, when it would rise again in the west.

PHASES OF THE Moon.

Note 3. Fig. l.-r-By phases of the moon is meant the various ap-
pearances which the moon presents from new to full moon, and from '

;

full moon to new moon again. As the moon is a dark body of itself

there is only one-half of its surface illuminated by the sun. At new
moon, when the moon is between the earth and sun ; that side of :

the moon upon which the sun shines, is towards the sun, and the dnrk
'

side is presented to the earth
;
consequently we do not sec any |)o; tion

"

of the illuminated side of the moon at new moon, see -F(^-. l"; Injt as ;

the moon passes around from west to east, it brings the illuminated ^

side of the moon more a,nd" more to our view ; at the first quarter wo "

can see one-half of the illuminated surface, and when the n)(jon ai-rives

at full moon, we can see the whole of the illuminated surface, as the
earth is then between the sun and moon. From, full moon to new
moon again, the illuminated surface disappears in 'the same manner as

[

it appeared. '

r

LENG-TH OF THE DAYS AND NIGHTS AT THE MOON.

Note A. As the moon revolves on its axis only on6e; ip; its revolution
around the earth, it continually presents the same side to the earth,
and there would be^ consequently, only one day and night in each revo-
lution of the moon around the earth, or the day and night would each be
nearly fifteen days long.
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MOON.—Continued.

Question, Has the moon an atmdsphere 1

Answer, Very little if any.

Q. What is tkc appearajice of the moon when viewed with a teles-

cope ?

^. It appears covered with light and dark spots of

various shapes.

Q. What is the cause of this appearance ?

A. It is caused by the mountains, plains and valleys

.in the moon.

Q What are the light spots ?

X ^Mountains and elevated land.

r Q. What are the dark spots ?

A. Plains, valleys, &c.

Q. Has the moon any oceans, seas, or large bodies of water?

A. Not upon the side towards the earth.

Q. If you were living upon this side of the moon, what wodd be the
appearance of the eartK?

;
A, The earth would appear like a large stationary

moon.

Q. How much larger than the moon appears to us ?

A, Thirteen times greater.
"--

xfii'

,

'

-rrQ. In what time would the heavenly bodies appear to revolve around
the moon ?

The stars would appear to revolve in 27 h days,
• the sun in 295 days.

Q. What is the shape of the moon's orbit?

J

Elliptical, or one diameter greater than the other,
{See Diagram, page 24.)

Q. What is apogee ?

A. It is the point in the orbit of the moon farthest
from the earth.

Q. What is perigee,?

4. I^ is Ihe po^ in the orbit of the moon nearest
;to the earth; -

Q. When is the moon in apogee ?

4. When it is at its greatest distance from the earth:
'^hen is the moon ill perigee ? i i- .

,

'

A. When it is nearest to the earth.

^. -Has the mooa any change of seasons ? ,

*

"

4. None, except those changes which take place
every lunar month. '

Q. What is the harvest moon ?

X When the moon is full in September and Octo-'

iheXi it rises only a few minutes later for several suc-
; cessive evenings, and thus affords light for collecting

; 1$he harvest, it is therefore called the harvest moon.
Q. What is the cause of the harvest moon ?

A. It is caused by the moon's orbit being ,yefy ob:
lique to the horizon.

Q. Is the moon inhabited ?

^ At. The want of air and water, render .it uninhabit-
able by beings like ourselves.

PHYSICAI. CONSTITUTION OF THE MOON.
Iw viewing the moon with the naked eye, her disc appears diversi-

fied Avith dark and bright spots, which on being examined with a pow-
erful telescope are discovered' to be mountains and valleys. The whole
surface of the moon is covered with these spots, which is evident from

the fact that the line of separation between the illuminated and dark
hemispheres, is at all times extremely ragged and imeven. The
mountains on or near this line cast behind them long black shadows,

like the mountains on the earth when the sun is rising or setting. The
. moon is a much more mountainous body than the earth, and the moun-
tains are vastly higher compared with its size than those of the earth.

One of the mountains (named Tycho) situated in the southeast part of

the Moon, is apparently a volcanic crater 50 miles in diameter, and
16,000 feet deep, with a central mountain rising to the height of

5,000 feet. The height of ten of the principal mountains,' according
to the recent measurement of Msedler, is from 3| to 4| rnfles. The
mountains of the moon do not run in ranges like those of the earth

;

but are single peaks scattered oyer nearly the whole surface of the

moon, and are generally of a circular form shaped like a cup. These
facts substantially prove the mountains of the moon to be of volcanic

origin, and in some of the principal ones, decisiye marks of volcanic

stratification, arising from successive deposites of ejected matter, may
be distinctly traced with powerful telescopes—The moon contains no
large bodies of water, such as, oceans, seas, &c., especially upon the

side visible to us. If there are any, they must be upon the opposite side

of the moon which is never presented to us. The moon also has very
little if any atmosphere, at least, none of sufficient density to refract the

rays of light in their passage through it : from these two circumstances ,i

there are no clouds floating around the moon : if there were any, they
would at times be visible to us, but none have been observed, it pre-

sents the same appearance that it did 2,000 years ago ; no trace of
vegetation or change of seasons has been observed, every thing appears
solid, desolate, and unfit for the support of animal or yegetable life.

Whether the materials of which the moon is composed, are of the

same nature as the earth, there are no means of knowing. From the

effect of the moon's gravitation in producing the nutation of the eai-th's

axis, the mass of the moon is determined to be very nearly 1.80th of
the mass of the earth, whencej> as- her volume is 1.49th of the,
earth's, volume, it

,
follows that her density as compared with the mean

density of the earth is .615 or a little more than one half: consequent-
ly the materials of which the moon is composed are about half as heavy
as the same bulk of the earth.

There, being, little or no atmosphere about the moon, the heavens,
in the daytim&j have the appearance of night to the inhabitants of the
moon, ywhen they turn their bapks to the sun ; and .the stars then
appear, as bright to them as they do in the night to us ; , for it is entirely
on account of the light.which our atmosphere reflects that the heavens

.- appear , luminous about us in the daytime. If our . atmosphere were
removed, only that part of the heavens would be light in which the sun
is situated; and if we turned our backs to the sun the heavens would
appear as dark as night. The light which the full moon affords us is

very small, when compared with the light of the sun ; it being 300,000
.
timeS'less. r It has also been demonstrated that the light reflected by
the moon produces no heat ; as its rays, when collected by the aid of

;
the, most powerful glasses, have not been perceived to produce the
slightest effect upon the thermometer.

: . . , IS THE MGOW INHABITED?
^ . .\ ,

'

"

- •

From the physical constitution of the moon, it is evident that the
'

moon is not inhabited at least, by beings constituted like ourselves.
The moon having no atmosphere, we could not maintain an existence

:; Upbn its surface for a single hour ; even if it is provided with the other
necessary means for our existence : neverthless, this is not conclusive. ^

evidence that the moon is not inhabited. The same power that called
the moon into existence could as easily constitute beings fitted to inha-
bit its surface, and enjoy an existence like that of ours. It may be
very properly asked—if the moon is ,not a habitable body, for what
purpose was it created ? This is a question which is more easily asked

,

than answered. We do know t%t it exerts , a powerful influence in '
:

raising the tides, and how far this influence operates upon the animal
and vegetable kingdoms, we are unable to decide ; its influence ja ixb ;
doubt felt to a greater or less extent.
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LESSON XXX VIl)^

ip: - - ECLIPSES.

Question, What is an eclipse ?

, Ansiver. It is the interception of the sun's rays by
some opake body.

Q. How are eclipses divided, with respect to the body eclipsed ?

A. Into two kinds, solar and lunar.

Q. What is a solar eclipse ?

A. It is an eclipse of the sun.

Q. What is the cause of an eclipse of the sun ?

A. It is caused by the moon's passing between the

earth and sun, and casting its shadow upon the earth.

(Fig. 3.)

Q. When must, an eclipse of the sun take place ?

A. It can happen only at new moon.
Q. What is a lunar eclipse 1

A. It is an eclipse of the moon. (Fig. 3.)

What causes an eclipse of the moon?

-4. lt is caused by the moon's passing through the

. earth's shadow. (Fig. 3.)

Q. When must an eclipse of the moon take place ?

; A. It can happen only at full moon. (Fig. 3 and 4.)

Q. How are eclipses divided, with respect to the amount eclipsed ?

A. Into total and partial.

Q. What is a total eclipse ?

, ^. It is an ecHpse of the whole of the sun or moon.

/ (Fig. 3 and 8.)

Q. What is a partial eclipse ?

A. It is an eclipse of only a part of the sun or moon.
.,(Fig:7.)

"

Q. What is an annular eclipse ?

A. It is an eclipse of the central part, of the sun, when
the moon is so far from the earth, that the sun can be

M seen like a bright ring around it. (Fig. 9, Note.)

Do we have an eclipse of the sun at every new moon ?

; A. We do not.
'

Q. Why do we not have an eclipse of the sun at every new moon ?

^ A. Because at new moon, the moon is generally too

• high or too low for its shadow to fall upon the earth.

(Fig. 5.) , . .

Q. Do we have an eclipse of the moon at every Ml moon ?

A. We do not at fall moon the moon generally

passes abo;^ie or below the earth's shadow.

Q, What is the length of the earth's shadow ?

A. About 600,000 miles. (Note. This is the mean or

average length.)

Q. What is the length of the irioon's shadow ?

X About 234,000 miles. (Note. This is the mean or

average length.)

I:. Q,. What is a digit?

A. It is the twelfth part of the apparent diameter of

-the sun or moon's disc. (Fig. 6.)

:Q. What is the greatest number of eclipses that can take place in

a year?

A. Seven ; five of the sun and two of the moon.

Q. Wliat is the least number of eclipses that can take place in a

year?

i ,4. Two ; and bQ^^^^^^

ECLIPSES.

All 6pake bodies cast a shadow when the rays from any luminous
body fall upon them. Every primary and secondary planet in the

solar system casts a shadow towards that point of the heavens which
is opposite to the sun. If the sun were smaller than the earth, the

earth's shadow would increase in diameter as the distance increases
from the earth, (See Fig. 1 ;) but if the sun and earth were of the

same size, the shadow would be of the same size, no matter how great
the distance from the earth, (See Fig. 2.) But as the sun is im-
mensely larger than the earth, the earth's shadow terminates in a point
at about 600,000 miles from the earth; the length of the earth's

shadow is, however, subject to considerable variation. When the
earth is nearest to the sun, which takes place about January 1st, the

shadow is much shorter than when the earth is at its greatest distance,

which is about the 1st of July. The moon revolves around the earth

in about 29| days, from one new moon to another. If the moon
passed at every new moon exactly between the 'centres of the sun and
earth, we should have a great eclipse of the sun at every new moon,
and a total eclipse of the moon at every full moon, (See Fig. 3 ;) but

the moon's orbit or path makes an angle with the plane of the ecliptic,

(the plane of the ecliptic is described by a line drawn from. the centre

of the sun, passing through the centre of the earth and extended to

the heavens,) of about 5| degrees, consequently one half of the moon's
orbit is above the ecliptic, and the other half is below it.

The two opposite points where the moon's orbit cuts the plane of the

ecliptic, are called the moon's nodes ; the nodes do not keep in the

same position with respect to the earth and sun, but have a retrograde

motion of about 19 degrees in a year. This causes the moon at new
moon to be too high or too low, so that the moon's shadow passes

above the north pole or below the south pole, hence there is no eclipse,

and at full moon, the moon passes either above or below the earth's

shadow. A total eclipse of the moon occurs when the whole of the

moon is immersed in the earth's shadow, (See Fig. 3 ;) but we occa-

sionally have a partial eclipse of the moon which is caused by the

moon's being so high or so low as only to be partially immersed in the

earth's shadow, (See Fig. 4.) The diameter of the sun and moon's
discs is divided into twelve equal parts, called digits (See Fig. 6 ;) but

by inspecting the diagram, it will be seen that when the sun is said to

have six digits eclipsed, that only about one third of the disc of the sun

is covered by the moon, although one half of the diameter of the sun is

hidden from view. The sun and moon appear to be about the same
size, but the apparent size of both is suTiject to some variation : when
the earth is in that point of its orbit nearest the sun (January 1st,) the

sun appears larger than at any other time during the year, and, when
the moon is at the greatest distance from the earth, she appears the

smallest. If an eclipse of the sun should take place exactly at this

time, the shadow of the moon would terminate in a point before it reached

the earth, and the moon would not appear large enough to cover the

whole disc of the sun, but would produce what is called an annular

eclipse, or the sun would appear like a luminous ring around the moon,

(See Fig. 9;) but if the earth was at its. greatest distance from the sun

(July 1st) and the moon the nearest to the earth, then the moon would

appear lai-ger than the sun, and the shadow of the moon would touch

the earth before it terminated in a point; this would produce a total and

as great an eclipse of the sun as can take place, (See Fig. 3.) A
total eclipse of the sun is visible only to a small portion of the earth at

one and the same time, the shadow of the moon where it touches the

earth would be only about 150 miles in diameter, consequently there

would be only a space across the earth from west to east about 150

miles wide, in which it would appear total, but, a partial eclipse would

be seen from a space more than 2,000 miles wide on each side of

the umbra, or dark shadow. Those who lived north of the dark

shadow would see the southern poi-tion of the sun eclipsed, and those

who lived south of it,-would see the northern limb of the sun eclipsed.

Eclipses of the sun are more frequent than of the rnoon, because

the sun's ecliptic limits are greater than the moon's, yet we have, more
visible eclipses of the moon than of the sun, because eclipses of the

moon are visible from all parts of the earth where the moon is above

the horizon, and are equally great to each of those parts ; but eclipses

of the sun are visible only to those places upon which the moon's

shadow falls.
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, LESSON XXXYTlp'
MOON'S NODES.

"':[ ' Question. What are nodes ?

Answer. They are two opposite points where the orbit

of the moon, or any other planet intersects the plane of
the earth's orhit or ecliptic.

Q. What angle does the moon's orbit make with the plane of the
earth's orbit or ecliptic.

ul. About 5) degrees. (5° 8' 48".)

; Q. What part of the moon's orbit is above or north of the plane of
the earth's orbit ?

A. One half, the other half being below, or south of

the earth's orbit ?

Q. What is the ascending node ?

^. It is that point where the moon passes the plane
of the earth's orbit from south to north.

Q. What is the descending node ?

J.. It is that point where the moon passes the plane
of the earth's orbit from north to south.

Q, Do the nodes change their position as regards a fixed point in the

heavens?

A. They have a retrograde motion of about 19 degrees
in a year.

Q. When is the moon in north latitude in the heavens '?

Ai When it is north of the earth's orbit or ecliptic.

Q. When is the moon in south latitude in the heavens ?

-J A. When it is south of the earth's orbit or ecliptic.

; ; What is the,greatest latitude of the moon ?

of the earth's orbit or

ecliptic.

Q, What is the greatest declination of the moon, or its distance north

or south of the equinoctial or equator?

J.. About 28^ degrees.

LESSON xxx:viii/-
Q: How near one of the nodes must the tnooii'^be M new moon to

cause an eclipse of the sun ?

^. Within seventeen degrees; (16'' 59".)

Q. How near one of the nodes must the moon be at foil moon to

cause an eclipse of the moon ?

^. About 12 degrees. (11° 25' 4".)

Q. If the moon is exactly in one of her nodes at new or full moon,

what kind of an eclipse will it cause ?

A. It will cause a great eclipse of the sun or moon.

Q. What is the extent of th.e solar ecliptic limit in which an eclipse

of the sun can take place ?

A. Thirty-four degrees, seventeen degrees on each
side of either node.

Q. What is the extent of the lunar ecliptic limit in which an eclipse

of the ttioon can take place ? ,.,

A. Twenty-four degrees, twelve on each side of

either node.

mFERIOR AND StrPEEIOR OONJTJNCTION.

How many .kinds of conjunction are there ?

A. Two ; inferior and superior.

Q. When is a planet in inferior conjunction with the sun?

A. When it is between the earth and sun.

aONJUNOTION.—Continued.
Q. What planets can be in inferior conjunction ?

A. Mercury and Venus; also the moon.

Q. When are two planets in superior conjunction ?

A. When they are on opposite sides of the sun.

Q. What planets can be in superior conjunction with the sun ?

A. All the planets, except the earth and moon.

LESSON XXXIX.
INFERIOR AlTD SUPERIOR PiANETS,

Q. How are the primary planets divided ?

A. They are divided into two classes, inferior and
superior.

Q. Whieh are the inferior planets ?

A. Mercury and Venus.

Q. Why are they called inferior planets ?

A. Because their orbits are within the orbit of the

earth.

Q. Which are the superior planets ?

A, Mars, " the Asteroids/' Jupiter, Saturn, Herschel
and Leverrier.

Q. yVhj are they called superior planets ?

A, Because their orbits are greater than the orbit of'

the earth.

HEtlOOEWTRIO AND GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE.

Q. What is the Heliocentric latitude and longitude of a planet?

A. It is its latitude and longitude, as seen from the

sun. (See Diagram.)

Q. What is the Geocentric latitude and longitude of a planet ?

A. It is its latitude and longitude as seen from the

earth.

Q. Does a planet, seen from the earth, appear to have the same
longitude as it would have if seen from the sun at the same time ?

A. It does not, unless the earth is between the sun
and planet.

It will he seen by inspecting the diagi'am upon the oppbsite page,

that there are two small circles introduced into the diagram, the white

circle which represents the moon's orbit, and the shaded circle which
lies -in the plane of the earth's orbit or ecliptic ; this shaded circle is

introduced into the diagram only to show the two points where the

moon's orbit intersects the plane of the earth's orbit or ecliptic ; these

two points are called the moon's nodes; the point where the jnoon

pa,sses from the south to the north side, or above the earth's orbit, is

called the ascending node ; and the opposite point, or where the moon
descends below the earth's orbit, is called the descending node ; the

line passing through the centre of the earth from one node to the other,

is called the " line of the nodes." It will be seen also that one half of

the moon's orbit is above the plane of the earth's orbit, and the other

half below it.

The planets Mercury and Venus are called inferior planets, because

their orbits are within that of the earth, and of course nearer to the sun.

The other primary planets, Mars, Asteroids, Jupiter, Herschel and

Leverrier, are called superior planets for the same reason that their,

orbits are greater, or outside that of the earth.

It will be seen by inspecting the diagram upon the opposite page,

V that the planets, seen by two observers at the sarae time, one upon the

sun and the other upon the earth, would not appear to be exactly in the

same point of the heavens. The heliocentric longitude of a planet,

is where it would appear to be if seen from the sun, and the geocentric

longitude of a planet is its longitude as seen from the earth.
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NUMBER OF ECtlj^SfeS m A YEAR.

Question. What is the ^greatest number of eclipses that can take

place in a year ?

' .Answer. Seven ; five of the sun and two of tlie moon.
> Q. What is the least number of eclipses that can take place in a
^year?

4- 3^^>^<^ 5 Wh of the sun.

^, Q. What must be the position of the moon and her ascending node,
on the first day of January, to cause seven eclipses in a year?

A. It must be new moon, and the moqn must be
within 17 degrees ofher ascending node at the time.

^. When would the second eclipse take place ?

: J.. The second eclipse would be of the moon, January

;
Idth, at her descending node.

Q. When would the third eclipse take place ?

J.. The third eclipse would be of the sun, .January

29th^ at the moon's ascending node.

' Q, When the fourth eclipse

* :4. The fourth eclipse would be of the sun, June 26th,

at the moon's descending node.

Q. When the fifth eclipse ? ^
A. The fifth eclipse would be of the moon, July 11th,

^at her ascending node.

(5' ^hen the sixth eclipse ?

A The sixth eclipse would be of the sun, July 25th,

at the moon's descending node.

Q. When the seventh and. last eclipse ?

The seventh eclipse would be of the sun, Decem-
bQy 20th, at the moon's ascending node.

Q. Why, are there no eclipses in this case from Janua^- i29th (o,

June 26th"?

'

^. Because the moon is so high at new moon that its

shadow passes above the north pole, and at full moon,
the moon passes below th^ earth's shadow,

Q. Why ai'e there no eclipses in this case from July 25th to Decern-

Mjer 20th? -

A. Because the moon is so low at new- moon, that its

shadow passes below the south pole, and at full moon,
the moon passes above the earth's shadow.

Q. What must be the position of the moon and her ascending node,

-on the 1st day of January, to cause only two eclipses during the year?

A. It must be new moon, and the moon must be in

or very nfear her ascending node.

Q. How often are there seven, or only two eclipses in a-year ?

JL.?H(>t oftener than once in a hundred years.

Q. What is- the most common number of eclipses in. a year ?

A. Four.

©^reatest ITiiiaiber of Eclipses in a Year.

When the moon is within 17 degrees of either node^t new moon, it

will cause an eclipse of the sun, and when the' moon is within 12

degrees of either node at full moon, the moon will then be more or less

eclipsed. If the line of the nodfes were carried parallel to itself around

the sun,; thete would -be just half a yea:r fmm .
ther tixne of <)n© iftode

passing? the sun,, to the other's coining around "to thee 'sun ; but , al

the nodes have a retrograde niotion ofabout nineteen degrees in a year,
it is only 177 da,ys from the conjunction of one node to the conjunction

.

of the other, therefore, in whatever time of the year we have ecl ipses of
the sun or moon at either node, we may be sure that in 177 days, we
shall have eclipses about the other node. If we suppose the moon at

new moon to be 17 degrees from her ascending node on the first day
of January, there would be a small eclipse of the sim, and at the next
full moon, January l5th, there would be a total eclipse of the moon ; as
the moon would be only about 2 degrees from the descending node ; at

the next new moon, January 29th, the moon would then be about 1^-

degrees upon the .other side of the ascending node, which would cause
another small eclipse of the sun,—hence we would have two small
eclipses of the sun at the ascending node, and one great eclipse of the
moon at the descending node, from January 1st to January 29th. (See
Diagram.) At every subsequent new moon, the moon would be so
high that the shadow would pass above the north pole, and at every
full moon, the moon Avould pass below the earth's shadow, until June-
26th, when the moon's descending node would come around to the sun^

(see Diagram ;) at this time the moon would be about 7 degrees from
her descending node ; this would cause another eclipse of the sun. At
the next full moon, July 11th, there would be another total eclipse of
the moon

;
again, at the next new moon, July 25th, the moon would;

still be within 17 degrees of her descending node, which would produce
another small eclipse of the sun.

From July 25th, there would be no eclipses of the sun or moon, as
at every subsequent new moon, the moon would be so low that the'

shadow of the moon would pass below the south pole, and at every full-

moon the moon would pass above the earth's shadow, until December
20th, when the ascending node would come around again to the sun, and
at the 12th new moon in the year, the moon would again be within 17:

degrees of her ascending node ; we would, therefore, have another
small eclipse of. the sun, which would be the seventh and last eclipse

during the year. It will be seen from the above, that we should have
five eclipses of the sun, and two total eclipses of the moon, during the;

year, which is the greatest number that can possibly take place in a
year. Seven eclipses in a year do not occur twice in a hundred
years, although perhaps we may have seven eclipses in. one year's
time, for several times during a century. To have seven eclipses dur-

ing the same year, it is necessary that the moon and nodes be in a
particular position on the first day of January.

After the sun, moon and nodes have been once in a line of conjunc-
tion

;
they return nearly to the same position again in 223 lunations or

18 years 11 days 7 hours 43 minutes 20 seconds, when four leap years
are included, or one day less, when five leap years are included ; con-

sequently, if to the mean time of any eclipse of the sun or moon, we-
add 18 years 11 days 7 hours 43 minutes 20 seconds, we shall have
the mean time of the return of the same eclipse for a long period of;

time. This period was first discovered by the Chaldeans, by a long
series of observations, extending through many centuries, and by it

they were able to foretell, with considerable exactness, the appearance;,

of an eclipse, varying at most but a few hours. Every eclipse within

this period of 18 years, belongs to a separate series of eclipses, that is;

there is but one, eclipse during the 18 years,:.which belongs to the. same:

series. If any series of eclipses commence at the ascending-node^ tliei

shadow of the moon just touches the earth at the north pole ; at the:

next return in 18 years, the shadow will, pass across the earth a Iittle_

more to the south, and at each return, the shadow -^vill continue to pass^

more to the south until it will have appeared about 77 times, which:

will take about 1,388 years, when it will pass off the earth at the south-

pole, and at the expiration of 12,492 years, the same eclipses will com-'

mence again to go through a gimilar course. Those eclipses of the

sun Avhich come in at, the descending node, the shadow of the moon
first touches the earth at the south pole, and at each return passes more;

to the north, and finally leaves the earth at the north pole, after having

appeared the usual number of times. The velocity of the moon's
shadow across the earth in an eclipse of the sun is about 1.850 milesi

an houi', or about four times the velocity of a cannon ball. The moon"
when totally eclipsed, is generally visible if it is above the horizonjf

:

and the sky is clear : it generally appears of a faint dusky red. Of-;

copper color, this is caused by the rays', of the sun, which pass through

the atmosph.pre of the earth, and are refracted or bent inwar4 -i^o
.

that some of the rays fall upon the moon and render it visible.
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TIDES,
,,

Question. What motion have the earth and moon, besides revolving

; ' around the sun 1

Answe7\ Tliey revolve aroian'd their GommoTi- centre

of gravity ?

Q. In-what part of a straight line joitiing their centres, is the centre

offgravity situated ?

A. About 3;2O0 miles from the centre &f the earth.

"Q,. What effect has the centrifugal force upon the water on the oppo-

site side of the earth from the moon 1

^1. It causes it to recede from the centre of gravity,

and to rise on that part of the earth.

What effect has this upon the shape of the earth?

Its diameter is lengthened in the line of the moon's
attraction, and shortened at right angles to it.

I

•

(f. What tends to increase this oval shape of the earth ?

'"ii. The inequality of the attraction of the moon at the

difFerent sides of the earth.

[iTlie M'ater upon the side of the earth nearest to the moon, is more
attracted than the centre of the earth ; the water upon the opposite side

is less attracted.]

Q. What effect does'the turning of the earth, from west to east on its

axis, produce ? »

^. It causes these elevations, or tide waves, to pass

from east to west around the earth.

- ^. What is tide ?

^. It is the rising and falling of the waters of the

ocean.

Q. How are the tides divided with respect to the rising and falling

of the water. ?

A. Into flood and ebb.

Q. What is flood tide?

A. It is the rising of the water.

Q. What term designates the greatest elevation of the flood tide ?

A. High water.

Q. What is ebb tide ?

A. It is the falling of the water.,

Q. How often do flood and ebb tide occur ?

j4. Twice in about 25 hours,

Q. Do the tides rise at the same hour every day ?

,A. They rise about an hour later each day.

" Why do the tides rise later ?

A. Because the moon passes the meridian al)0ut an

liQur later each day.

Q. What causes the moon to be later at the meridian ?

A. It is caused by its revolving monthly around the

earth from west to east.

Q. Does the attraction of the sun produce an effect similar to that of

the moon ?

^. It tends to raise a tide two fifths as high.

Q. When the sun and moon are on the same or opposite sides of the

earth, what is the effect of their attractive forces ?

^. They raise a tide equal to the sum of their separ-

ate tides.

Q. When they are in quadrature, what is the.effect of their counter-

:

acting forces ?
. .

Jl. Th^ Eai^e a tid^ eip^i^ to the diflferenee

tides.
'

Q. How are tides divided with respect to their comparative height?

A. Into spring and neap.

Q. What is spring tide ? .

A. It is the greatest flood and ebb tide.

Q. What is neap tide ?

A. It is tlie least flood and ebb tide.

Q. What proportion do these tides bear to each other ?

A. The neap tide is about three sevenths as great as

the spring tide.

Q. When do spring tides occur ?

A. Twice in each lunar month, at new and full moon.

Q. When do neap tides occur ?

A. Tvi^ce in each lunar month at the quarters.

Q, What efl^ect have the continents upon the tide waves when pass-

ing round the earth ?

A. They subject them to great irregularities.

Q. Which side of the continents have the highest tides, the eastern

or the western ?

A. The eastern side.

Q. Does the water remain permanently higher on the east than on

the west side of the continents?

A. The gulf of Mexico is 20 feet higher than the

Pacific ocean, and the Red sea is 30 feet higher than

the Mediterranean.

(5' Wici'^"' tide wave is least obstructed, as in the Paeific ocean,
i

how much behind the moon is it ?

4. It is two or three hours behind it.

How long after the moon passes the meridian, is it high water at

New York ?

-4, About 83 hours.

Q. If the earth were uniformly covered with water, how high would
the tide rise ?

A. Not more than two or three feet. (The tide at

the small islands in the Pacific ocean is usually less.)

Q. What produces the greatest effect in causing high tides ?

A. The shape of the land, and the position of the

shores.

Q. Where are the highest tides in the world ?

A. In the bay of Fundy.

Q. What, besides the position of the shores, tends to raise a high

tide at this place ?

A. The meeting of the tide wave from tlie North
Atlantic ocean, with the main one from the South
Atlantic.

Q. How high are the average spring tides at Cumberland near. the"

head of the bay of Fundy ?

A. About 71 feet. 5

Q. How high are they at Boston ? *

A. About 11 feet. ;

Q. At New York?
.

A. About 5 feet.
j

Q. At Charleston, South Carolina, ^
A. About 6 feet. 1

Q. When do we have the ^h^i^lBst tides 4n the hemis- .

phere ? . ;
^

_ ;

A. At new mQ6n in the sumnier, and at fall rrio&a in
'

the winter. (See Diagram.)
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'iO ILLUSTRATED

' ORBITS. OF '1?^^ FLAKETS AMD COMETS.

Question, What is the orbit of a primai-j planet ?

; J:ws«;err :Jt in wliicli it revolves around

^ . tlae sun. '

) ; What is the drbit of a secondaiy planet ?

A lt is the path in which it revolves around its

primary.
; Q, What is the form of the orbits of all the planets?

.y 'A, Elliptical, or longer one way than the other.

Q, Are all the orbits elliptical in the same proportion?

' A. They are not; some are more elongated than
others.

'

\ Q, What is the position of 'the orbits, of all the planets ?

- Thej extend from west to east in the heavens.
\:' Q. Do the planes of their orbits, intersect the ecliptic or orbit of

:. the earth ?

;
J[. They do, at small angles. (See Diagram;)

"; Q. Do they all intersect the plane of the earth's orbit atone point,

as represented in the diagram ?

They do not ; hut intersect it at different points.

Q. Through what point does the plane of the orbit-, of every primary

planet and comet in the solar system, pass 1

yl. Through the centre of the sun.

Q. Are the planets at nearly the same distance from the sun ?

A. They are not, but at very different distances.

Q. Are their orbits all contained within the zodiac ?

\ A. They are, except those of a part of the asteroids.

Q. How wide is the zodiac?

A. Sixteen degrees wide : eight degrees on each side

:' t^f the ecliptic.

Q, Do all the planets revolve around the sun in the same direction?

':

:^ -'A. They do - from #e«t to east.

Q. Do they all move with the same' velocity

?

; A. The velocity decreases as the distance from the

: sun increases.

Q. Which planet moves in its. orbit with the greatest velocity ?

A. Mercury.
, . Which moves with the least ?

'

;

A. Leverrier, or Neptune.
When does a planet have north latitude ?

A. When it is ahove, or iiorth of the earth's orbit.

Q. When does a planet have south latitude ?

J.. When it is below, or south of the eartli's orhit.

le;$ s on xlit .^

COMETS.

Qiieftthn. What are comets ?

Answer. They are bodies which revolve ai^ound the

sun in very elongated orbits.

Q. How are comets usually distinguished from tlie planets ?

A. By a hmunoiiis train or tail, m the opposite side

from tile sun.

Q. Is .this luminous train always on the opposite side frorn th-e sun4

Not always ; a few have: been observed to have

a diifereht: diFectioii. -

A S T R ON O M Y

.

Q. Do comets ever appear without a luminous train ?.

A. Some are entirely destitute of any such appendage.
Q. What is the number of comets ?

A. Tlie rmmbeV is not known; about 500 have been
seen at difll'erent titnes.

Q. Are comets solid bodies like the planets ?

A. They generally are not
;
although some have been

observed to have a dense iiuoleus, or head
Q. What is the nature of comets ?

^. They are supposed to be gaseous matter,-in tlie

form of smoke, fog, or clouds.

Q. Do comets shine by their own, or by reflected light ?

A. They shine by reflected light, .

Q. Do they all, like the .planets,.revolve in the same direetion -MRB^Bsfl

the sun ? , .
,=

.
-

A. They do not
;
they revolve in different directions.

Q. Are all their orbits williin the zodiac?

A. They are not; their orbits are in all directions in

the heavens.

Q. How do many of them move when first' se^h ?

y4. They appear to move fn almost a direct line:

towards the sun.

Q. Does their velocity increase as they aproach the sun?

A. It does; and when near it, they move with im-
mense velocity.

Ho\y fast has a (J^^rnet been known to move ?

^. SfeO^OOO miles an hour:

Comets.

Comets were anciently viewed by mankind with astonishment and :

fear, 'as being, forerunners of dreadful calamities^ such as war. famine, v

or pestilence. Many ancient philosophers considered them as only

meteors in the atnit)sphere. Tycho Brahe was the .first ,pho', showed

that they belonged to the planetary system, and revolvied around the

Sim. The orbits of all the comets are very elliptical, so that, they

a|)proach the sun almost in a direct line, and after being involved in-the

light of the sun fijra, short time, depart frorhoni' solar systeni .iii nearfy.

the same directicMi, in which they approached, and remaiti for * years,

or even centuries, beyond the limit of the best telescopes.

Very little is known of the physical nature of comets; the sinaller

comets, such as are visible only with telescopes,, generally have- no

appearance of -!a tail, and appear like>r<)uni somewhat oval, va-

porous masses, more dense towards the centre
;

y6t they' lTa.ve no

distinct nucleus or solid body. Stars of the smallest magnitude are

seen through tlie most dense parts' of these bodies." It is very probable

that the luminous part* of a comet is something of the nature of smoke,
j

fog, or -f4her gaseous matter. Halley's comet, which appeared in

1456, with a tail 60 degrees in -length, and spread out like a fan, has

appeared periodically every 77th year, viz : 1682, 1759, and in 1836 ;

but it has exhibited no tail, or ^^lumindus appendage, since 1456. The

comet which appeared 37 l.;years before Christ, is said 'to have cov^-exl

a thirdf part of the visible heavens. A remarkable co»ii3t ma^c its

appearance 43 years before Christ, and was so bi'ight as to be visible

in the day time ; it was supposed, by the superstitious, to be the ^host

ofCaisar, who had just been assassinated. The following are isoMe'' •

of the most re raarkab Ie eomets>:—-

Comet of 1680, length of.the tall 123,000,000 miles.

Do. 1744, " *' 35.000^000 "

Do. 1769, " 48.000.000 "

Bo. li^M, " 130-000.000 "

Do; 184^, " " 130,000,000 "
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,

LES^SGN XX V i^'

"

ATMOSPHEREL :

(Question. What is air?

Answer. lt is an elastic', irivisible fluid, whiGh sur-

rounds tbe eartli.

Q. Of what, besides air, is the atmosphere composed 1

A. Of vapor, carbonic acid, and otber gases.

Q. Is the atmosphere of the same density as we ascend from the

earth?

J.. It grows thinner or less dense.
Q. What is the estimated hight of the atmosphere ?

A. About forty-five miles.

Q. What is the pressure of the atmosphere upon the earth?

Jl. Nearly fifteen pounds to the square inch. (14i6.)

(§. What is the weight of air compared with water 1

A. It is 816 times lighter than water.
Q. The pressure of the atmosphere is equal to a column[^of water,

of Avbat height ?

J.. Thirty-three feet.

Q> Of what is air composed ?

A. Of oxygen and nitrogen gases.

Q. In what proportions?

A. Twenty parts of oxygen to eighty parts of nitrogen.

LESSON XLVl.
REFRAGTION.

. Question. What is refi-action ?

Answer. It is the deviation of the rays of light fiom a
straight line.

Q, What is astronomical refraction ?

It is the deviation of the rays of light . in their=

passage through the atmosphere.
"''':;'Q. What is the cause of this refraction ?

^. It is caused by the increase of' the density of the

atmosphere towards the earth.

Q. In what part of the heavens is the light of a body most. refracted ?

In tlie horizon. .

'

'

Q. What effect does this refraction have upon the sun at its rising

and setting ?

il. It makes the sun appear above the hojc^^rl^en
: it is actually below it. (See Diagram.) •

"

Q. Does this affect the length of the day?

A. It makes the day from six: to ten minutes longer,

from- sun rise to sun set. , .

Q. Is the light of a body refracted when it is in the zenith ?

j^.ltM not. (See Diagram.)
Q, What is twilight ?

7I. It is that faint light, seen before the sun rises and

fliler it sets.

Q, What is the cause pf'twilight ?

A. It is caused by the atmosphere's reflecting the

light of the sun.

^. Twilight ceases when th© sun is, how faT below the horizon?

il. Eighteen degrees^

' ^ LESSON Xiri^I;.^ '

^

Qwes^iort. What is, parallax ?

Answer. It is the difference between the apparent

and true place of a heavenly body.

Q. What is the apparent place of a planet ?

It is the place where it appears to be when seen
from the surface ofthe earth.

Q. What is the true place of a planet ?

A. It is the place where it would appear to be if seen
from the centre of the earth, or centre of motion.

Q. Where is the parallax of a heavenly body the greatest ?

A. At the horizon, and decreases to the zenith.

Q. How are parallaxes divided ?

^. They are divided into two' kinds, diurnal and
annual parallax.

Q. What is diurnal parallax ?

A. It is the apparent difference in the situation of a
heavenly body when seen in the zenith and horizon
of two places at the same time. (See parallax of Mars
*and Moon.)

Q. What is annual parallax ?

A. It is the apparent difference in the situation of a
star as seen from the earth m opposite points of its

orbit.

Q. Have ihe stars been observed to have any sensible parallax ?

A. A few have been observed to have a small paral-

lax of a part of a second. (Note.—No parallax has
been discovered in more than 30 or 40 of them.)

Q. What is the cause of their having no appreciable parallax?

A. Because they are at such an immense distance
from us. ;

Q. If the earth's orbit were a solid ring, how large would it appear
when viewed from the nearest fixed star ?

A. No larger than a lady's finger ring.

LESSON XLVIII?'-^
'

LIGHT AND HEAT.
Q. What bodies produce light ?

A. Luminous bodies.

Q. Is light a substance thrown off from a luminous body, or is it

caused by a vibratory motion ?

A. It is probably caused by the undulations of an
extremely subtle fluid.

Q. In what direetion are thje rays of light thrown offfrom a luminous
body? - ' '

;
- -

,

*

A. In straight lines, and in all directions.

Q. With what velocity does light move ?

A. About 192 thousand miles a second. (192,500.)

Q. How was this amazing velocity ascertained ?

A. By observing tbe eclipses of Jupiter^s moons.
Q. In what proportion do the light and heat of the planets increase

or decrease ?

A. In inverse proportion to the squares of their dis-

tances from the sun.

Q, Which planet has the most lig^ht and heat, and whjeh the least ? :

A. Mercury has the most, and Leverrier the least.

Q. If a board a foot square be placed one foot from; a lighted candle,

how rnany feet square would the shadow be upon the wail, iiine feet

fi'om the candle ? . ... . - .
• -

A. Nine feet square, or eighty-one square feet.

Q. What amount of light and heat would fall upon the one foot and

upQji the 81 feetf ' ; . , ; • -

'

A. The same amount of light and heat would fall upon
each.
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THE LIGHT AND HEAT OF THE PLANETS INCREASE OR DECREASE
IN PROPORTION TO THE SOUARE OF TM E IR DISTANCES FROM THE
SUN. • :

IF- THE EARTH'S ORB) T WAS A SOLID RING IT W 0 U L D " A P P E A R NO
z

• T M£ FIXED STA RS
LARGER THAN A LADY -S FINGER RING,WHEN SEEN FROM
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TEEiltESTIllAL AND GEBESTIAL GLOBES,
(2^e,9iio;i. What is a globe ? ! •

•

Answer. A globe is a round "body or spfere,'

Q.. How many kinds of globes are the i*e used in astronomy?

A Two ; terrestrial and celestial globes.
What does the terrestrial globe represent ?

^4.. It represents the earth.

Q. What are drawn upon the surface of the terrestrial globe ?

vi. Continents, islands, mountains, oceanSi seas, rivers,

republiGS, kingdoms, empires, &c.
. Q^, What does the celestial globe represent?

Jt. It represents the heavens as seen from the earth.
(5. What are usually drawn on the celestial globe ?

- A. The constellations or stars, galaxy or milky way,
and the figures of various animals and objects from
vyhich the constellations are named.

Q, What is a constellation ?
'

A. It is a group of stars, to which is applied the name
of some animal or object.

: Q. What is the number of constellations ?

K Jl. Ninety-three.
Q. In AMRvtihg the terrestrial globe, where is the observer supposed

to be platied ? -
,

: .A. On its stfrface.

<5. In viewing the celestial globe, where must the observer suppose
himself to be pWed ?

J:. In the centre, looking towwds tlie heavens. (In-

side looking out.)

Q.', What is the galaxy or' niilky way ?

A. It is a luminoas belt forming a complete circle in

the heavens.
Q. Of what is the galaxy or milky way composed ?

Jt. It is a vast number of stars, so far distant from us,

and situated so nearly in the same direction, as to

appear like a thin cloud.

Q. What i« the position of the milky way in the heavens?

A. It extends from northeast to southwest through

the whole circumference of the heavens.
Q. What are the celestial poles, or poles of the heavens ?

A. They are the points where the earth's axis> if

extended, wouM meet the heavens.

- - - ,LEs-s:oN'_

Question. What does the plane of the equator form, when extended

: to the heavens ?

Answer. The equinoctial or celestial equator.
' Q. At what angle do the ecliptic and equinoctial intersect each other?

A At an angle of 23i degrees. (23° 28'
) .

.'

; Q. .What does the plane of a meridian form when extended^ to the

; hea^veris ?

J^^. A celestial meridian or circle of declination.

Q. What are measured on celestialmeridians ?

r A. Declination and polar distance.
Wl^S't is the declination: of a heavenly body ?

j(. It is its distance from the equinoctial, north or south.

Q. To what are the. declination and polar distance always equal?

A. They are equal to 90 degrees, or a quarter of a

circle. , ^
'

.
What is the right; ascension of a heavenly body ?

- It is its distance feast -of the first point of Aries

j

ineasured on the equinoctial.

Q. What angle expresses the right ascension ?

J.. The angle between the meridian passing through
the body, and the one passing through the first point of
Aries.

' How far is right :ascension reckoned ?
"

.

A. 360 degrees, or quite round the heavehs.
Q. What are circles of latitude on the celestial globe ? :

A. They are great circles wdiich pass through the
poles of the echptic, and cut its plane at right angles.

Q. What is the latitude of a heavenly body ?

A. It is its distance north or south of the ecliptic,

measured on a circle of celestial latitude.
;

Q. What is the longitude of a heavenly body ? \

A. It is its distance east of the first point of Allies, \

measured on the ecliptic.

Q,. What angle expresses the longitude ?

J.. The angle between the circle of latitude passing

through the body, and the one passing through the first

point of Aries.

Q. Where is this angle formed ?

A. At the poles of the ecliptic, where the circles of

latitude intersect each other.

Q. How far is celestial longitude reckoned ?

A. It is reckoned 360 degrees.
:

LESSON LI.
Question. What ista yertical circle ?

Ansvjer. It is a great circle in the heavens, passing

through the zenith and nadir, and cutting the horizon

at right angles.
Q. What vertical circle is the meridian ?

A. It is that vertical circle which passes through the
^

north and south points of the horizon. \

Q. Which is the prime vertical ?

4. The vertical circle which passes through the east

and west points of the horizon.

Q. What are measured on the vertical circliss ?
•

A. Altitude and zenith distance. ,

'

Q. What is the zenith distance of a heavenly body?

A. It is its distance from the zenith. i

Q. To what are the altitude and zenith distance always equal ?
;

A. They are equal to 90 degrees.

Q. What is the azimuth of a heavenly body?
'

A. It is its distance east or west of the meridian.
Q. What angle expresses the azimuth ?

A. The angle between the meridian and the vertical •

circle passing through the body.
O. What is the amplitude of a heavenly body?

A. It is its distance north or south of the prime vertical.

Q. What angle expresses the amplitude 1

A. The angle between the prime vertical, and the

vertical circle passing through the body.
Q. Where are the angles expressing azimuth and amplitude formed ?

A. At the zenith where the vertical circles intersect ,

each other.

Q. On what circle are these angles riieasured ?

A. On the horizon.

Q. To what are azimuth and amplitude always equal ?

A. ^hey are equal to 90 degrees.
;

[The diagram can be used to illustrate azimuth, amplitude, ajtitude,

and zenith distance, by supposing the ecliptic to represent the ^celestial .

horizon, and the cii-cles of celestial latitude to represent verticaleirclesi] -
^.
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LESSON LIlS^''^

THE FIXED STARS.

Question. What are those stars called which always appear to be
in the same situation with respect to each other?

Answer. They are called the fixed stars.

Q. What are the fixed stars supposed to be ?

A. They are supposed to be suns like our own, with
planets revolving around them.

Q. Are the' stars luminous or opake bodies ?

A. They are luminous bodies. (Astronomers have no
doubt on this point.)

Q. Are all the stars of the same magnitude as the sun?

A. They are not; some are larger, and others no
doubt smaller than the sun. (Note 1.)

[ " From the orbital motion of the double star 61 Cygni, compared

with its distance, Bessel has concluded that the conjoint mass of its two

individuals is ' neither much more nor much less than half the mass of

our sun.' From the photometric experiments of Wollaston, on « (Al-

pha] Lyrae, compared with what we know of its distance, its actual emis-

sion of light may be gathered to be not less than 5^ times that of the

sun. Sirius, which is nine times as bright as « Lyrae, and whose

parallax is insensible, cannot, therefore, be estimated at less than 100

suns." - Edinburgh Revieiv.']

Q. What is the distance of the nearest fixed star, a (Alpha) Centauri?

A. It is so far distant that a cannon ball going 500

miles an hour, would take four millions of years to

reach it.

-. What is the number of stars whose distance is imperfectly known
to us ?

J.. About 35; seven of which have their distances

determined with considerable certainty.

Q. Do all the stars remain of the same brilliancy?

A. They do not ; some exhibit a periodical change in

their light.

Q. What is supposed to be the cause of this change in their light ?

A. The revolution on their axes is supposed to pre-

sent, alternately to us, sides of different brightness.

Q. What are those stars called which appear to be surrounded by a

thin atmosphere ?

A. Nebulous stars.

Q, Do stars ever disappeai", or new ones become visible ?

A. Thirteen stars have disappeared, and ten new
ones become visible, during the last century. (Note 2.)

Q. What is supposed to be the cause of their disappearance ?

A. They have probably ceased to be luminous.

Q. How do astronomers account for the appearance of new stars?

A. Opake bodies may have become luminous, or new
suns may have been created.

LESSON Lin.^)

Question. What do the milky way and the single stars that are visi-

ble to the naked eye, including our sun, constitute ?

Answer. They constitute an immense cluster, or fir-

mament, entirely distinct from the other clusters or

nebula? of the heavens. (Fig. 1.)

Q. What is the shape of this great cluster or firmament ?

A. It has the form of a wheel or burning-glass.

[The stars extend much farther in the direction, of the plane of the

milky way, than they do at right angles to it. Ske Diagkam.]

Q. What is the number of stars in our cluster ?

A. They have been variously estimated from 10 to
100 millions.

Q. By what term do some astronomers designate our cluster or
firmament ?

^. They call it the universe. (Note 3.)

Q. Do the fixed stars have any apparent motion ?

A. They do, but it is so slight as not to be easily
detected.

Q. Around what, are all the stars in our cluster, including the sun,
supposed to revolve ?

A. Around the common centre of gravity of the
cluster. [Fig. L)

Q. What group of stars is thought to be near the centre of the

cluster ?

A. The Pleiades, or seven stars. (Dr. Maedler.)

Q. In what part of the cluster is the solar system situated ?

A. It is comparatively near the centre.

Q. How far from us is the centre of the cluster supposed to be-,?

A. About 150 times the distance of the nearest fixed

star.

[Light is about 8 minutes in coming from the sun ; about 3| years

in coming from the nearest fixed star, « Centauri ; about 500 years in

coming from the supposed centre of the cluster ; and about 5,000 years

in coming from the most remote stars in the cluster.]

Q. How long ^A'ill it take the sun to I'evolve: around this centre of

gravity ?

A. About twelve millions of years.

Q. What other motion have some of the stars, besides around the

centre of the cluster ?

A. Multiple stars, consisting of two or more, revolve

likewise around their common centre of gravity.

Q. What is the number of these multiple stars ?

A. About 6,000 have been observed.

Q. Do these stai's appear double to the naked eye ?

A. They do not ; the most, require a good telescope

to separate them.

Q. When multiple stars consist of but two, what are they usually

called ?

A. Double stars, or binary systems.

Note 1.—Astronomers, until recently, considered all the stars to be of about the same magni-

tude, and probably as large as the sun ; and that the stars of the first magnitude owed their bril-

liancy to their being' nearer to us ; but it has been found that the brightest star (Sikitjs) in the whole

heavens, and which was considered to be the nearest fixed star, is at a much greater distance

than some of the smaller stars. This clearly demonstrates that they are of very unequal mag-

nitude.

Note 2.—There are now seven or eight well-attested cases of fixed stars suddenly glowing for a

time with such brilliancy as to be visible in the day time, through the intensity of their light ; then

gradually fading away, and becoming entirely extinct. Laplack thinlcs that some great conflagra-

tions, produced by extraordinary causes, have taken place on their surface.

Note 3.—The term universe, was until recently used to denote the whole creation of God, and

was never used in the plural number : but astronomers use the term to denote an immense firma-

ment or cluster of stars, entirely distinct from other clusters—of which there- are many thousands

visible with the telescope—and are at an immense distance from each other. Hence, in speaking

of these clusters, they call them universes.—[Prof. Mitchelu.]
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LESSON LIV^ ^
NEBULA.

Question. What appearance has a nebula ?

Answer. A nebula appears like a spot of pale light

seen in tlie heavens.
Q. Of what are the iiebulBe composed ?

A. The most of them are great clusters of stars, so far

distant as to appear like a thin cloud.
Q. Are there many of them ?

A. About 6,000 have been discovered. (NoTE.—Their
number is probably much greater; perhaps infinite.)

Q. What is the distance to these nebulae ?

A. Some of them are said to be so far distant, that

light, traveling 192 thousand miles a second, would
not reach us in less than 30 millions of years. [Prof.
Mitchell.]

Q. Are they visible to the naked eye ?

vl. Only a few are seen without a telescope.

Q. How large do they appear when viewed with a telescope ?

A. Some of them appear as large as one tenth of the

disc of the moon.
Q. Are these nebul<B seen in all parts of the heavens ?

A. They are, although they are more numerous in a

narrow zone, circumscribing the heavens, at right

angles to the milky way.
Into how many classes may nebulas be divided ?

A. Into five classes, Adz., resolved nebulse, resolvable

nebula?, stellar nebulae, irresolvable and planetary

nebulae.

Q. What are resolved nebxilge ?

A. They are those which have been discovered with
tlie telescope to be great clusters of stars.

Q. What are resolvable nebulae ?

J^^. They are those which are considered to be com-
posed df stars, but are so far distant that the telescopes

have not as yet resolved them.
(./, What are stellar nebulae ?

^, They are those of an oval or round shape, increas-

ing Ip density towards the centre. (Note.^—They
sometimes present the appearance of having a dim star

in the centre.) ,

T Q. What are irresolvable nebulae ?

id. They are those which are considered to be lumi-

nmis, matter in an atmospheric state, condensing into

solid bodies like the sun and planets.

Q- What are the phinetary nebulfB ? .
•

id. They are those which resemble the disc of a pla-

net, and are considered to be in an uncondensed state.

Q. Are airnebulse beyond our cluster ?

A They are, except the milky way, and nebulous

stars. '

Q. By what general term do astronomers designate each nebula or

cluster?

A. They call each nebula a Universe, or Firmament.
Q. What can you say of the great nebula in the Greyhounds?

4. It resembles our own cluster, or firmament of

stars. .

What can you say of the great nebula in Okxon ?

A. This nebula was considered to be luminous mat-

ter in an uncondensed state, but it has lately been dis-

covered to be stars by Lord Rosse, with his powerful

telescope. (Note.—This nebula is visible to the
naked eye.)

Q. What is tbe probable cause of many of the nebulae appearing
elliptical or elongated ? (See DiAGRA^r.)

A. It is probably caused by the edge of the nebula
being turned more or less towards us.

OKIGIN OF XHJi SOJLAK SYSTKM.
Manv theories have been propounded at difl'erfnt periods of the history ofAstronomr, respectini'

the original formation of our Solar System, as well as all other suns and systems, which it ha's
jJleased the oreat creator of all things to call into existence, but no one has gained so o-reat
lavor or excited so violent opposition, as the theory first proposed by Sir William Herschef and
afterwards more especially applied by the celebrated La Place to the formation of tlie solar system.
Tins theory may he thus stated :—In the beginning all the matter composing tlie sun, planets and-

satellites, was dlflused tlirough space, in a state of exceedingly minute division, the ultimate parti-
cles being held asunder by the repulsion of heat. In process of time,- under the action of gravita-
tion, the mass assumed a round or globular shape, and the particles tendins to the centre of gravity
a motion of rotation on an axis would commence. The great mass, now gradually cooling and co'nl
densing-, mu I increase its rotary motion, thereby increasing the centrifugal force at the equator of
the revolvin'j: mass, until, finally, a ring of matter is actually detached from the equator, and is left
revolving in space by the shrinking away from it, of the interior mass. If now we follow tiris iso-
lated ring of matter, we find every reason to believe that its particles will gradually coalesce into a
globular form, and in turn form satellites, as it was itself formed. It is unnecessary to pursue the
reasoning further, for the same laws which produce one planet from the equator of the central
revolving mass, may produce many—until finally, the process is ended by a partial solidification of
the central mass, so great, that gravity aided by the attraction of cohesion, is more than sufficient
to resist the action of the centrifugal force, and no further change occurs.

It has been urged in favor of this theory, that it accounts for the striking peculiarities which are
found in the organization of the solar system. That the rings of Saturn are positive proofs of the
truth of the theory, they having cooled and condensed without breaking. That the individuals con-
stituting a system thus produced, must revolve and rotate as do the planets and satellites, and in
orbits of the precise figure and position, as those occupied by the planets. It accounts for the rota-
tion of the sun on its axis, and presents a solution of the strange appearance connected with the sun
called the Zodiacal Light. It goes further and accounts for the formation of single, double, and
multiple suns and stars—and by the remains of chaotic matter in the interstices between the stars,
and which are finally drawn to some particular sun, whose influence in the end preponderates'
accounts for the comets which enter our system from every region in space.

'

In support of this theory it has been urged that, the comets, in their organization, present us with
specimens of this finely divided nebulous or chaotic matter—and that the telescope reveals clotidy
patches of light of indefinite 8.ntent, scattered throughout space, which give evi<lence of iieing yet
unformed and chaotic. That many stars are found in which the bright nucleus or centre is sur-
rounded by a halo or ha'/.e of nebulous light, and that round nebulous bodies are seen with the tel-
escope, of an extent vastly greater than would fill the entire space encircled by the enormous'orbit
of the planet La Verrier, or having a diameter greater than 7000 millions of miles.
Such are a few of the arguments in support of this most extraordinary theory. We now present

the objections which have been most strongly insisted on. The retrograde motions of the satellites
of Herschel, and their great inclination to the plane of the ecliptic cannot be accounted for by this
theory. That computation shows that no atmosphere of uncondensed nebulous matter can extend
to so great a distance from the sun, as does the matter composing the Zodiacal Light, and, finally,
that the nebulous matter in the heavens will ultimately be resolved into immense congeries and
clusters of stars, whose great distance has hitherto defied tlie power of the best instruments.

In reply to the first objection, the friends of the theory doubt the facts with reference to the satel-
lites of Herschel. They reply that the matter composing tbe Zodiacal Light, being in the nature
of cometary matter, is thrown to a greater distance from the sun than gravity would warrant, by
that power residing in the sun, which is able on tlie approach of comets to project those enormous
train's of light, which sometimes render them so wonderful. As to the last objection, it is urged
tliat although many nebula; will doubtless be resolved into stars, by using more powerful teles-
copes, yet that these same telescopes will reveal more new nebulip, which cannot be resolved, than
they will resolve—and as, to the existence of nebulous matter, it is perfectly demonstrated by the
physical organization of comets, and the existence of nebulous stars.

Such was the state of the Astronomical argument, when Lord Rosse's Great Reflector was first

applied to the exploration of the distant regions of space. In areligious point of view, this theory
had excited no small amount of discussion, in consequence of its supposed Atheistical tendencies.
The friends of the theoi'y contend that it was no more Atheistical to admit the formation of the
universe by law-, than to acknowledge that it is now sustained by law^s. Indeed since we must go
to the first great cause for matter in its chaotic state, as well as for the laws which govern matter,
that this theory gave to us a grander, view of the omniscience and omnipotence of God than could
be obtained from any Other source. In fine that it harmonized with the .declaration of scripture,
which tells us that " In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth, and the earth was
withoutform and void." If the earth came into existence in its present condition, then it had form
and was not void. Hence, this first grand declaration of the inspired writer must refer to.the forma-
tion of the matter, of which the heavens and earth were afterwards formed. Some went so far as
to trace out dimly a full account of this theory in the order of creation, as laid down in Genesis.
Let us now proceed to the discoveries of l..ord Rosse, and their influence on this greatly disputed

theory. The space penetrating power of his six feet reflector is much greater than that of Sir
William TIersehel's great telescope, and it was anticipated that many nebulse which w-ere unre-'

resolved into clusters of stars by Herschel, would 3'ield under tlie greater power and light of Lord'
Rosse's telescope. This, has proved to bo the fact. Very many nebula have been removed from
their old places, and must hereafter figure among the clusters, while we are informed that many
yet remain,' even of the old uebulfe, which defy the power of the monster telescope. '

~

The most remarkable object which has been resolved by Lord Rosse, is the great nebula in'

Orion, one of the most extraordinary objects in the heavens. (See Diagkajl) Its si'/e is enormous,
and its figure very extraordinary. In certain parts adjoining the nebula ihe heavens are jet lilack,

either from contrast or by the vacuity of these regions. Two immense spurs of light are seen to

project from the principal mass of the nebula, and to extend to a most extraordinary distance. This"

"

will be better understood, by remembering that at the distance at which this nebula is' removed
from us, the entire diameter of the earth's orbit, 190 millions ofmiles, is an invisible point, less than
one scfoiid, while this nebula extends to many thousands of times this distance, aud more probably
to many millions of times.

Several stars have been found, and are visible on the nebula, but have hitherto been regarded as

being between the eye of the observer and this remote object. Sir William Herschel was unable
to resolve this mysterious body, and yet the nebula gave indications of being of the resolvable

kind, by its jrregidar and curdled appearance under high jiowers. Several years since Dr. J,

Lament, of Munich, after a rigid scrutin)- of this nebula with his great Refractor, pronounced a
portion of it to, be composed oi* minute .ilellar points, and predicted its final perfect resolution into

stars by greater power. This prediction has been fully verified, for Lord Rosse's great Reflector
has solved the mystery, and filled this extraordinary object with the" jewelry of stars"

But the question recurs, what have the defenders of the nebular theory lost, or its enemies
gained by this . interesting discovery,? We are all liable to reach conclusions too hastily, and to

join issue on false points, if the nebular theory depended for it.s existence upon the irresolvability

of the nebula in Orion, then indeed has the theory been entirely exploded. But this is not the fact-"
No one has asserted that the great nebula in Orion was nelntloits matter, and if it were not, then"

none existed. Such an issue would have been a false one, had it been made. . .

The theory has neither lost nor gained by the discoveries thus far made ; what time may de vel-

ope it is impossible to say- In case certain data can be obtained, which appear to he accessible,
|

then indeed may we demonstrate its truth or falsehood, by mathematical investigation. Until
then, the safer plan is neither to adopt nor reject, but investigate until absolute truth shall reward
our long continued labor, and reveal the mystery of the organization of that stupendous system, of
which our humble planet forms an insignificant part.
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DESCRIPTIOI AND USE OF THE SIDEREAL MAPS.

These Maps have been drawn by the Authok with- great care, in

order to insure perfect accuracy in their representations, of the heavens

at the tinies specified in the annexed tables. They have been con-

structed to show the sidereal hemisphere visible on the parallel of lati-

tude and meridian of New York (City.) To insure the greatest amount

of accuracy, the stei'eographic projection has been made use of, because

of all projections that occasions the least possible disarrangement of the

relative positions of the stars and the angles they form one with ano-

ther. There is a difficulty in reducing a concave or globular surfiice to

a plane without distortion taking place someAvhere ; and in the projec-

tion here adopted a little compression will be found, gradually increasing

from the horizon to the centre of the map. The constellations near the

zenith will be found to be somewhat smaller, and the stars nearer

together, than when near the edge of the map or horizon. Several

stars often appear in the heavens, so as to form a group, presenting

the appearance of a triangle, a rhomboid, trapezium or parallelogram :

these figures are more correctly preserved by this projection than by

any other which might have been made use of. The centre of each

map represents the zenith on the parallel of New York, or that point

in the heavens directly over the observer's head at the time specified in

the annexed tables. They will answer equally well for any place

within the United States, by making an allowance for the situation of

the place north or south of the parallel of New York. For instance, to

an observer at Washington the zenith, as represented on the maps,

would be about 85° degrees to the north of his zenith
;

also, to an

observer at New Orleans the zenith of the maps would be about 12°

degrees to the north : at Quebec the zenith of the maps would be about

6° degrees to the south ; but to all places in the New England, Middle,

and Western States, the variation would be so small that it would

hardly be perceptible, unless by accurate observation. As we go north

or south our sidereal hetnisphere is continually changing. If we go

north new stars seem to emerge from the northern horizon, while those

near the southei'n horizon disappear below it ; and if we should conti-

nue our journey to the north pole, we should find the north star in the

zenith, or directly over head, and that the stars visible to us did not I'ise

nor set, but described circles around the north star every 24 hours
;

these circles increasing in diameter, according to the distance of the

sta:r from the north star. To a person thus situated, the equator would

be in the horizon, and he would see none of the stars in the southern

hemisphere. If there were inhabitants at the south pole they would be

similarly situated with regard to the stars in the southern hemisphere

;

they Avould never see the stars on the north side of the equator or in the

northern hemisphere, nor Avould the stars in the southern hemisphere

ever set to them. To the inhabitants at the equator, the whole of the

stars, from pole to pole, would rise and set perpendicularly to their hori-

zon once in every 24 hours. As the equator has no latitude, so has

its zenith no declination, because the celestial equator is directly oVer

it on a line from east to west. If an observer moves towards either

pole fi'om the equator, for every degree of his progress his zenith will

•have just so many degrees of declination, and as many degrees can he

see beyond the pole towards which he is advancing ; and he will lose

sight of the pole from which he is receding in the same proportion.

For example, as the inhabitants of New York are situated near 41°

degrees north of the equator, their zenith is elevated 41° degrees above

the celestial equator ; and it follows that the inhabitants on the paral-

lel ofNew York can see all the stars within 49° degrees south of the

equator—for 41° added to ^Q'' makes 90^—the distance from the zenith

to the horizon
; also between the zenith of New York and the north

pole, are 49° degrees; requiring 41° degrees beyond the pole to make
up the complement of 90 degrees

; consequently the stars 41° degrees
beyond the north pole never set to the inhabitants living on the parallel

of New York, but describe circles, or appear to revolve around the pole
star every 24 hours.

EXPLAHATIONS, SHOWING THE MA-NNEH OP
USING- THE MAPS.

The pupil should be particularly instructed in the manner of using
these maps, or they will be inclined to use them in the same manner
as they do the maps of a Geography or Atlas, Avhich will confuse and
confoimd them. In using a geographical map the pupil is instructed to

face the north, and lay the map hefore him ; then the top represents the
north, the right hand east, &C. : but it will be observed, that if this

mode be adopted with these maps, the right hand represents the west
and the left hand the east. Each map is intended to represent the
whole visible heavens at the time given for observation

; hence, if we
face the south, and hold the map up over the head, with the pole star

directed towards the north star in the heavens, it will then represent
nearly the condition of the heavens. In viewing the stars south of our
zenith, face the south, and hold the map up in front of the eye ; but in

vievi'ing the stars to the north of our zenith, face the north, turn the

map bottom upwards, and hold it so that the pole star on the map shall

correspond with the pole star in the heavens, then the stars on the map
will indicate the positions of the stars in the heavens. In viewing the

stars to the east, face the east, and hold the map up before the eye, with

the top turned towards the north ; the map will then indicate the correct

positions of the stars : also, in viewing the stars to the west, face the

west, and hold the map up before the eye, with the top turned towards

the north. Great care should be taken when an observation is made,

so as not to mistake the planets Venus, Mars, or Jupiter, for fixed stars.

DIRECTIONS FOR FINDING- THE NORTH STAR,
AT ANY TIME.

Evert pupil should be instructed in the manner of pointing out the

North Star at any time of the night. If they are enabled to do this at

any time, it will assist them in making other important observations, as

well as being of use on many occasions "which occur in the life of every

man. Many persons have been lost in a prairie or other unfrequented

places, when if they had been able to have told the points of the com-

pass they could have extricated themselves from their lost situation.

This may be done in a very easy manner. There is hardly a child of

10 years of age who cannot at any time of night point out the stars in

the Great Bear which form what is called the Great Dipper. Now
if an imaginary line be drawn through the two stars which form the

front edge of the Dipper, from the bottom towards the top, and continued

about 20° degrees, it will pass very near the North Star—so near that

it cannot be mistaken, there being no other stars of that magnitude

near it. It should be borne in mind that this rule holds good in what-

ever position the Dipper may be at the time.
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FEJNCIPAL CONSTELLATIONS VISIBLE, FROM JANUARY II TO APRIL 17.

Ursa 2M[ajor, the CS-reat Bear.—The first seven stars in

this constellation form what is called the Great Dipper. It is situated

about 15 degrees north of the zenith, and a little to the east of north.

It is exactly bottom upwards, with the handle towards the east. There
are four stars which form the dipper, and three in the Tail of the Bear,
which form the handle. These stars cannot fail to be recognized at a
glance. Six of these stars are of the second and one of the third mag-
nitude. The first two, «, 0., are called pointers, as a line drawn
through them towards the horizon would pass very near the North Star,

which is about 30 degrees from them towards the horizon.

Ursa Minor, the Little Bear.—The stars in this constella-

tion form a figure called by some a Wagon, and by others the Little

Dipper. It is north of the Great Dipper and east of the North Star,

which is in the end of the handle. The North Star is at the end of the
tail of the Little Bear.

TauruiS, the Bull.—The star «, or Aldebaran, is one of the first

magnitude, and is in the right eye of the Bull
;
hence, it is sometimes

called the Bull's Eye. This constellation is situated nearly west, and
about 20 degrees above the horizon. The cluster of stars on the head
of the Bull is called the Hyades. There is a small cluster of stars on
the neck of the Bull, and north of the word Taurus on the map. It

consists of seven stars, very near together. This group is called the
Pleiades, or Seven Stars. Six of these stars only are visible to the
naked eye.

Orion.—This is one of the most remarkable constellations in the
heavens, and was familiarly known to the ancient writers. Job and
Homer. It contains two stars of the first magnitude, Bktelgeuse on
the right shoulder, and Rigel on the left foot, of Orion. Half way
between these two stars are three stars in the girdle, in a right line,

forming Jacob's StatT, or the Three Kings, as they are sometimes called.

There is a large nebula seen in this constellation, or rather through
it, as the nebula is at an immense distance beyond the stars. Accord-
ing to fable Okion was a mighty hunter, who accompanied Diana and
Latona in the chase.

Gemini, the Twins.—The two principal stars in this constella-

tion are («) Castor and Pollux ; one in the head of each Twin.

Canis Minor, the Little Dog.—This constellation contains
two large stars, («) or Procyon, of the first, and ((9) Mirza, of the third

magnitude, besides several small stars. This constellation was said
to be one of the hounds of Orion.

Canis Major, the Great Dog.—This constellation is to the
southeast of Orion, and contains the star Sirius, the brightest star in
the M'hole heavens. This is said by the Greeks to be one of Orion's
hounds—but the Egyptians, no doubt, gave it the name of dog, from
the fact that It gave them warning of the approach of the inundation of
the waters of the Nile. When this star was seen in the direction of
the source of the Nile they moved back from the river upon the high
ground—and as the dog was ever watchful to announce the approach
of danger, they gave the same name to this star, which they fancied
M'arned them, although silently, of approaching danger.

Leo Major, the Great Lion.—The principal star in this con-
stellation is («) or Reguius : it is on the meridian at the time for

observation, and about 30 degrees south of the zenith. There are
several bright stars in this constellation. The stars in the head and
neck form a curve somewhat like a sickie, Regulus being in the end of
the handle. This Lion was supposed to be a metamorphosis of the
Nemsean Lion, which was slain by Hercules.

Bootes, the Herdsman.—This is a very large constellation,

southeast of the Great Bear. The principal stars are («) Arcturus, of
the first magnitude, and (p) Izar of the second magnitude. This star is

situated in the Belt of Bootes. This constellation is of great antiquity;

so much so that it is doubtful from whence it derived its name. Bootes

is represented as walking, holding in his right hand a spear, and in his

left the leading cords of the two dogs Asterion and Chara, which seem
to be barking at the Great Bear.

"Virgo, the Virgin.—This constellation is east of Leo. The
principal star is («) Spica, of the first magnitude, in the ear of corn,

which the Virgin holds in her left hand, and is the only bright star in

this constellation. The position of this star has been determined with
great exactness for the benefit of navigators. It is situated within the
zone, in the heavens traversed by the moon. The moon's distance

fi-om the star is used for determining the longitude at sea. According
to the ancient poets, this constellation represented the virgin Astraja, the

goddess of Justice, who lived upon the earth during the golden age ; but
being offended at the wickedness of mankind, during the brazen and
iron ages of the world, she returned to heaven, and was placed among
the constellations of the zodiac, with a pair of scales (Libra,) in one
hand and a sword in the other.

Oorvus, the Crow.—This is a small constellation south of the
virgin. It contains four bright stars, forming a trapezium or irregular

square. The brightest of the two upper stars, on the left, is called

Algorab, in the east wing of the crovi'. The crow, it was said, was
once of the purest white, but was changed to black, its present color, as
a punishment for tale bearing.

,

Corona Borealis, the Northern Crown.—This is a small
constellation between the head of Bootes and Hercules. It may be
distinguished by six principal stars, which form a circular figure, resem-
bling a wreath or crown. This beautiful cluster of stars was said to

be in commemoration of a crown presented by Bacchus to Ariadne,
the daughter of Minos, second king of Crete.

Draco, the Dragon.—This constellation coils its fore part around
the pole of the Ecliptic, and its tail around the Pole Star. In conse-
quence of its various windings, perhaps it may be found difficult to be
traced. Accoi-ding to fable, Draco, the offspring of Typhon, with a
hundred heads and as many voices, was the guardian of the golden
apples that grew in the garden of Hesperides. He was slain by Hek-
cux.es, who obtained the apples, and presented them to Eukystheus.

Canes Venatici, the Grey Hounds.—This constellation con-
tains only small stars. These two hounds, which Bootes leads with a
small cord, are named Asterion and Chara.

Coma Berenices—Berenices Hair.—This is a small constel-
lation between the Greyhounds, on the north, and the Virgin, on the
south. It contains only small stars.

Crater, the Cup.—This cup is south of the Great Lion, and
east of the Crow. It contains seven stars, so situated as in some
degree to resemble the outline of a cup. According to fable, Jupiter
sent the Crow with a cup to fetch water ; but the bird being of a
vagrant disposition, wasted his time, and returning without the "water,
told Apollo that the stream was guarded by a venomous serpent. To
punish the Crow for this falsehood, Apollo placed him opposite the cup,
and commanded the serpent never to allow him to drink.

Hydra, the Water Serpent.—This is a very long constella-
tion, extending over 100 degrees from west to east. It may be known
by four small stars south of the Crab, and nearly west of Regulus.
This was' supposed to be the Lernsean Hydra, which Hercules slew.

Sextans, the Sextant.—This constellation was formed by
Hevelius of stars not included in the other adjacent constellations. It

contains only small stars.

Argo Navis, the Ship ArgO.—This constellation is in the south-
ern horizon. The head of the ship may be known by a small cluster
of stars about 15 degrees of the dog star Sirius. The greater part
of this constellation is below the horizon. Some said this was the cele-
b]-ated ship in which Jason and his companions went to Coichis, in
quest of the golden fleece, which had fled from Greece. Others main-
tained that the ship Argo was no other than the Ark of Noah.
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MAP, FROM JANUARY U TO APRIL 17.

[ The Stars and Gpnstellations upon this Map will occupy the exact positions in the heavens as they are laid down
on the Map, at the. times for observations, as specified in the table. The centre of the Map represents the zenith of New-
York, or any place: situated upon the parallel of latitude of 41° north. By occasional observations with these Maps, the

pupil will become familiar with all the Stars of the first magnitude as well as the principal Constellations. The great advan-
tage these Maps have over all others, is, that they show the whole visible heavens at the time given for observations, and the

exact positions of the Stars from the observer as well as from each other. For example :—On the 21st of January, at 1

o'clock 40 minutes in the morning, the Stars occupy the same positions in the heavens as laid down on the Map. The Star

Regulus, of the first magnitude, will be exactly on the meridian, and about 26° degrees south of the zenith ; Procyon, or
• the LiTTiiE DoGr, about 35° degrees west ot Reg-ulus j and Sirius, or the Great Dog, southwest of Procyon, and near the

horizon. In this manner the pupil will be able to trace out the principal Stars and Constellations with facility. There are

many Sectional Maps published, but they are all subject to this one great objection—^which is, the great difficulty the pupil

has in locating it. This objection is entirely obviated in these Maps.]

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
NAMES OF THE OONSTELLATIONS AND PEINOIPAL STARS.

LEO, Thd Lion—(Regulus, the princupal star.)—This star is

26° south of the zenith, and on the meridian at the times specified in

the. Table for Map No. 1.

VIRGO, The Viegix^—(Spica.)—This star is southeast, and about

20"^ above the horizon.

BOOTES, The Herdsman— (Arcturus.)—This star is situated

xie&vlj. ©asti an(i about 40° from the horizon,

-LifR!^,^THE Harp—(Vega.)—-This star is nearly northeast, and

near the horizon.

CYGNUS, The Swan—IDensb.)—This star is about 22" east

of north, and very near the horizon, and perhaps not visible unless

the atmosphere is very clear, and the observer situated upon an emi-

nence.

AURIGA, The Charioteer—(Oapella.)—This star is nearly

northwest, and about half way from the zenith to the horizon.

TAURUS, The Bull—(Aldebaran.)—This star is in the eye

of the Bull, and neai'ly west, and about 20° above the horizon.

ORION, Orion—(Betelgeuse.)—This star is in the right shoul-

der of Orion, a little south of west, and about 30° above the horizon.

ORION, Orion—(RigeL)—This star is in the left fiiot of Okion,

southwest of Betelgeuse, and very near the horizon.

CANIS MINOR, Little Dog—(Procyon.)—This star is situa-

ted southwest, about 45° degrees from the horizon.

CANIS MAJOR, Great Dog—(Sirius.)—This star is southwest

of PiiocYON, about 20° from the horizon. This is the brightest sttir in

the heavens, and was considered the nearest; but late observations

have demonstrated to the contrary.

TABLE OF THE TIMES FOR OBSERVATIONS.

SHOWING THE DAY AND. HOUR OF THE NIGHT WHEN THE STARS OCCUPY THE POSITIONS INDICATED ON THE MiP.

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

H. - M. H. M. H. M. H. 31.

1 40 F.EBHU Vr.Y 12 12, 12 MARCH 6 10 44 MARCH... 28 9 16

22 1 13 12 8 . . • •
' 7 10 40 • • • • 29 9 12

'23 1 32 .... 14 12 4 . • • • 8 10 36 • » • • 30 9 8

24 1 28 > .... 15 12 Q
• • • • */ 10 32 31 9 4

25.
.

1
24^ .... 16 11 56 .... 10 10 28 APRIL .. 1 9

26 '20 17 11 52 10 24 • ' :^

'

"_-8. 56

27 1 16 ..... 18 11 ;48 • • • • 12 10 20 • • • 3 8 52

28, 1 13 .... 19 11 '"44
• • k • 13 10 16 4 8 48

29 1 S
'

20 11 40 . 14 10 12 .5 s 44

30 . 1 4
,

;

• • ' • • «3 1 11 36 15 10 - 8 G 40

31 1 11 32. .... 16 10 4
7 8 36

1 12 5-6
;

• • • • 11. -.28
'

• • " ' ''^ 10
8" 8 32

.2 12 « a • 24: 11 •24 .... 18 9 .
56 9 8; 28

3 1;3 :
- 48 25 11 20 9 ,52 .

10 "s' -24

4 13 44 .... • 26 11 16 ..... 20 9 48' 11 8 20

5 12 40 • • • ^'T 11 12 .... 21 9 44 ,.
- 12 .8

,
16

fi' 12 36 • « • 23 11 M • • • W 9 40 • • » 13 8 12

7 12 .32.
. MARCH. . . . 1 11 4 • • • 23 9 36 ,

B * • • 14 8 8

8 ':28- Z 11 24 9 32 15 - 8 4

9 12 24 • • • • 3 10. 56 25 9 28 16 - 8

10 12 20 .... 4

,

10 26 ; 9 24: ? 17 7- 56

11 12 16 ^

i
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AI EXPLANiTIQF OF LEAP-TEi,K.
It has been found by observations, that the earth revolves on its

axis 365:^ times neai'l}'^, while it is making one complete revolution

around the sun, or while the sun moves from either eq.uinox to the same
equinox again

;
consequently the solar year, upon which the seasons

depend, contains nearly 365^ days. It will be seen from this that the

difference between a year of 365 days and the year as measured by the

sun, amounts to one day in every four years; so that in 120 years of

365 days, the seasons would fall back one whole month, or 30 days,

and the season for May would be in June, and the season for June
would be in July, &c. In 720 years the longest days would be in the

month of December: but in about 1450 years the season would fall

back through the twelve months, and would again correspond to their

-

present arrangement. In order to keep the seasons to the same
mouths, and to make the solar and civil year correspond, one day more
is included in the month of February, every fourth year. This would

- always keep the solar and civil year together, if the earth revolved upon
its axis exactly 365|: times while it was revolving around the sun, or

during the solar year; but the earth revolves from one equinox to the

same again in 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, 49 seconds; which is 11

inin. 11 sec. less than 365^ days: consequently, in allowing one day

in every four years is allowing 44 min. 44 sec. too much; and in 132

: years it would amount to 24 h. 36 min. 6 sec, or more than one day :

"so that the longest day, which is now on the 21st of June, would, in 132

years, be on the 20th of June, or one day earlier, and in 264 years the

longest day would be on the 19th of June, and so on.

This mode of reckoning time, by making every fourth year a leap-

year, was adopted by the Council of Nice, in the year of our Lord 325,

when the longest day in the year happened June 21st, and the vernal

equinox March 21st. This mode of reckoning was continued from the

year 825, to 1752, a period of 1427 years ; when it was found that the

longest day was on the 10th of June, and the vernal equinox on the

10th of March ; the vernal equinox having fallen back 11 days towards

the beginning of the year. To restore the equinoxes to .the same days

of the month in which they happened in the year 325, eleven days

were ordered, by the British Government, and the United States, then
British colonies, to be stricken out of the month of September, 1752,
by calling the 3d day the 14th; and it was ordered that hereafter one
leap-year in every 132 years, or 3 leap-years in 400 years, should be
omitted: that is, that the years 1700, 1800, and 1900, which by the
Old Style would have been leap-years, should be common years of
365 days. This method gives 97 leap-years in every 400 years.
Thus 400 multiplied by 365, plus 97 days for the leap-years, gives
146,097 days. This divided by 400 years makes 365 days 5 h. 49 min.
12 sec.

;
making a difference from the true solar year of only 23

seconds a year ; an error which amounts only to one day in 3;866
years.

This new arrangement is called the Nasw Stylk.
This change was made to keep the equinoxes and solstices to the

same days of the same months, and to keep the time of celebrating
Easter, and the other feasts, fasts, and holydays of the Episcopal
Church, to the same seasons of the year. The Russians and some other
eastern nations continue the Old Style at the present day. The year
1800 was not a leap year by the New Style, but would have been by
the Old Style : the difference between the styles is n^w 13 days^

RULE FOR ASGilRTAINING- WHAT YEARS ARE
LEAP-YEARS.

Divide the years by 4, and if there is no remainder it is Leap-
YeAR ; if there is 1 remainder, it is the 1st year after the leap-year;
if there is 2 remainder, it is the 2d ; if there is 3 remainder, it is

the 3d year after leap-year. The even centuries are leap-years only
when, by cutting off the two cyphers, you can divide the other two
figures without a remainder. Thus 19(00 is not divisible by 4 without
a remainder—<;onsequently it is not a leap-year. The years 2;000,
2,400, 2,800, &c. are leap-years; and 2,100, 2,200, 2,300, 2,500,
2,600, and 2,700 are not leap-years.

EQTJATIOI OF TIME.
It is observed that time, as measured by the sun, differs from that

shown by a clock, that keeps true and equal time: the solar day, or
' time from the sun's leaving the meridian of any place till he leaves the

same again, being sometimes less than 24 hours, and sometimes more

;

that is, if by a true clock, on any day, the sun leaves the meridian of

any place at just 12 o'clock, it is either a few seconds before or a few

seconds after 12, when he leaves that meridian the next time : it is a

few more seconds, either before or after 12, when he leaves that meri-

dian again; and so on, till in a few weeks it is several minutes before

or after 12 by the "clock when the sun leaves the meridian.

It is, in fact, the place, and the meridian of the place, that leaves the

sun ; but we say the sun leaves the meridian, because by the motion of

the earth round its axis, the sun appears to move round the earth every

day; and by the motion of the earth round the sun, the sun appears to

move in the ecliptic round the earth once a year. The motion of the

earth round its axis is always uniform and equal, never faster at one

time than at another ; this is the only perfectly uniform and equal mo-

tion known r and the mean or average time of its revolution from the

sun to the sun again is 24 hours; that is, the average or mean time

from the sun's leaving the meridian of any place, till he leaves the
' sanie again, is 24 hours

;
though, as before said, it is someiimes more

(
and sometimes less.

I

. The difference between the time of the sun's leaving the meridian,

and 12 o'clock, by a true clock, is called The Equation op Time : at

greatest it is 16 min. 15 sec; this is on the last of October, and first

.of ,
November. On the 14th of April, 15tb of June, 31st of August, and

234 of December, this equation or differenGe , is nothing, as then the

sun and clock agree ; and these are the only days in the year on which
the sun and clock do agree.

The Equation depends on two causes I
—^viz. 1. The unequal mo-

tion of the sun in the ecliptic;—And, 2. The obliquity of the ecliptic

to the equator.

It has already been shown that the sun, as well as the moon, raoves
much slower when in or near its apogee, than when in or nekr its peri-

gee ; and that its true place is never the same as its mean place, except
in apogee and perigee. Now as the motion of the earth round its axis

on the side next the sun, is in the same direction as the apparent motion
of the sun in the ecliptic, it is plain that the slower the sun moves, the

sooner will any place on the earth's surface move round from the sun
to the sun again ; or the shorter will be the solar day ; because as the

earth revolves round its axis, any place on the earth's surface will over-

take the sun iti less time when he advances through a less space, than
when he moves through a larger.

The first equation depends upon the sun's distance from the perigee

or perihelion, and is the difference between the mean and true place of

the sun, changed into time. It is greatest when the sun is half way
between the aphelion and perihelion, and nothing when it is in the

aphelion or perihelion. Tlie sun is faster than the clock while it

is- moving, fi-om the aphelion to the perihelion, and slower, while it is

moving from the perihelion to the aphelion. This difference, between
the sun and clock, when greatest, is 7 min. 42 sec.

The second equation, depending upon the obliquity of the ecliptic

to the equator, at greatest, is- 9 min. 53 sec.—(»Spq^brcZ'* Astronomy,
page 29.)
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PRINCIPAL CONSTELLATIONS VISIBLE, FROM APRIL 18 TO JULY %l

Corona Borealis, the Northern Crown.—This constella-

tion is about 15 degrees southwest of the zenith. Six of the principal

stars form a circular figure resembling a wreath or crown.

Bootes, the Herdsman.—This constelhition is situated west of

the Crown. The principal star is Arctueus.

Hercules.—This constellation is east of Corona or the Crown,

and extends from 12 to 50 degrees, north declination. It contains one

hundred and nineteen stars—one of the 2d magnitude and one of the 3d

in the right shoulder. These are called Beta and Gamma. The left

or east arm of Hercules grasps the thi-ee headed monster Cerberus.

According to mythology, this constellation is intended to immortalize

the name of Hercules, the Theban, so celebrated in antiquity for his

heroic valor and invincible prowess. By command of Eurystheus, he

achieved a number of enterprises, the most difficult and arduous ever

known, called the Twelve Labors op Hercules.

1st. He subdued the NemjEan Lion in his den, and clothed himself

in his skin.

2d. He slew the Lehnjean Hydra, with a hundred hissing heads,

and dipped his arrows in the gall of the monster, to render their wounds

incurable.

3d. He took alive the stag with golden horns and brazen feet, which
was famous for its incredible swiftness, after pursuing it for twelve

months, and presented it unhurt to Eurystheus.

4th. He took alive the Erimanthean Boar, and killed the Centaurs

which opposed him.

6th. He cleansed the stables of Augias, where 3,000 oxen had been

confined for many years.

6th. He killed the carnivorous bii-ds which ravaged the country of

Arcadia, and fed on human flesh.

7th. He took alive, and brought into Peloponnesus, the wild bull of

Crete, which no mortal durst look upon.

8th. He obtained for Eurystheus the Mares of Diomedes, which lived

on human flesh, after having given their owner to be tirst eaten by

them.

9th. He obtained the girdle of the Queen of the Amazons, a formida-

ble nation of warlike females.

10th. He killed the monster Geryon, king of Gades, and brought

away his numerous flocks, which fed upon human flesh.

11th. He obtained the Golden Apples from the Garden of Hespe-

rides, which were watched by a dragon.

12th. He finally brought up to the earth the three headed dog Cer-

berus, who guarded the entrance to the infernal regions.

Lyra, the Harp.—This is a small but beautiful constellation. It

contains («) Vega, one of the brightest stars in the northern hemis-

phere, and is situated directly east, and between 30 and 45 degrees

from the zenith.

It is asserted that this is the celestial Lja-e which Apollo or Mer-

cury gave to Orpheus, and upon which he played with such a masterly

hand, that even the most rapid rivers ceased to flow ; the wild beasts

of the forest forgot their wildness, and for the time being became tame,

and the mountains came to listen to his song:.

Aquila, the Eagle.—This constellation may be easily found by

three stars in a right line
;
Altair, of the first magnitude, midway

between the other two.

This constellation is supposed to have been Merops, a king of the

Island of Cos, who was transformed into an Eagle, and placed among

the constellations.

Delphiaus, the Dolphin.—This is a beautiful little cluster of

stars, and may be easily distinguished by four principal stars in the

form of a diamond. The Dolphin was made a constellation for persuad-

ing the goddess Amphitrite, who had made a vow of perpetual celibacy,

to become the wife of Neptune.

Ophmchus, the Serpent Bearer.—This constellation is repre-

sented as a man with a long beard, holding in his clenched hands a

prodigious Serpent, which is writhing in his grasp. This constellation

occupies a large space, from 15° north to 25° south of the equator.

The principal star is Ras Alhague, of the second magnitude, situ-

ated in the head. The star on the foot just south of the ecliptic is

Rno. According to mythology, Ophiuchus or Esculapius, as he was

sometimes called, was the god of Medicine. He was the son of Apollo,

but was killed by Jupiter with a thunderbolt, for restoring Hippolytus to

life.

Scorpio, the Scorpion.—This is one of the constellations of

the zodiac. It is a very beautiful group, as it contains one star of the

first, two of the second, and eleven of the third magnitude, (a) An-

tares, of the first magnitude, is situated in the heart of the Scorpion. It

is a little east of the meridian, and about 20 degrees above the horizon.

Orion, a celebrated giant, having impiously boasted that there was no

animal on earth which he could not subdue, Diana, whom he had

offended, sent a Scorpion, which stung him to death.

Serpens, the Serpent.—This constellation is united with that

of Ophiuchus, who holds the serpent in his grasp. It may be distin-

guished by several bright stars in and near the head

Libra, the Scales.—This constellation contains 4 stars of the

2d magnitude, by which it may be distinguished ; two of them being

about 10 degrees northwest of Antares in the Scorpion. About twenty,

two hundred years ago this constellation coincided with the sign Libra

of the ecliptic, and when the sun entered this constellation the days and

nights were equal ; hence it was very appropriately represented by the

ancients by a pair of scales, which denote equality.

Scutum, or SobiesM's Shield.—This is a small constellation,

instituted by Hevelius. It may be known by three small stars in

the form of a triangle.

Vulpecula et Anser

—

(The Fox AND Goose.)—This constel-

lation was also established by Hevelius, and is situated south of the

Swan and north of the Dolphin and Eagle. It contains only small

stars.



55 ILLUSTRATED ASTRONOMY.

MAP, FROM APRIL 18 TO JULY %1.

[ The Stars and Constellations upon this Map will occupy the exact positions in the heavens as they are laid d6wn
on the Map, at the times for observations, as specified in the table. The centre of the Map represents the zenith of Nev^-

York, or any place situated upon the parallel of latitude of 41° north. There will be eight stars of the first magnitude visi-

ble, the most conspicuous of which will be Arcturus, Vega, Altair, Deneb, Antares, and Spica. The other two being near the

horizon, may not be visible unless the atmosphere is very clear.]

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
NAMES OF THE COWSTELLATIOWS AND PRINCIPAL STARS.

BOOTES, The Hekdsman—(Arcturus the principal stae.)—
This star is situated towards the southwest, and about 30° from the

zenith.

VIRGO, The Virgiiv—(Spica.)—This star is almost in a direct

line southwest of Arcturus, and about 30° above the horizon.

LYRA, The Haep—(Vega.)—This star is due east and about 37°

from the zenith.

LEO MAJOR, The Great Lion—(Regulus.)—This star is due

west, and about 10° above the horizon—perhaps not visible unless the

atmosphere is very clear.

AQUILA, The Eagle—(Altair.)—This star is nearly southeast

of Vega, and about half way from Vega to the horizon.

CYGNUS, The Swan—(Deneb.)—This star is nearly northeast

of the zenith and east of the North Star.

AURIGA, The Charioteer—(Oapella.)—This star is about

16° west of north, and very near the horizon
;
perhaps iiot visible.

SCORPIO, The Scorpion—(Antares.)—This star is" nigarly

south, being only about 20° east of the meridian. It is about 30°

above the southern horizon. There are two stars of the second magni-

tude about 10° to the northwest of it.

TABLE OF THE TIMES FOR OBISERVATIONS.

SHOWING THE DAY AND HOUR OF THE NIGHT WHEN THE STARS OCCUPY THE POSITIONS INDICATED ON THE MAP.

h. M. Hi M. H. M.
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.

* • • •
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PRmCIPAL CONSTELLATIONS VISIBLE, FROM JULY TO OCTOBER 31.

Oygnus, the Swan.—This constellation is situated a little to the

west of the zenith. It is represented with outspread wings, flying in

the direction of the milky way to the southwest. I'he five principal

stars are so arranged as tio form a large and regular Cross. Deneb, a

star of the first magnitude, is in the head of the Cross, and Albikeo,

situated in the beak of the Swan, forms the foot. Over the right wing
of the Swan is a remarkable djouble star, known by the name of "61
Cygni." These stars are of the 5th and 6th magnitude

;
they revolve

round a common centre of gravity between the two, in 540 years.

These two stars will ever be memorable as being the first whose dis-

tance from us was measured with much precision, and are the nearest

to us, with a single exception, of any as yet known. The star («) Cen-
tauri is about one-third the distance of 61 Cygni. Observations have

been made on a great many others ; but their parallax is much less,

and in most cases is so small as not to be perceptible with the most
accurate instruments. The distance of 61 Cygni was ascertained by
Bessel, from his observations, in the years 1837, 1838 and 1839. He
found their distance 592,000 times the earth's mean distance from the

sun. So great is this distance, that a cannon ball, moving 500 miles

an hour, would not reach those two stars in less than thirteen millions

of years. The sun, seen from these stars, would appear like a star of

the 5tli magnitude. Previous to this discovery the stars were consider-

ed to be about the same in magnitude, and the brightest stars to owe
their brilliancy to their being nearer to us ; but the brightest star in the

M'hole heavens (Sirius, the great Dog Star,) is at a much greater dis-

tance than these, and owes its brilliancy to its superior magnitude or

much greater brilliancy.

Lyra, the Harp.—This constellation is next to the Swan. For
a description of this constellation, see explanations to Map No. 2, from

April 18 to July 31.

Cepheus, the King.—This constellation may be known by three

stars of the third magnitude in a right line—in the neck, breast,

and knee. He stands with his left foot over the pole. He holds a
sceptre in his hand, extended towards Cassiopeia, his wife, Cephetjs
was the king of Ethiopia : the name of his queen was Cassiopeia. He
was one of the Argonauts who accompanied Jason in his expedition

from Greece to Colchis, in quest of the Golden Fleece, and at his death

was changed into a constellation.

Cassiopeia, the Lady in her Chair.—This constellation is

situated east of Cepheus. She is represented in regal state, seated on
a throne or chair, holding in her l^ft hand the branch of a palm tree.

She is surrounded by her royal family

—

Cepheus, her husband, on her
right hand

;
Perseus, her son-in-law, on her left, and Andromeda, her

daughter, just above her. This constellation contains 55 stars, that are

visible to the naked eye : five of these are of the 3d magnitude, which,
with two smaller ones, form a figure resembling an inverted chair.

Cassiopeia was the wife of Cepheus, king of Ethiopia. She was
possessed of great beauty, and boasted herself fairer than Juno, the sis-

ter of Jupiter, or the Nereides, a name given to the sea nymphs. This
provoked the nymphs of the sea, who complained to Neptune, of the

insult. He sent a frightful monster to punish her insolence. It was
finally ordained that she should chain her daughter Andromeda, whom
she tenderly loved, to a desert rock on the beach, and leave her expo-

sed to the fury of this monster. She was thus left, and the monster
approached ; but as he was going to devour her, Perseus killed him.

Andromeda.—This constellation is south of Cassiopeia. It con-
tains 66 stars, three of which are of the third magnitude, viz : Sirrah,

in the head
; Mirach, in the breast, and Almak, in the feet. They

stand nearly in a straight line. Andromeda, the daughter of Cepheus
and Cassiopeia, was exposed to be devoured by a Sea Monster, to

appease the wrath of Neptune. She was accordingly chained to a rock
near Jofpa, (now Jaffa in Syria,) and at the moment the monster was
going to devour her, Perseus, who was returning through the air from
the conquest of the Gorgons, saw her and was captivated by her
beauty. He promised to deliver her and destroy the monster, if her
father would give her to him in marriage. Cepheus consented, and

Perseus instantly changed the sea monster into a rock, by showing him
Med usa's head, which was still reeking in his hand. This fable of
Andromeda and the sea monster might mean that she was courted by
some monster of a sea captain, who attempted to carry her away, but
was prevented by another more gallant and successful rival.

Pegasus, the Flying Horse.—This constellation is represented
with wings. It may be known by four stars, which form a regular
quadrangle or trapezium. The northeastern of these four stars is in the
head of Andromeda. Their names are (a) Markab, ((?) Scheat, Alge-
nib, and («) Sirrah, in the head of Andromeda. According to fable,

Pegasus was a winged horse, which sprang from the blood of Medusa,
when Perseus cut off her head.

Equuleus, the Little Horse.—This is a small cluster of stars

west of the head of the Flying Horse. Only the head is visible. This
is supposed to represent the horse which Mercury gave to Castor, and
which he named Celeris.

Delphinus, the Dolphin.—This is a beautiful little constella-
tion, between the Eagle and I^quuleus, or Little Horse. It may be dis-

tinguished by four stars in the shape of a diamond, with two small stars
which form the tail. (See map No. 2, and explanation.)

Sagittarius, the Archer.—This is the tenth constellation in

the zodiac. It is situated to the southwest, near the horizon. It may
be known by five stars, forming a figure resembling a short handled
dipper. It appears turned up, with the handle to the north, and the
bowl towards the east. Sagittarius, or Chiron, the son of Saturn,
was a twofold being—half man and half horse. This constellation was
intended, no doubt, by the ancients to represent the season for hunt-
ing ; for when the sun enters this sign, the trees have cast their foliage,

which enables the hunter to pursue his game to better advantage.

Capricornus, the G-oat.—This is the next sign in the ecliptic,

east of Sagittarius. There are two conspicuous stars in the head,
called Giedi and Dabih. Giedi is the most northern star of the two,
and is double. Several other stars may be traced out by. reference to

the map. The goat was observed by the ancients to be fond of climb-
ing high mountains and lofty precipices, and was therefore considered
emblematical of the sun, which, having in this sign reached his great-
est southern declination, begins to re-ascend towards the north.

Aquarius, the Water Bearer.—This constellation is repre-
sented by the figure of a man pouring out water from an urn, and is

north and east of Capricornus. It may easily be traced by reference to

the map. The ancient Egyptians supposed the disappearing of Aqua-
rius caused the waters of the Nile to rise by the sinking of his urn in

the water.

Pisces, the Fishes.—This is the last sign in the zodiac. This
constellation is represented by two fishes, a considerable distance apart,
tied by a cord or riband. The stars in this constellation are of the
4th and inferior magnitudes. The probable origin of this sign was
from the fact, that when the sun was in it, it was the season when fish

were abundant, and easily taken.

Piscis, the Southern Fish.—This constellation is south of
Aquarius, and is easily distinguished by the star Fomalhaut, of the first

magnitude, with two small stars, which form an equilateral triangle.
These three are the only important stars in this constellation. This
constellation is supposed to have taken its name from the transformation
of Venus into the shape of a fish, when she fled, terrified at the hori ible
advances of the monster Typhon, who was said to have an hundred
heads.

Ursa Major, the Great Bear,—This constellation is directly
north, and touches the horizon. The Dipper, Avhich is a part of this

constellation, is a little to the northwest of the north star, and is right
side up, with the handle to the west. (For explanation, see map No. 1.)

Lacerta, the Lizard.—This is a small constellation near the
zenith. It contains a few stars of inferior magnitude.
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MAP, FROM JULY %l TO OCTOBER 31.

[I^^ The Stars and Consteilations upon this Map will occupy the exact positions in the heavens as they are laid down

on the Map, at the times for observations, as specified in the table. The centre of the Map represents the zenith of New-

York, or any place situated upon the parallel of latitude of 41^^ north. There will be only six stars of the first n^agnitude

visible, the most conspicuous of which will be Deneb, Vega, Altair, and Capella. The other two, Aldebaran and Fomalhaut,

being near the horizon, may not be visible unless the atmosphere is very clear.]

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
NAMES OF THE CONSTELLATIONS AND~TRINCIPAL STARS.

GYGNUS, The Swan—(Deneb the pkincipal star.)—This

star is situated directly west, and about 20° from the zenith. It is in

the middle of the Milky-way.

LYRA, The Harp—(Vega.)—This star is about 20® west of

Deneb.

AQUILA, The Eagle—(Altair.)—This star is situated towards

the southwest, and about 35° from the zenith.

PISCIS, Southern Fish—(Fomalhaut.)^—This stair is abfjut

10° east of south, and about 15° above the southern horizon—perhaps

it will not be visible only when the atmosphere is clear.

TAURUS, The Bull—(Aldebaran.)—This star is nearly north-

east, and within 10° of the horizon. It will not be visible only when

the atmosphere is very clear.

AURIGA, The Charioteer—(Capella.)—This star is directly-

east of the North Star, and about midway to the horizon.

TABLE OF THE TIMES FOR OBSERVATIONS.

SHOWING THE DAY AND HOUR OF THE NIGHT WHEN THe! STARS OCCUPY THE POSITIONS INDICATED ON THE MAP.

H. H. M.

JULY 22 1 56 AUGUST... 17 12 12

• * • • 23 1 52 t • • 18 12 8

• » • • 24 1 48 • • • 19 12 4

• • •
^ 25 1 44 * • * * 20 12

26 1 40 • • • 21 11 56

27 1 36 • • • 22 11 52

28. 1 32 23 11 48

• • • • 29 1 28 24 11 44

80 1 24 25 11 40

» • • 31 1 20 -' 26 11 36

AUGUST.-. 1 1 16 27 11 32

2 1 12 • • • • 28 11 28

• • « • 3 1 • • • • 20 11 24

4 1 4 > • • • 30 11 20

•* « • • 5 1 • • • • 31 11 16

6 12 56 SEPTEMBE R 1 11 12

• • • • 7 12 52 2 11 8

* * • * 8 12 48 . 3 11 4

.* • • 9 12 44 • • • 4 11

10 12 40 « • • 5 10 56

11 12 36 k • • 6 10 52

12 12 32 • • • • 7 10 48

13 12 '28
• • • • 8 10 44

14 12 24 0 10 4')

15 12 20 • • • • 10 10 36

16 12 16 11 10 32

H. M. H. ai.

SEPTEMBER 12 10 28 OCTOBER...' 8 8 44

13 10 24 .... 9 _ 8 40

.... 14 10 20 .... 10 8 36

15 10 16 11 8 32

16 10 12 12 s 28

.17 10 8 8 24

.... ,
18 10 4 14 8 20

19 10 15 8 IB

20 9 56 10 8 12

21 9. o2 .... 17 8 R

22 9 48 18 8 4

23 9 44 19 S

24 9 40 .... 20 7 56

.... 25 9 36 • * • • ^1 7 52

26 9 32 • • • • 7 48

.... '^7 9 28 23 7 44

28 9 24 .... 24
'

7 40

20 9 20 .... 25 7 36

30 9 16 .... 26 7 32

OCTOBER... 1 9 12 27 7 2«

.... 2 9 8 .... -'R 7, 24

3 9 4 -JO 7 20

.... 4 9 .... 3?) 7 16

5 "8 50 O 1
• . • • ^ r} I 7 12

6

7

8

8

52

48
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PRINCIPAL CONSTELLATIONS VISIBLE, FROM NOVEMBER 1 TO JANUARY 9A

Perseus, and Medusa's Head,—This constellation is directly

in the zenith, or over head. It contains two stars of the 2d magnitude.

The one in the breast of Perseus is called Mirzak, or Algenib; the

other is Algol, in Medusa's head : it is about 15° east of the zenith.

This star is remai'ltable on account of its changeableness. It changes

in 4 hours from the 2d to the 4th magnitude. It remains in this condi-

tion 18 minutes, when it begins to 'increase in brightness ; and in 4

hours and 40 minutes appears again of the 2d magnitude : in which

state it continues 61 hours, when it begins to diminish again. Dr. Her-

schel attributes its variableness to spots upon its surface like those of

the sun, and that it revolves upon its axis.

[History.—Peesetts was the son of Jupiter and Dan^. He was no

sooner born than he was cast into the sea with his mother, and was

driven on the coast of one of the islands of Ctclades. Polydectes,

thfe King of the place, treated them with kindness, and placed them

in the caje of the Priests of Minerva's Temple. He promised to pre-

sent the King with the head of Medusa, the only one of the Gorgons

who was subject to mortality. They were represented with serpents

wreathing about their heads instead of hair ; their bodies grew indisso-

lubly together, and their very looks had the power of turning into stone

all those on whom they fixed their eyes. Being equipped by the gods,

he mounted into the air, conducted by Minerva, and came upon the

monsters, who, with the watchful sziakes, were asleep, and with one

blow cut otr her head. Perseus then made his way through the air,

with Medusa's head yet bleeding, in his hand, and from the blood

which dropped from it as he flew, sprang all those innumerable ser-

pents that have ever since infested the sandy deserts of Lybia.]

Triangulum, the Triangle.—This is a small constellation

southwest from Medusa's Head, in the constellation Peeseus. It may
be known by three stars, which form a triangle. This constellation is

of recent origin,

Aries, the Ram.—This constellation lies to the southwest, about

30° from the zenith, and may easily be distinguished by three bright

stars in the head of the Ram, and nearly in a right line. This constel-

lation twenty-two centuries ago occupied the first sign in the ecliptic ; or

at that time the constellations of the zodiac and the signs of the ecliptic

corresponded to each other : but in consequence of the retrograde mo-

tion of the equinoxes, 50" a year, the constellations of the zodiac and

the signs of the ecliptic have been separated from each other, by the

falling back of the signs in the ecliptic about 31 degrees : so that the

constellation Aries is now in the sign Taurus of the ecliptic ; and Tau-

rus in Gemini, and Gemini in Cancer ; and so on. This constellation

probably recei^'ed its name from the Chaldean Shepherds, who were in

those days the best astronomers, from the fact that their occupation led

them to be on the watch during the night, to defend their flocks from

the ravages of wild beasts. They observed that when the sun entered

this division of the heavens the lambs were with their flocks, or that it

was the season for the increase of their flocks—hence the Ram was

very appropriately made to represent this sign.

Taurus, the Bull.—This constellation is south, about 30° from

the zenith, and will be easily distinguished by the star Aldebaean, of

the first magnitude, situated in the Bull's eye. There are two very

important clusters in this constellation, the Hyades on the head, and

the Pleiades on the neck of the Bull. This constellation probably

derived its name, as well as the other signs of the zodiac, from some

particular phenomenon which was apparent at that particular time. It

was intended to show that this was the season for the increase of the

ox species—hence the name Taurus, or Bull.

Gemini, the Twins,—This constellation is situated a little to the

south of east, and may be known by two stars of the 2d magnitude, one

in each head of the Twins—their names («) Castor and ((?) Pollux.

This sign was originally represented by two goats, and was probably

intended to indicate the season for the multiplication of this animal, as

well as to show that there were usually two at a birth.

Cancer, the Crab.—This constellation is next east of Gemiwi.

It contains stars only of the 4th magnitude. It was observed by the

Ancients, that the sun, when it enters Cancer, passes sideway along

the tropic, without crossing it, which was fitly represented by a crab,

which moves sideways.

Orion.—This constellation is southeast of Taurus, and is one of the

most conspicuous constellations in the heavens. It contains two stars

of the first magnitude. (Note.—See description of Map No. 1.)

Canis Minor, the Little Dog.—This constellation is south-

east of Gemini. It contains one star of the first magnitude, Procyon,

and one of the 3d, Mieza, in the head of the Dog.

Canis Major, the Great Dog.—This constellation is situated

to the southeast, and near the horizon. The principal star is Sirius,

the brightest star in the whole heavens. (Note.—See explanation to

Map No. 1.)

Lepus, the Hare.—This constellation is south of Or'iow. It con-
tains three stars of the 3d magnitude. It is situated west of the Great
Dog, which seems to be pursuing it from east to west, owing to the

motion of the earth on its axis. The hare is one of those animals
which Orion delighted in hunting, and for this reason was made into a
constellation, and placed near him, among the stars.

Eridanus, the River Po.—This constellation occupies a large
space in the heavens directly south of Tatjetjs. It will be found diffi-

cult to trace it, in all its windings. Its entire height is 130 degrees.
It commences near the star Rigel, in the foot of Orion. Eribawus is

the name of a celebrated river in Italy, now known by the name of the

river Po.

Cetus, the Whale.—This constellation occupies the largest

space of any in the heavens, and is west of the Rivee Po. As the

whale is the chief monster of the ocean, so is it the largest constella-

tion in the heavens. It is considered to be the famous sea monster
sent by Neptune to devour Andromeda, because her mother, Cassio-
peia had boasted herself fairer than Juno, or the sea nymphs—but was
slain by Perseus, and placed among the stars, in honor of his heroic

deeds.

Monoceros, the Unicorn.—This constellation is east of Orion,
and was made out of the unformed stars of the ancients, which lay scat-

tered over a large space between the two dogs Canis Major and Canis
Minor. The Monoceros is a species of Unicorn or Rhinoceros. It is

about the size of a horse, with one horn growing out of the middle of
its forehead.

Columba, the Dove.—This constellation is south of the Lepus,
The Hare. It is so near the horizon that it probably will not be
visible. It was introduced among the constellations by Rogu in 1679.

Camelopardalus, the Giraffe.—This constellation was formed
by Hevelius, in the beginning of the 17th century. It was made up
of stars not included in the adjacent constellations, viz: Perseus, Au-
riga, the head of Ursa Major, and the Pole Star.



€3 ILLUSTRATED ASTRONOMY.

MAP, FROM NOVEMBER 1 TO JANUARY 20.

[ |^° THE;St&rs and Constellations upon this Map will occupy the exact positions in the heavens as they are laid down
on the Map, at the times for observations, as specified in the table. The centre of the Map represents the zenith of New-York,
or any place situated upon the parallel of latitude of 41° north. There will be nine stars of the first magnitude above the hori-

zon. The star Vega, in the Harp, being so near the northern horizon, may not be visible. There will be several ofthe most

conspicuous constellations in the whole heavens visible, as well as a considerable number of stars of the first magnitude. The
principal constellations are Auriga, Taurus, Orion, Canis Major, and Canis Minor. This is the best season for observa-

tion during the year, as the atmosphere is generally more clear than at any other time, and the stars twinkle with a; beautiful

brilliancy.]

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
names OF THE CONSTELLATIONS and principal stars.

AURIGA, The Charioteer—(Oapella the principal star.)—
This star is about 15° northeast of th« zenithu' •

--

TAURUS, The BTJ3DL—(Aldebaran.)—This star is in the Bull's

Eye, and is situated about 25° south of the zenith,- and -5° east of the

meridian.

CYGNUS, The Swan—(Deneb.)--This star is situated in the

Milky W^Xj and west of the North Star, about midway to the horizon.

LYRA, The Harp—(Vega.)—This star is northwest of the North

Star, and close to the horizon-—probably not visible.

ORION, Orion—(Betelgeuse.)—This star is in the right shoul-

der of Orion, and situated southeast about 35 degrees.

" (Rigel.)—This star is on the left foot of Orion, southeast from

Betelgeuse.

CANIS MAJOR, Great Dog—(Sirius.)—This star, is situated

!
southeast, about 20 degrees above the. horizon.

CANIS MINOR, Little Dog—(Procyon.)—This star is south-

east, and about 40 degrees above the horizon. It is nearly north of

SiRIUS.

LEO MAJOR, Great Lion—(Regulus.)—This star is nearly

east, and about 15° above the horizon.

TABLE OF THE TIMES FOR OBSERVATIONS.
SHOWING THE PAY ANO. HOUR OF THE NIGHT WHEN THE jSTARS OCCUPY THE POSITIONS INDICATED ON THE MAP.

" M.'
,:

H. M. H. M. H. M.

NOVEMBER.. 1 1 28/ NOVEMBER 24 11 56 DECEMBER 17 10 24 JANUARY... 9 56

• • • • ^ 1 •24^; ^
' • • • » 25 11 52 • « • • 18 1.0 -.20 10 8 52

• • • »5 1 20 • • • • 26 11 48 • • • • 19 10 16 11 8 48 .

.... 4 1 16 27 11 :.44 m m » m 20 10 12 - 12 8 44

.... 5 1. m • m m 28 11 40 m 9 m m 21 10 8 .... 13 8 40

. . i . 6 I 8,
' : 29 11 36 9 9 9 9 22 10 4 .... 14 8 36

7 1 30 11 32 • « • • 23 10 .... ,15 8 32
8 1 DECEMBER 1 11 28 • • • • 24 9 56 .... 16 • 8 28

.... 9 12 56 • • 2 11 24 • • • • .25 9 52 17 8 24
10 12 52 :\ * • 3 11 20 . • • • 26 9 48 18 8 20

.... 11 12 48 - • • • • 4 11 16 9 9 9 9 27 9 44 .... 49. . 8 16

.... 12 12 44 • • • • 5 11 12 9 9 9 9 28 9 40 20 .
'

8 12

..... 13 12 40 • « * . 6 11 : 8 * * * 29 9 36 21 8 8

14 1^ 86
[

• • • • 7 11 4-
• • • • 30 9 32 .... 22 8 4

15 12 32 8 11 • • • • 31 9 28 23 8

.... 16 12 28 _ • • • • 9 10 56 JANUARY... 1 9 28 .... 24 7 56

.... 17 12 24 • • • • 10 10 52 • * • • 2 9 24 .... 25 7 52.

• « c 18 12 20 • « • 11 10 48 • • • 3 9 20 26 7. 48
.... 19 12 16

'

12 10 44 • • • * 4 9 16 27 7 44
•. ... 20 12 13

,

« • • • 13 10 40 • • • 5 9 12 28 7 40
12 8 '. 14 10 36-. • • • 6 9 8 29 7 36

22 12 4 m •10 • • • 7 9 4 30 7 32

« «i » « 23 12 • • • • 16 10 28 • * • • 8 9 _ .... 31 7 28
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65 ILLUSTRATED ASTRONOMY,

PROBLEMS PERFORMED WITH THE TERRESTRIAL GLOBE.

Problem I.—To f.nd the Latitude of any given place.

Rule.—Bring the given place to the graduated side of the brass

meiidian, and the degree on the brass meridian over the place is the

latitude, which is either north or south.

Q. What is the latitude of New York 1

A. About 41 degrees north.

Q. What places have no latitude ?

A. All places on the equator,

Q. Find the latitude of the following places :

—

London, Philadelphia, Boston, Washington,

Edinburgh, Rome, Dublin, Amsterdam,
Moscow, Stockholm, Quito, Mexico,

Algiers, Astoria, Cape of Good Hope, Halifax,

Norfolk, Aleppo, Athens, Ispahan,

Madras, Madrid, Cape Horn, Cairo,

Prague, Dahtzic, Teneriffe, Lisbon,

Tripoli, Paris, Lima, Vienna.

Problem 2.

—

Tofind the Longitude of any given place.

Rule—Bring the given place to the brass meridian, and the degree

on the equator under the brass meridian, is th'j longitude. (Note.—Lon-

gitucLe is reckoned from the meridian of Greenwich, 180 degrees east

and west.)

Q. What is the longitude of New York ?

A. 74 degrees west.

Q. What is the longitude of Pekin?

A. 116 degrees east.

Q. Find the longitude of the following places :-

—

Washington, Hartford, Sandwich Islands, Gibraltar,

Quebec, Rhodes, Calcutta, Constantinople,

Canton, Havana, Jerusalem, Nankin,

Pekin, St. Petersburgh, Venice, Berlin,

Astoria, Cape Horn, New Orleans, Rio Janeiro.

Problem 3.

—

To find any place whose latitude and longitude are

given.

Rule.—Bring the given longitude to the brass meridian, and under

the given latitude is the place required.

Q. What place is situated in seventy-four degrees west longitude,

. and 41 north latitude ?

A. New York.

Q. What places have the following latitudes and longitudes ?

Lat. 42° north, Lon, 71° west. Lat. 34° south, Lon. 18° east.

Lat. 53° north, Lon. 6° west. Lat. 41° north, Lon. 72° west.

Lat. 38° north, Lon. 9° west. Lat. 39° north, Lon. 75° west.

Lat. 46° north, Lon. 75° west. Lat. 32° north, Lon. 81° west.

Problem 4.

—

To find all those places that are in the same latitude

or longitude as a given place.

Rule.—Bring the given place to the brass meridian ; then all the

places under the meridian have the same longitude ; turn the globe

round, and all places which pass under the latitude of the place have

the same latitude.

Q. What places have nearly the same longitude as New York?

A. Albany, Montreal, Bogota.

Q. What places are in the same latitude ?

A. Boston," Madrid, Naples, Constantinople.

Q. What places have the same longitude and latitude as the follow-

ing places :

—

Washington, London, St. Petersburgh, Rome, Cairo,

New Orleans, Mexico, Canton, Calcutta, Dublin ?

Problem 5.—To find the difference of Latitude between any two

places.

Rule.—Find the latitude of each place, and note them down ; then

if both places are on the same side of the equator, subtract the less

latitude from the greater : if they are on the opposite sides of the

equator, add the latitudes.

Q. What is the difference of latitude between New York and London ?

A. New York 41° north, London 51° north ; diiference 10°

Q. What is the difference of latitude between Washington and Cape
Horn 1

A. Washington 37° north. Cape Horn, 56° south.—Sum 98.°

Q. Find the difference of latitude between the following places :

—

New Orleans and Quebec. Mexico and Rio Janeiro,
Madrid and Cairo, Pekin and Botany Bay,
St. Petersburgh and Rome, Cape of Good Hope and Cape Horn.

Problem 6.

—

To find the difference of longitude between any two
places.

Rule.—Find the longitude of each place, and note them down : then,

if both places are east or west of the meridian, subtract the less lon-

gitude from the greater ; but if one is east and the other west add the
longitudes.

Q. What is the difference of longitude between New York and New
Orleans ?

A. New York 74° ; New Orleans 90°, west—difference 16 degrees.

Q. What is the difference in longitude between Boston and Rome ?

A. Boston 71° west; Rome 12° east—sum, 83 degrees.
If the sum of the longitudes exceed 180 degrees, subtract it from 360

degrees ; the remainder will be the difference in longitude
;

as, Astoria
124° west; Pekin 116° east=240 : 360—240=120° difference in

longitude.

Problem 7.

—

The hour of the day at any place being given, to find
what o'clock it is at any other place.

Rule.—Bring the place at which the time is given to the brass
meridian ; set the index to the given hour, then turn the globe till the

proposed place comes to the meridian; the index will point to the hour
required. If the place required is east of the given place, it is later

;

if to the west, it is earlier.

Q. When it is noon at New York, what is the time in London ?

A. 4 o'clock 56 min,

Q. When it is noon at Washington, what is the hour at

New Orleans, Mexico, Quebec, Boston, Astoria, Pekin,

Cape Horn, Rome, St. Petersburgh, BIoscow, Canton, Dublin 1

When it is midnight at New York, what is the hour at

Paris, Cairo, Calcutta, St. Helena, Gibraltai*, Havana,
Constantinople, Mexico, Astoria, Nankin, Tunis, Cadiz ?

Problem 8.

—

The hour of the day being given at any place, to find
all places on the globe where it is then noon, or any other given hour.

Rule.—Bring the place to the brass meridian ; set the index to the

hour of that place ; turn the globe till the index points to the other

given hour ; then all places under the brass meridian will be the places

required.

Problem 9.

—

To find the Antozci of any place.

Rule.—Bring the place to the brass meridian, and find its latitude
,

then, under the same degree of latitude, on the opposite side of the

equator will be the AntoRci.

Problem 10.

—

To find the Periceci of any place.

Rule.—Bring the given place to the brass meridian, and set the

index to twelve ; turn the globe till the index points to the other twelve,

and under the same degree of latitude will be the Periceci.

Problem 11.

—

Tofind the Antipodes of any place.

Rule.—Bring the place to the brsss meridian, and find its latitude
;

set the index to twelve, and turn the globe till the index points to the

other twelve ; then under the same degree of latitude, on the other side

of the equator, will be the antipodes.

Problem 12.— To find the distance in miles between any two places

on the globe.

Rule.—Lay the quadrant of altitude over the two places, so that the

division marked 0 will be on one of the places, and it will show the

number of degrees between them ; which, multiplied by 69| will give

the distance in miles.

Problem 13.— To find the Sun'^s Longitude or place in the Ecliptic,

and his declination, in any given month or day.
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Rule.—Look for the given day in the circle of months on the wooden
horizon, and opposite to it, in the circle of signs, are the sign and

degree in which the sun is for that day. Find the same sign and

degree in the ecliptic on the surface of the globe
;
bring the degree of

the ecliptic, thus found, to the brass meridian, and the degree of the

meridian will be the declination.

Problem 1 4.— To find the time at which the Sun rises and sets at any
place^ the day in the year, and the length of the day and night at that

place.

Rule.—Raise the pole (of the hemisphere in which the place is sit-

uated) as many degrees above the horizon as are equal to the latitude

of the place
;
bring the sun's place on the given day, to the meridian,

and set the index to 12 : bring the sun's place to the eastern horizon,

and the index will show the time of the sun's rising
;
bring the sun's

.

place to the western edge of the horizon, and the index will show the

hour of setting. Double the time of the sun's setting, and the length of

the day will be had ; double the time of the sun's rising, and the length

of the night will be had.

Problem 15.

—

To find the length of the longest and shortest days and
nights at any place on the earth.

Rule.—If the place is in the northern hemisphere, elevate the north

pole till the horizon cuts the brass meridian in the degree correspond-
ing to the latitude of the place

;
bring the first degree of Cancer to the

meridian, and set the index to 12 ; find the sun's place in the ecliptic,

(by problem 13,) and bring it to the eastern edge of the horizon, and
the index will show the hour of the sun's rising; double this time, and
it will give the length of the longest night. Bring the sun's place to

the western edge of the horizon, and the index will show the hour of
setting ; double this time, and you will have the length of the longest
day at that place. If the place is in the southern hemisphere, elevate

the south pole to correspond with the latitude of the place
;
bring the

first degree of Capricorn to the meridian, and proceed as above.

Q, What is the length of the longest day and shortest night at New
York ?

A. Longest day, 14 h. 56 min. ; shortest night, 9 h. 4 min.

Problem 16.

—

To find those places where the Sun does not rise or set

on a given day.

Rule,—Find the sun's declination on the given day, (by prob. 13,)
raise the pole (nearest to the sun's place,) as many degrees above the
horizon as are equal to the declination ; turn the globe round on its

axis, and at all places that do not come above the horizon the sun does
not rise on that day ; and at all places around the other pole that do
not pass below the horizon, the sun does not set on that day.

PROBLEMS PERFORMED WITH THE CELESTIAL GLOBE.

[Xiatitude, on the Celestial Globe, is reckoned 90°, either north

or south, on circles of Celestial Latitude, which are at right angles to

the ecliptic. (See Diagram, page 44.)

XiOngitude, on the Celestial Globe, is reckoned on the ecliptic,

from the first degree of Aries, eastward, round the globe.

Declination, is reckoned from the equinoctial, either north or

south.

Right Ascension, is reckoned on the equinoctial, from the first

degree in Aries, eastward, round the globe.]

Problem 1.— To find the Right Ascension and Declination of the

Sun or a Star.

Rule.—Bring the sun or star to that part of the brass meridian

which is numbered from the equinoctial towards the poles : the degree

on the brass meridian, over the place, will show the declination ; and
the number of degrees on the equinoctial, between the brass meridian

and the first point of Aries, is the right ascension.

Required—the right ascension and declination of the following stars.-

Aldebaran, in Taurus,

Sirius, in the Great Dog,
Vega, in the Harp,

Arcturus, in Bootes,

Capella, in Auriga,

Regulus, in Leo.

Problem 2.— To find the Latitude and Longitude of a Star.

Rule.—Place the end of the quadrant of altitude, which is marked
90°, on the north or south pole of the ecliptic, according as the star is

north or south of the ecliptic; then move the other end till the gradua-

ted edge of the quadrant comes to the star. The number of degrees on

the quadrant, between the ecliptic and the star, is the latitude ; and the

number of degrees on the ecliptic, reckoned eastward, from the first

point of Aries to the quadrant, is the longitude.

Example.—Required, the latitudes and longitudes of the following

stars :— »

Aldebaran, in Taurus. Ans. Latitude 5" 28' S.
;
longitude, 2 signs

6° .53', or 6° 53' in Gemini.
Deneb, in the Swan,
Antares, in Scorpio,

Fomalhaut, in the S. Fish,

Altair, in the Eagle,

Rigel, in Orion,

Pollux, in Gemini.

Problem 3.— The declination and right ascension of a Star, the

Moon, a Planet, or a Comet, being given, to find its place on the globe.

Rule.—Bi'ing the given degrees of right ascension to that part of

the brass meridian which is numbered from the equinoctial towards the

poles ; then under the given declination on the brass meridian you will

find the star or planet.

Q. What stars have the following right ascensions and declinations ?

Right Ascension. Declination. Right Ascension. Declination.

76° 14'

83 6

25 54
53 54

8° 27' S.

34 11 S.

19 50 N.
23 29 N.

86° 13'

99 5
11 11

46 32

44=' 55 '-N.

16 26 S.

59 38 N.'

9 34 S.

Problem 4.— The latitude and longitude of the Moon, a Star, or a
Planet, being given, to find its place on the globe.

Rule.—Screw the quadrant of altitude on the pole of the ecliptic,

and place the other end on the given degree of longitude in the ecliptic;
then, under the given latitude, on the graduated edge of the quadrant,
you will find the star, or place of the moon or planet.

Q. What stars have the following latitudes and longitudes ?

Latitudes.

16° 3' S.

22 52 N.
5 29 S.

44 20 N.

Longitudes.

2^ 25° 51'

2 18 67
2 6 53
7 9 22

Latitudes.

10* 4' N.
21 6 S.

12 3 S.

0 27 N.

Longitudes.

3^ 17° 21'

11 0 56
1 11 25
4 26 57

Problem 5.

—

The latitude of a place, the day and hour being given,
to place the globe in such a manner as to represent the heavens at that
time, in order to point out the situations of the constellations and remark-
able stars.

Rule.—Elevate the pole for the latitude of the place, and set the
globe due north and south by a meridian line ; find the sun's place in
the ecliptic, bring it to the brass meridian, and set the index to 12. If
the time be afternoon, turn the globe westward ; if in the forenoon, turn
the globe eastward, till the index points to the given hour. The sur-
face of the globe then represents the appearance of the heavens at that
time and place.

Problem 6.— To find the distance of the Stars from each other, in
degrees.

Rule.—Lay the quadrant of altitude over any two stars, so that the
division marked 0 may be on one of the stars ; the degrees between
them will show their distance, or the angle which these stars subtend,
as seen from the earth.

Example.—What is the distance, in degrees, between the two stars
Vega and Altair ? Ans. 34 degrees.

Also, between Regulus and Procyon,
" " Aldebaran and Sirius,

" " Ai'cturus and Spica,
" « Capella and the North Star?



ILLUSTRATED ASTRONOMY.

GLOSSARY,
OR EXPLANATION OP ASTRONOMICAL TERMS,

./i:beBRJ1TI0N.—An apparent annual motion in the fixed stars, occasioned by the velocity of
light combined with the real velocity of the earth in its orbit.

Jihsorhenl Media —Substances either solid, liquid, or fluid, which irabihe the rays oflight and heat
^dccekralion.—Axi increase in the rapidity of tlie motion of a moving body. The motions of the

planets are accelerated from their aphelion to their perihelion
.Bcronycal.—\ star is said to rise or to set acrony cally when it rises or sets at the instant ofsunset
JF.riform.—Having the form of air.

JEi olite.—A meteoric stone.
Jiir or Atmosphere.—A transparent, invisiWe, elastic fluid, surrounding the earth, in wliich we

move and breathe.
Jlltitude.—The height of an object above the horizon.
Jlm.phiscii.—A name applied to the inhabitants of the torrid zone, because within the year, their

shadows, at noon, are cast both north and south.
Amflilude.—The distance which a heavenly body rises from the east, or sets from the west point

of the horizon.
./?»iai!c»(mo.—A figure on the artificial globe, drawn from one tropic to the other, on which is

marked the sun's declination for each day in the year.
Jingle.—The corner or opening between two lines that meet A right angle contains 90 degrees,

and js formed by one line falling perpendicularly upon another. An acute or sharp angle is less
than a right angle. An obtuse or blunt angle is greater tiian a right angle. The measure of an
angle is always an arc.
An%le of Position of a Doiihli Sten—The angle which a line joining the two stars makes with

one parallel to the meridian.
Angidar Distance.—The distance between two objects, which is indicated by the angle, made by

straight lines drawn to tliem from a given point
Jlnnual Equation—A periodical inequality in the motion of the moon, or a planet, going through

its changes in a year,
Jlnnual Revolution of the Earth.—Its yearly revolution round the sun.
Jlnmdar.—Having the form of a ring.

JJnomaly.—The sun's angular distance from the apogee, or the earth's from aphelion.
Jlnlaictic Circle —A circle round the south pole, •23" 28' from it.

Antipodes.—Those who live on directly opposite sides of the earth.
Jhitcecl—Those who live in equal latitude on directly opposite sides of the equator.
Jlphelion.—The point in a planet's orbit which is farthe.st from the earth,
Jlpogee.—The point of the orbit of the moon or a planet farthest from the earth,
Jlpparent Diatneter.— The diameter of a body as seen from the earth.
Jlpparent Motion.—The motion of the heavenly bodies as viewed from the earth.
Apparent Time.—The time shown by the sun, as indicated by a dial.

Jlpsis.—The point of an orbit which is at the greatest or least distance from the centre ot motion.
The former is called the higher apsis ; the latter the lower apsis. The two together are termed the
apsides, and a line uniting them is called the apsis line, or line of the apsides.
Aquarius.—The eleventh sign of the ecliptic.

Arc.—Anv part of the circumference of a circle.

Arctic Circle —A circle round the north pole, 23° 28' from it.

Areas.— In astronomy, they are the spaces passed over by the radius vector of a celestial body.
Aries.—The first sign of the ecliptic. Its first point is at the vernal equinox.
Argument.—A quantity by which another quantity or equation is found.
Ascensional Difference.—The difference between right and oblique ascension.
Aspect.—The appearance of the heavenly bodies with respect to position, angular distance, &c.
Asteroids.—Eight small primary planets, whose orbits are between those of Mars and Jupiter.

Their names are Vesta, Astrsea, Juno, Ceres, Pallas, Hebe, Iris and Flora. Some suppose them to

be fragments of a planet, burst by some internal explosion.
Jlstronomical Time.—Time reckoned from the noon of one day up to 24 hours, to the noon of

the next day. It consequently is made up of the last 12 hours of the saoie civil day, and the first

12 hours of the next civil day.
Atmosphere —The air that surrounds the earth.

Attraction.—The power of one body to draw another towards it.

Austral.—Southern.
Aurora.—The morning, or the morning twihght,
Aurora Borealis, or Northern Lights.—A luminous appearance in the heavens, usually seen In

high latitudes, and so named from its frequent resemblance to the morning dawn.
Axis of Rotation.—The line around which a revolving body turns.

Axis of an Ellipse.—The major axis is the greatest diameter. The minor axis is the least

diameter.
Azimuth.—The distance of a heavenly Jiody east or west of the meridian, which is indicated by

the angle between the meridian and the vertical circle passing through the body.
Aziihulh, or Vertical Circle —A great circle in the heavens, passing through the zenith and nadir,

and cutting the horizon at right angles.

Binary System of Stars.—Two stars revolring about each other.

Bissextile, or Leap Year.—Every fourth year, in which February has 29 days.

Body —In astronomy this term is applied to any one of the celestial orbs.

Calendar.—A term applied to the Almanac, or the divisions of time of which it treats.

Calendar Months.—The months as laid down in the almanac.
Cancer.—The fourth sign of the ecliptic.

Capncom.—Tlie tenth sign of tho ecliptic.

Cardinal Points.—The east, west, north and south points of the horizon.

Centrifugal Force.—The force which urges a revolving body forward in its orbit, or tends to

carry it away from the centre of motion.

Centripetal force —The force which di-aws a revolving body towards the centre of motion.

Chord—A straight line from one end of an arc to the other.

Circle —A figure bounded by a curve line, every part of which is equally dl.3tant from the cen-

tre. A great circle is one whose plane divides a globe into two equal parts called hemispheres ;

a small circle is one whose plane divides a globe into unequal parts.

Circle of Declination—The circle where the plane of the meridian meets the heavens

Circle of Illumination.—The circle that divides the enlightened from the dark hemisphere.

Circu7nference.—The boundary of a circle. The circumference of every circle is supjiosed to be

divided into 360 equal parts, called degrees ; each degree into 60 equal parts, called minutes ; and

each minute into 60 equal parts, called seconds.

Circumpolar Stars.—Those stars which revolve around the pole without passing below the

horizon.
Clouds. ^Vapor, in the atmosphere, condensed into small drops of water, and thus rendered

^^^Oohires—Those two meridians which pass through the equinoctial and solstitial points of the

ecliptic, called the equinoctial and solstitial colures.

Comet.—A body with a luminous train or tail, moving around the sun in a Very elongated orbit

Complement of an Arc or Angle —What it wants of 90 degrees.

Ooncm-c-Hollowing in a circular manner.

Concentne Circles.—Circles having the same centre.

Cone —A solid with a circular base, and tapering equally upwards to a pomt.

Conjunction.—Two heavenly bodies are in conjunction when they have the same longitude. A
planet is in inferior coniunction when it is between the earth and sun ; in superior conjunction when

it is beyond the sun The inferior planets only have inferiorconjunction, but all have superiorcou-

^"ootutellations —Gronps of stars to which the names of men and animals were anciently given.

The whole starry firmament is divided into such groups.

Convex.—Bounding out in a cii-cular manner.
Cosmical—The rising or setting of a star is said to be Cosmical, when it-rises or sets at the

moment of sunrise.

Cuie.—A square solid of six equal sides.

Culminate.—To pass the highest point of the diurnal arc, which is at the meridian.
Culmination.—The passing over the meridian, or point of highest altitude.
Cycle.—A period of time in which the same phenomena or circumstances of a body begin to occur

again in the same order
Cycle of the Moon, vr Melonic Cycle.—A period of 19 years ; after which the changes of the moon

return to the same days of the month (when five leap years are included,) as on the same year of
the preceding cycle, or 19 years before.

Cycle of the Siwi..— .A. period of 28 years ; after which the same days of the month return to the
same days of the week ;

and the sun's place, to the same degrees and minutes of the eohptic, as on
the same year of the preceding cycle.

Cycle of a Planet.—.\i^enod during which a planet passes through its Tarious positions with
respect to the sun and earth.

Cylinder.—A round figure or solid of equal size from end to end.
•

Cylindrical.—Having the form ol a cylinder.
Declination.—The angular distance of a heavenly body, north or south, from the equinoctial.
Degree.—One 360th part of the circumference of a circle.
Diagonal.—A line drawn from corner to corner of a four sided figure.
Dial.—Au instrument showing the hour of the day, hy the shadow of the sun.
Diameter.—A straiglit line passing through the centre of a figure, and terminated both ways by

its sides or surface. The longest and shortest diameters of an ellipse are called the transverse and
conjugate diameters.
Dichotomized —Divided into equal and similar parts, as the disc of the moon at quadrature.
Digit.—One-twelfth part of the apparent diameter of the sun or moon
Direct motion of a PZanej —Apparent motion from west to east, according to the order of the signs.
Disc.—^The apparent surface of a heavenly body.
Diurnal Arc.—The arc desci-ibed by a heavenly body from its rising to ils setting.
Diurnal Revolution of the Earth.—Its daily rotation on its axis, from west to east.
Dominical Letter.—The letter in the calendar against Sunday ; the first 7 letters of the alphabet

being apphed to the first 7 days of the year.
Dionysian Period.—A period of o32 years ; found by multiplying the cycles of the sun and taoon.
Earth.—The globe on which we live.

East.—The direction in which the sun rises at the equinoxes.
Eccentric.—Deviating from the centre

;
irregular.

Ecccentric Circles —Those that are Wholly or partially included in each other, but have different
centres.

Eccentricity.—The distance from the centre of an ellipse to either of its foci.

Ecliptic.—The circle, where the plane of the earth's orbit meets the heavens.
Egress.—The act ofgoing out
Element.—^Fundamental principle

;
quantity by which something else is found.

Elevation—Height or altitude.

Ellipse.—An oval ; a figure made by the oblique section of a cone.
Elongation.—The angular distance of a planet from the sun, or the difl'erence of their celestial

longitude.
Emersion.—The act of rising out of something, or re-appearing.
Epact.—'The age of the moon at the commencement of the year.
Epicycle.—The curve described by a point of one circle, revolving upon another circle.
Epoch or Era.—A particular time, from which events are reckoned.
Equation.—^A quantity to be applied to mean time, place, or motion, in order to find the true.

Equator.—A great circle, whose plane is perpendicular to the earth's a.xis.

Equinoctial or Celestial Equator.—The circle, where the plane of the equator meets the heavens.
Equinoctial Points.—The points where the equinoctial cuts the ecliptic, ortlie first points of Aries

and Libra.

Equinox.—The time when the sun enters either of the equinoctial points. The vernal fequlnox
occurs in March, the autumnal in September.

Evection.—A periodic inequality in the motion of the moon.
Firmament.—The heavens, or orb of fixed stars.

Fixed Stars..—Those stars which preserve the same situation with respect to each other.
Foci.—The plural of focus ; the two points round which an ellipse is drawn.
Fogs or Mist.—^Vapor, "condensed into minute drops of water, as in clouds.
Frustum.—What remains of a regular figure after a piece is cut ofi'by a plane parallel to its base.
Galaxy or Milky Way.—A luminous zone in the heavens, composed of an immense number of

fixed stars

Geocentric.—As seen from the earth, or the earth being the centre.
Gibbous—The shape of the illuminated part of the moon, When more than half and not the whole

of its disc is visible

Globe.—A sphere, ball, or round body. Artificial globes of two kinds are mad^ ; the terrestial,

to represent the earth ; and the celestial, to represent the heavens.
Golden A''umlier—The number of years in the cycle of the moon since the epact was nothing
Gravitation or Gravity.—The attraction or power which draws all bodies towards each other.

Also, its eSect. as weight, caused by the earth's attraction.

Hail.—-Drops of rain, frozen while falling

Harvest Moon.—The full moon nearest the autumnal equinox.
Heliacal.—The heliacal rising or setting of a star takes place, when it rises B little before or sets

a little after the sun.

Heliocentric.—As seen from the sun, or the sun being the centre.
Hemisphere.—Haifa sphere or globe.

Heteroscii.—A name given to the inhabitants of the two temperate zones, because at noon those
in the northern always have their shadows in an opposite direction to those in the southern.
Horizon—The visible or sensible horizon is the circle where the sky and earth appear to meet.

The rational horizon is parallel to the visible, and its plane divides the earth into upper and lower
hemispheres. It is represented on the artificial globe by the wooden horizon. The circle where
its plane meets the heavens is called thg-celestial horizon.

Horizontal.—Level or parallel to the horizon
Hour Circle.—A small circle, on the globe, near the north pole, having on it the hours of the day.
Immersion.—The act of plunging into something, or disappearing.
Inclination.—Angle. A position forming an acute angle.

Index.—A movable hand on the globe, to point out the time on the hour circle.

Ingress.—An entrance.

Intercalation.—The insertion of an extra day in the calendar, as the Bissextile.

Julian Period.—A period of 7,980 years, found by multiplying together the cycles of the sun and
moon, and the Roman Indiotion.

Julian Year.—A period ofexactly 36,")| days.

Latitude on the Earth.—The distance of a place north or south of the equator
Latitude in the Heavens.—The angular distance of a heavenly body from the ecliptic.

Leap Year.—Every fourth year, in which an extra day is added to tlie calendar.

Leo.—The fifth sign of the ecliptic.

Libra—The 7th sign of the ecliptic.

- libration of the Moon.—A periodical oscillation of her disc.

Limb.—The curved edge of the sun or moon's disc,

line.—That which has length but no breadth.

Longitude on the ^JartA—Distance east or west of the first meridian.
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Longitude in the Heavens—The angular distance of a hearenly l)ody, measured on tho ecliptic

eastward, from the first point of Aries.
iw/ninoH*.—Capable of shining without light from another body.
Lunar Distance.—^The angular distance of tlie centre of a celestial object from the centre of tlie

moon.
Lunar Month.—The time from one new moon to the next.
i.?/na«io».—The average time of the lunar month - -

,
Mariner's Compass.—An instrument with a magnetic needle, to point out the horizontal

direction.

iUass.—The quantity of matter in a body.
Mean.—Average

; applied to distance, longitude, motion, place, time, &c.
Meridian of a Place —A great circle passing thioiigh the place ami the poles of the earth. The

first meridian is the one from which longitude is reoiioned. The brazen meridian is that in which
the artificial globe turns,
MeUor.—A. transitory object in the air. Falling stones are often called meteoi-ites.
Minnie.—One 60th part of a degree ; also one 60th part of an hour.
Moon's Southing —The time wlien tlie moon comes to the meridian of a place.
Nadir.—A point directly opposite to tlie zenith, or beyond the centre of the earth.
Neap Tide.—The least flood and ebb tide.

JVe/iM/fl!«-Ciusters of Stars, or other causes of the luminous appearances in the heavens.
Nocturnal Jlrc.—The arc described by a heavenly body from its setting to its rising.
Nonagesimal Degree.—The highest point of the ecliptic above the liorizon
Node —The point of the moon's or a pjanet's orbit that is out bv the plane of the ecliptic. There

are two nodes, one on each side of the centre of motion
; and a line joining them is called the line

of the nodes. The place where the body passes to the north of the ecliptic is called the ascending
node ; the other the descending node.
New Style.—The reckoning of time established by Gregory Xllh, and now generally adopted.

,
North-—That point of the horizon which is directly towards the northern pole.
Nucleus of a Comet.—The part of its head which appears to be dense.
Nutation —A variation in the direction of the earth's axis, caused by the attraction of the moon

on the protuberant matter at the terrestrial equator
Oblique—Forming an acute or obtuse angle ; not perpendicular.
Oblique Ascension —Tha.t degree of the equinoctial which rises with a body in an oblique

sphere.

Oblique Descension.—That degree of the equinoctial which sets with a body in an oblique
sphere.

Obliquity.—^Deviation from parallelism and from perpendicularity.
Obliquity of the Ecliptic,—The angle formed by the equinoctial with the plane of the ecliptic.

' Occidental,—To the west, where the heavenly bodies appear to descend.
Occultatimi —The eclipse of a star or planet by ilia moon or by another planet.
Octant.—Forty-five degrees distant, or the eighth part of a circle.
Old Style-—Tiiat reckoning of time which malies eveiy fourth year a leap year.
Opakc—Not luminous or transparent
Opposition.—Two bodies are in opposition when they are on opposite sides of the earth.
Oibil.—The path in which one body moves round another.
Oriental,—Towards the east, where the heavenly bodies risc-

Parallax.—The difference of the place of a body, as seen from different points of view Diurnal
parallax is the difference between the apparent and true place of a body. Horizontal parallax is
the diurnal parallax of a body in the horizon. Annual parallax is the difference of the apparent
place of a body, as seen from different parts of the earth's orbit.

Parallactic Motion,—Angular motion sufficiently great to be perceived.
Parallel Lines.—Those continued in the same direction, at the same distance from each other.

Parallel of altitude, declination, and latitude, are small circles parallel to the horizon, equinoctial,
and equator.
Penumbra.—A partial or imperfect shadow.
Perigee —'The point nearest the earth, in the orbit of the moon or a planet.
Perilled.—Those who live in equal latitude on opposite sides of the pole.
Perihelion.—The lower apsis, or point nearest the sun, in a planet's orbit.
Periodic Inequality—An irregularity in the motion of a celestial body, requiring a comparatively

short time for its accomplishment.
Periodic Time —The time in which a heavenly body revolves around its centre of motion.
Periscii —A name given to the inhabitants of the frigid zone, because their shadows turn all

round them in one day
Perpendicular.—Making a riglit angle with some line or surface.
Pertoriations.—Irregularities in the motions of bodies, from some disturbing cause,
PAascs.—Different appearances of the moon and planets as they are differently illuminated.
Phenomena.—.Appearances in the works of nature. (Singular Phenomenon.)
Physical.—Belonging to material nature.
Pisces.—The 12th sign of the ecliptic.

PZane.—Length and breadth without thickness. The plane of a circle is the surface contained
within it, and continued out of it on all sides, indefinitely, to the heavens.
Planet—An opake body revolving around the sun The secondary planets revolve around the

primary planets, as well as aronnd the sun. Those planets nearer to the sun than the earth is, are
called inferior ; those more distiint are called superiors

Pleiades.—The seven stars in the constellation Taurus.
Point,—That which has position but no magnitude.
Polar Circles —Small circles drawn aronnd the poles, 23i degrees from them.
Polar Distance,—Angular distance from the pole, measured on a circle of declination.
Poles.—The terrestrial poles are the extremities of the earth's axis. The celestial poles are the

jioints where the earth's axis, if produced, would meet the heavens.
Pole Star.—A star of the second magnitude, near the north pole of the heavens.
Pointers—Two stars in the great bear, that serve to point out the pole star
Precession of the Equinoxes.—A retrograde motion, on the ecliptic, of the equinoctial points,

caused by the action of the sun and moon upon the protuberant matter at the earth's equator.
Quadrant.—Ninety degrees, or a quarter of a circle. An instrument to measure angles.
Quadrature.—The position, a quarter of a circle from the sun.
Quadrilateral Figure —-One that has four sides
Quartile.—Ninety degrees distant from each other.
Quiescent.—At rest ; not in motion.
Radiation,—^An emission of raj-s.

Radius.—A straight line from the centre of a circle or sphere to its circumference.
Radius Vector.—A straight line between a planet and the sun, or centre of motion.
Rain,—Drops of water falling from the clouds.
Reflection.—^The turning hack of rays of light or sound from a surface.
Refraalion.—The breaking or bending of a ray of light in passing through media of diflerent

densities.

Repulsion.—The property by which bodies recede or fly from each other
Retrograde Motion of a Planet.—Apparent motion from"east to west, contrary to the order of the

signs.

Revolution.—Motion from a point round to the same again.
Risht Jlscension—The distance east on the equinoctial from the first point of Aries.
Right Line-—A straight line ; a direct course.
Roman Indiction.—A period of 15 years.

Rotation.—The motion of a body round its axis.

Satellite—A moon, or eecondary planet.

Scorpio.—The eiglith sign of the ecliptic.

Seco7idary Circles-—Such as are in planes that are perpendicular to those circles of which they
are the 6econdarie.s.

Sector of a. CircZe.—Space enclosed hy two radii and an arc, less than a semicircle.
Secular Inequalities.—Variations in the motions of the heavenly bodies, requiring many ages for

their accomplishment.
Segment.—Any part of the surface of a circle cut off by a cord.
Semicircte.—llsilf a circle Halt of the circumference, or an arc of ISO degrees.
Sidereal Day.—The time included between two consecutive transits of the same star a( the same

meridian. This period is invariably of exactly the same continuance ; and it is the only one in
nature, with which we are acquainted, that is so Hence it forms a perfect standard measure, by
reference to which all portions of time may be ascertained. Astronomical clocks are made to
show sidereal time. It may likewise be observed that our standard measures of length, capacity,
and weight, depend upon the equable rotation of the earth on its axis, as they are referred to the
length of a pendulum beating seconds of mean lime.

Su'M.—Thirty degrees, or the 1 Jth part of a circle. The ascending signs of the ecliptic are those
in which the sun's meridian altitude is daily increasing.

Sfiou'.—Water frozen while in the form of clouds, mist, or fine rain, which then falls gently to
the earth

Solar Day.—The time from one noon to the next, is the apparent, and the average time of tliat
period, the mean, solar day.

Solar System.—The sun, with its planets and comets arranged regularly, in their several positions.
Solstices.—The times at which the sun is in the solstitial points. "When the sun is at the summer

EoLstice all places in the northern hemisphere have their longest day. These days vnry in length
from 12 hours at the equator to 31 at the arctic circle, and in the frigid zone tliej'' increase from -M
hours at the arctic circle to 6 months at the polo, where there is Imt, one day and night during tlie
year. At the same time all places in the southern hemisphere have their shortest dny

, These vary
from 13 hours at the equator to nothing at the antarctic circle, where the sun does not rise above
the horizon. The length of the days in south latitude corresponds to the length of the nights in
north latitude ; and the length of the nii^hts in south latitude corresponds to the'length of the days
ill north latitude When the sun is at the winter solstice, this condition of things is reversed, and
the southern hemisphere presents the same phenomena, with respect to the sun, as does the north-
ern when the .'iun is at the summer solstice,

Solstilial Points.—The points of the ecliptic which are farthest from the equinoctial,
South.—That point of the horizon which is directly opposite to the north pole
Sphere.—A globe or hall. A solid which has every point of its surface equally distant from its

centre. Also, the concave expanse of the heavens that surrounds the earth The" sphere has three
positions, right, oblique and parallel Those who live at the equator have a right sphere all the
circles of daily motion rising directly above, and descending directly below the horizon

'

Tho«c
who live between the equator anil poles have an oblique sphere, all the circles of daily motion
bsing oblique to the horizon. Were any one at either of the poles he wonld have a parallel sphere
all the circles of daily motion being parallel to the horizon On the artificial globe a right sphere
is represented by placing both poles in the horizon ; an oblique sphere by raising one pole a little
and depressing the other ; a parallel sphere, by bringing one pole to the zenith and the other to the
nadir.

Spherical—Having the form of a sphere.
Spheroid—A solid resembling a sphere If the polar diameter be the least, it is called an oblate

spheroid ; if it be the greatest, it is called a prolate or oblong spheroid.
Spritig Tide.—The greatest flood and ebb tide
Stationary,—A term applied to the apparent motion of a planet, when its real motion, combined

with that of the earth, causes it to remain at the same point in the heavens.
Supplement of an arc or angle.— ^Vhat the arc or angle wants of ISO degrees.
Surfuce.—That which has length and breadth, but no thickness.
Synodic JVfimfA —A complete lunation, or from one new moon to another: it being 29 da^s 12

hours and 44 minutes. j '

~

Syzygies —^Tlie points in the moon's orbit where she is new or full.
Taurus —The second sign of the ecliptic.

2Vde.—The rising and falling of the waters of the ocean. The rising of the water is called flood
tide ; the falling, ebb tide.

Transit —The passage of a body across the meridian of a place. The transit of Mer.cury and
Venus usually means their apparent passage across the sun's disc.

Trapezium.— -\ figure boumled by four tinequal sides,

jfriang-ie.—A figure bounded by 'three lines, or sides. An equilateral triangle has three equal
sides

; an isosceles, only two ; a scalene triangle has three unequal sides. A triangle is called a
ri^t, obtuse, or acute angled triangle, according as it has a right, obtuse, or Ihree acatte angles

Tropic of Cancer.—A small circle, 23° 2,S' north of the equator, and parallel to it.

Tropic of Capricorn,—A small circle, 23'' 2S' south of the equator, and parallel to it.

Tropical Vear.—The period between the consecutive returns of the sun to the same tropic or
solstice.

True Distance —The actual distance of a body from the sun, or of a satellite from its planet.
Ti-ue Place of a Plaiiel.—The place where it would appear to be, if seen from the centre of the

earth, or centre of motion.
Twilight.—The faint light of the sun before sunrise and after sun-set.
Umbra.—A dark or total shadow.
Universe —The whole material creation. It has been improperly applied sometimes to large

clusters of stars.

Vapor.—Water in an reriform state—steam.
Vertex.—The head, top, or summit.
Vertical.—The direction of the plumb-line.
Vertical Plane.—^A plane passing through the plumb-line, consequently perpendicular to the

horizon
Vertical Circle —A circle in a vertical plane, passing through the zenith and nadir and cuttin"

the horizon at right angles
'

Virgo.—The 6th sign of the ecliptic.

IVaning —Declining in power, or decreasing in light.

West.—That direction in (vhich the sun sets when in the equinoxes.
Wind.—Air in motion. The trade winds blow steadily to the westward, in the Atlantic and

Pacific oceans, between the tropics. The monsoons, or shifting trade winds, in the Indian ocean
blow part of the year oneway, and the other part in an opposite direction. The winds bevond
the 40th degree oflatitude are all variable. In the torrid zone, near the sea, breezes blow from the
land in the morning and from the sea in the evening,

I'ear —A solar or tropical year is the period from the departure of the sun from the summer sol-
stice, to its return to it again. If' length is 365 days, 5 hours, and nearly 49 minutes. The sidereal
year, which is the period between the departure and return of the suii to a fixed star, is about 17
minutes longer. The anomalistieal year is the time from the sun's leaving his apogee till he
returns to it, and is ,165 days, 6 hours, and about 14 minutes.

Zenith—The point in the heavens directly over head.
Zenith Distance —The angular distance of a heavenly body from the zenith, measured on a verti-

cal circle.

Zodiac.—A space or belt in the heavens, 16 degrees broad, (8° on each side of the ecliptic) in
which are the orbits of all the planets except a part of the asteroids.

Zone.—A belt or girdle on thf> earth's surface, formed by circles parallel to the equator There
are five zones ; the torrid, t«'o temperate, and two frigid, formed by the tropics and polar circles
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lYES' M0SIC BOOKS.
OTSICAL A B C, with SONGS TO SWEETEN
STUDY. By E. Ives, Jr.

THE MUSICAL SPELLING BOOK, a New Me-
thod of Instruction and Musical Recreation. 8vo,

B}^ E. Ives, Jr.

THE MOZART COLLECTION OF SACRED
: MUSIC, containing Melodies and Chorals, set to

fifty difFp^:ent metres. Also, the celebrated Chris-

tus .and Miserere, with the adaptation of English

^j-^ords; to which is prefixed the New Method
of Teaching the Rudiments of Music. By E.

Ives, Jr.

THE MUSICAt READER, a New Method of In-

struction, and Music, Sapred and Seculg,r. De-
signed for SchoQl^ ^irC MusicajL Academies. By
E. Ives, Jr.
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THE BEETHOVEN COLLECTION OF SA-
CRED MUSIC, comprising Themes, now first

arranged from the Instrumental compositions . of

Beethoven, Hjft|den, Mozart, and other eminent
Copaposers,' ^^Bl^iginai "il^uiies, Chants, and An-
thems ; the x^Re'^armoniz^l^in fo«r parts, with
an Accompaniment for the Oiganjyby Messrs. Ives,
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MUSICiL WREATH, by E. lips, Jr.
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